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A B S T R A C T
This thesis explores the prospects of entanglement-enhanced quan-
tum control of optomechanical systems. We first discuss several
pulsed schemes in which the radiation-pressure interaction is used to
generate Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen entanglement between the mech-
anical mode of a cavity-optomechanical system and a travelling-wave
light pulse. The entanglement created in this way can be used as a re-
source for mechanical state preparation. On the basis of this protocol,
we introduce an optomechanical teleportation scheme to transfer an
arbitrary light state onto the mechanical system. Furthermore, we
describe how one can create a mechanical non-classical state (i. e., a
state with a negative Wigner function) by single-photon detection,
and, in a similar protocol, how optomechanical systems can be used
to demonstrate the violation of a Bell inequality.
The second part of the thesis is dedicated to time-continuous quan-
tum control protocols. Making use of optimal-control techniques,
we analyse measurement-based feedback cooling of a mechanical
oscillator and demonstrate that ground-state cooling is achievable
in the sideband-resolved, blue-detuned regime. We then extend
this homodyne-detection based setup and introduce the notion of a
time-continuous Bell measurement—a generalisation of the standard
continuous variable Bell measurement to a continuous measure-
ment setting. Combining this concept with continuous feedback we
analyse the generation of a squeezed mechanical steady state via
time-continuous teleportation, and the creation of bipartite mech-
anical entanglement by entanglement swapping. Finally we discuss
an experiment demonstrating the evaluation of the conditional op-
tomechanical quantum state by Kalman filtering, constituting a
important step towards time-continuous quantum control of op-
tomechanical systems and the possible realisation of the protocols
presented in this thesis.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der Verwendung von Quantenverschrä-
kung um die Kontrolle über optomechanische Systeme zu verbessern.
Wir beschäftigen uns als erstes mit gepulsten Protokollen, in denen
die Strahlungsdruckwechselwirkung ausgenutzt wird um Einstein–
Podolsky–Rosen Verschränkung zwischen einem mechanischen Os-
zillator und einem Lichtpuls zu erzeugen. Diese kann dazu genutzt
werden um auf Basis eines Teleportationsprotokolles einen beliebigen
Quantenzustand eines Lichtpulses auf den mechanischen Oszillator
zu übertragen. Wir untersuchen weiters wie man mit Hilfe der De-
tektion einzelner Photonen einen nichtklassischen mechanischen Zu-
stand, d. h. einen Quantenzustand mit negativer Wignerfunktion, zu
präparieren. Auf ähnliche Weise ist es außerdem möglich ein opto-
mechanisches System zur Verletzung einer Bellschen Ungleichung zu
benutzen.
Der zweite Teil des Manuskriptes ist der zeitkontinuierlichen
Kontrolle optomechanischer Quantensysteme gewidmet. Unter Ver-
wendung von optimalen Steuerungstechniken kann ein mechani-
sches System durch kontinuierliche Messung und Rückkoppelung
in seinen Bewegungsgrundzustand gebracht werden—dies ist auch
möglich im seitenbandaufgelösten, blauverstimmten Regime. An-
schließend diskutieren wir eine Erweiterung dieses Protokolls auf
eine sogenannte zeitkontinuierliche Bellmessung, die eine Gene-
ralisierung der standard Bellmessung kontinuierlicher Variablen
darstellt. Dieses Konzept ermöglicht es, einen mechanischen Oszil-
lator in einem gequetschten stationären Zustand zu präparieren,
oder stationäre Verschränkung zweier mechanische Resonatoren zu
erzeugen. Abschließend diskutieren wir ein Experiment, das die Re-
konstruktion des sogenannten konditionalen Quantenzustand eines
optomechanischen Systems demonstriert. Dieses Experiment stellt
einen wichtigen ersten Schritt in Richtung der möglichen Durchfüh-
rung der in dieser Arbeit diskutierten Protokolle dar.
xv





N O TAT I O N
general remarks
In this thesis vectors are printed in a bold, slanted font, e. g., M, while
matrices, such as M, are denoted by bold, upright letters. The corres-
ponding transposed quantities are written as MT and MT respect-
ively. The complex conjugate of a complex number z is denoted by
z∗, the Hermitian conjugate of an operator c is c†. For tuples of op-
erators we use the convention (c1, c2, . . . )
† = (c†1, c
†
2, . . . ) which is dif-
ferent from (c†1, c
†
2, . . . )
T. The same symbol is used to denote the Her-
mitian conjugate of complex matrices (or vectors), i. e., M† = (M∗)T
for M ∈ Cn×m. Quantum mechanical mean values with respect to
the initial state of a system are written as 〈c〉. A time dependence
is indicated in a Heisenberg-type notation, such as 〈c(t)〉. The sym-
bol 1 is used to denote both the identity operator in a Hilbert space
or the identity matrix. In the former case a subscript identifies the
(sub)system the operator acts on, in the latter case a numerical sub-
script denotes the matrix dimension.
Also note that that we use the convention h̄ = 1, except in chapter 1,
where the explicit usage of h̄ is convenient for discussing the physics
underlying our optomechanical models.
xix
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Conducting any kind of quantum experiment requires, in a general
sense, excellent control over the physical system and the experimental
setup. On the one hand this means that the system under study must
be, to a large degree, decoupled from the environment and all clas-
sical noise sources—or from all sources of decoherence in general—,
in order for genuine quantum effects to emerge. On the other hand
one must be able to manipulate the system’s dynamics and quantum
state very precisely. In the quantum branch of atomic, molecular and
optical physics excellent control has been attained over many systems,
in particular over atoms [Chu02] and ions [Win13]. The achievements
in these fields led, for example, to the first creation of a Bose–Einstein
condensate [AK02] and the generation of Schrödinger cat states of
microwave fields in cavity quantum electrodynamics [HR06].
In order to make optimal use of this high level of control a mul-
titude of techniques have been developed. Quantum control theory
combines concepts from classical control theory with concepts from
quantum physics, exploiting inherently non-classical features such as
coherent superpositions and entanglement. It is nowadays an active
research field that plays a crucial role in modern quantum experi-
ments across different fields [DP10; Gou12]. Prominent examples of
successful application of quantum control protocols are spin squeez-
ing [KMB00] and steady-state entanglement generation in atomic
ensembles [Kra+11], or come from the field of quantum metrology,
such as nuclear magnetic resonance [Ger+03] and atomic clocks
[BJW01]. Strongly connected (and partly overlapping) fields are those
of quantum filtering [BVJ07; BG08] and quantum estimation theory
[Hel69; Par09], which concern themselves with the estimation of the
quantum state itself [Bel80; GJM13], or the estimation of classical
parameters (or classical signals) from the measurements of quan-
tum systems [Tsa09; TWC11]. Quantum estimation techniques have
also been successfully applied in optomechanics [Szo+12; Ang+13;
Iwa+13]. Another successful experiment in the same direction—
optimal estimation of the optomechanical quantum state—comprises
part this thesis (see section 3.5).
Although radiation-pressure effects on mechanical oscillators have
already been analysed theoretically in the late 1960s [BM67], and
experimentally demonstrated using microwaves [BMT70] and op-
tical fields [Dor+83] several years later, in its modern form cavity
optomechanics is a relatively young field within the quantum sci-
ences. First theoretical studies of quantum effects in optomechanical
systems concerned squeezing of light [Fab+94; MMT97], and the
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generation of optomechanical entanglement and non-classical states
[BJK97; MMT97]. Feedback cooling of vibrational modes via radi-
ation pressure was first analysed theoretically in [MVT98] and later
implemented experimentally [CHP99] to cool a Fabry–Pérot cavity’s
macroscopic end mirror. Today, highly advanced microfabrication
techniques allow for the fabrication of high-quality (both optical
and mechanical) cavity optomechanical systems, which has then led
to the demonstration of passive radiation-pressure cooling [Gig+06;
Arc+06; Sch+06]. Since then, cavity optomechanical systems have
been implemented in various forms, such as micromembranes in cav-
ities [Tho+08], microtoroids [Kip+05], microdiscs featuring optical
whispering gallery modes [Jia+09], and photonic crystals [Eic+09].
In parallel a different—and very successful—approach to observe
the same physics has been developed in the form of so-called elec-
tromechanical systems, which employ inductor–capacitor (LC) reson-
ators in lieu of optical cavities, and make use of capacitive coupling
between mechanical resonators and microwave fields [RL11]. Even
more approaches to demonstrate optomechanical interaction include
levitating nano-objects in cavities [Kie+13; Ase+13; Mil+15], and coup-
ling the collective motion of a cold atomic cloud to the electromag-
netic field of a cavity [Mur+08; Bre+08; Sch+11].
Despite these advancements, control of optomechanical systems
has not yet been developed to the high degree attained in more
mature branches of quantum physics; however, during the last years
several experiments in the quantum regime have been conducted
using these systems. These include quantum state transfer [OCo+10;
Pal+13], ground-state cooling of the mechanical mode [Teu+11;
Cha+11], ponderomotive squeezing [Bro+12; Saf+13; Pur+13], and
observation of back-action noise in position sensing [Mur+08; PPR13].
Many of these experiments rely on the fact that the employed sys-
tems can be operated in the strong-cooperativity regime, in which the
coherent (linearized) optomechanical coupling rate exceeds the effect-
ive decoherence rates of the optical and the mechanical mode. These
developments lay the foundation for quantum limited (feedback)
control of optomechanical systems.
Applications of quantum control theory in optomechanics range
from feedback cooling of the mechanical motion [CHP99], mechan-
ical squeezing [CMJ08; Woo+08], and two-mode squeezing [WC13] to
back-action elimination [Wis95; CHP03] with possible applications in
gravitational-wave detection. Importantly for quantum information
processing and communication, it can also be used to robustly gen-
erate entanglement between remote quantum systems, as has been
demonstrated recently for spin qubits [Dol+14]. At the same time en-
tanglement itself can be an essential component to facilitate control of
quantum systems, e. g., as a resource for teleportation [Ben+93], when
employed as a means for remote state preparation. In optomechanics,
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pulsed entanglement between a mechanical oscillator and the electro-
magnetic field has recently been demonstrated in an electromechan-
ical setup [Pal+13], using the protocol developed in this thesis (see
section 2.1); state preparation (and verification) of an arbitrary mech-
anical quantum state (e. g., a Fock state) has yet to be accomplished
(see, however, [OCo+10], which suffered from a too low mechanical
quality factor to perform quantum state tomography). Quantum con-
trol protocols are often operated in a time-continuous fashion and
rely on continuous measurements that are capable of tracking the
quantum state of the controlled system. The resulting measurement
record—and the so-called conditional quantum state inferred from
it—is then used as a basis for the applied feedback [WM09]. Thus,
the control protocol’s success critically depends on the precision of
the employed measurements. Recently, monitoring a mechanical oscil-
lator with a measurement strength matching its thermal decoherence
rate (equivalent to a cooperativity above 1) and measurement-based
feedback cooling to an occupation number of several phonons (lim-
ited by residual absorption) has been demonstrated in [Wil+14].
Outline of the Thesis
In this thesis we discuss different approaches to control optomechan-
ical systems on the quantum level. One central topic is the generation
of optomechanical entanglement, but also its application as a resource
to implement quantum control of these systems. The presented pro-
tocols can therefore be described as entanglement-enhanced quantum
control. The thesis is divided into three chapters.
• Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the physics of cavity-optome-
chanical systems, as well as to their description we use throughout
this work. We review the quantum theoretic models of the mechanical
and the optical resonator, and their interaction. We then introduce
the total system’s description as an open quantum system in terms
of (stochastic) master equations and quantum Langevin equations, as
well as a phase-space description. Finally we discuss characteristic
features of the optomechanical steady state.
• Chapter 2 is devoted to pulsed optomechanical quantum control and
quantum information protocols. In section 2.1 we discuss a protocol
to create and verify continuous-variable entanglement between a
mechanical oscillator and a light pulse, including an extension to a
teleportation scheme. First the protocol is analysed in a perturbative
approach to build intuition for the process; in a second step the full
fledged optomechanical model is solved, and the physical parameters
are optimized. This section is based on




S. G. Hofer, W. Wieczorek, M. Aspelmeyer & K. Hammerer
Physical Review A 84, 052327 (2011)
for which the author of this thesis did the majority of the analytical
and all numerical calculations, and prepared the larger share of the
published manuscript.
In section 2.2 we analyse the creation of non-classical mechanical
quantum states building on the protocol in section 2.1. We discuss
how a mechanical state with a negative Wigner function close to a
phononic Fock state can be prepared by coupling to a qubit and tomo-
graphically reconstructed from measurements of light. This work has
not previously been published. The protocol was devised together
with Konrad Lehnert, Tauno Palomaki, and Klemens Hammerer dur-
ing a visit at the University of Colorado, Boulder. The author of this
thesis did a substantial part of the analytical and all numerical calcu-
lations.
Section 2.3 discusses the violation of a Bell inequality using op-
tomechanical entanglement. The author worked out the details of the
optomechanical implementation and did all numerical calculations.
This work has been published as:
’Violation of Bell’s inequality in Electromechanics’
S. G. Hofer, K. W. Lehnert & K. Hammerer
arXiv:1506.08097 [quant-ph] (2015)
• Chapter 3 discusses time-continuous control protocols, analysing
in detail measurement-based feedback schemes to control general
and optomechanical systems. First, we analyse homodyne-detection
based feedback cooling in section 3.1. We then introduce the notion
of a time-continuous Bell measurement, and discuss its application
for time-continuous teleportation and entanglement swapping pro-
tocols [both for generic (section 3.2) and optomechanical systems
(sections 3.3 and 3.4)]. The presented protocols are based on work
published in two articles. For
’Time-Continuous Bell Measurements’
S. G. Hofer, D. V. Vasilyev, M. Aspelmeyer & K. Hammerer
Physical Review Letters 111, 170404 (2013)
the author was involved in the development of the generic formalism
of time-continuous Bell measurements, worked out the optomechan-
ical implementation (in terms of analytical and numerical calcula-
tions) and wrote substantial parts of the manuscript. For the addi-
tional material presented in
’Entanglement-enhanced time-continuous quantum control in op-
tomechanics’
S. G. Hofer & K. Hammerer
Physical Review A 91, 033822 (2014)
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he did most of the analytical and numerical work and wrote most of
the manuscript.
Finally we discuss in section 3.5 first steps towards experimental time-
continuous quantum control of (Gaussian) optomechanical systems.
The theoretical basis is formed by the so-called Kalman filter, which
extracts the conditional quantum state from a measurement traject-
ory. We show the implementation of a Kalman filter for an existing
optomechanical experiment. This work has been published in
’Optimal state estimation for cavity optomechanical systems’
W. Wieczorek, S. G. Hofer, J. Hölscher-Obermaier, R. Riedinger,
K. Hammerer & M. Aspelmeyer
Physical Review Letters 114, 223601 (2015).
The author developed the code for the data analysis and the statistical
analysis of the filter consistency, was involved in modelling of the ex-




C AV I T Y- O P T O M E C H A N I C A L S Y S T E M S
1.1 the physical system
Although optomechanical systems exist in many different physical
implementations, many of them can be described by the same simple
physical model [AKM14]. To exemplify the most important features
of a cavity-optomechanical system, we will use as our toy-model a
Fabry–Pérot cavity with one oscillating mirror (see fig. 1). On the
most basic level this simple system consist of two coupled harmonic
oscillators. In this section we will introduce its main constituents—
the optical and mechanical resonator—, and the physical background
of the optomechanical interaction.
fig 1. Schematics of an
optomechanical setup.
The cavity length L(Xm)
is modulated by the
mechanical motion.
In this thesis we are mostly interested in optomechanical setups,
working with optical photons, but the description as well applies
to electromechanical systems, where an LC resonator driven by a mi-
crowave field takes the role of the optical cavity (see fig. 2).
L
C
fig 2. Schematics of an
electromechanical setup.
The capacitance C(Xm)
of the LC resonator
is modulated by the
mechanical motion.
1.1.1 Mechanical Oscillators
Due to their size and high number of degrees of freedom, experiment-
ally employed mechanical oscillators in general posses a multitude of
mechanical eigenmodes, whose spectral features are determined by
the oscillator’s geometry, material properties, and the coupling to its
support. For general geometries, the spatial mechanical mode shape
can be arbitrarily complex and can be described by a displacement
field u(r, t) [PHH99]. We can expand u(r, t) in terms of the oscillator’s
eigenmodes un(r),
u(r, t) = ∑
n
Xn(t)un(r), (1.1)
with the corresponding time-dependent amplitudes Xn(t). Two ex-
amples of different eigenmodes of a doubly-clamped oscillating mir-
ror pad are shown in fig. 3. While mechanical oscillators are in gen-
eral not linear (in terms of their response to applied forces), linearity
poses a good approximation for the small displacements typically at-
tained in normal operation. We therefore model the amplitudes Xn(t)
to follow the damped harmonic evolution given by






Here ωn and γn are the angular resonance frequency and the damp-
ing constant of the n-th eigenmode and m(n)eff denotes the correspond-
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ing effective mass determined by the mode volume of un. Fext denotes
the sum of all external forces acting on the specific mechanical mode,
e. g., radiation pressure or fluctuating Langevin forces.
figure 3. Finite-element simulation of the fundamental (right) and a higher-
order mode (left) of a doubly-clamped oscillating mirror as has been used
in [Grö+09] (courtesy of Witlef Wieczorek, University of Vienna).
In this thesis we will consider the single-mode case only, where
we assume that we can experimentally address a single one of the
mechanical eigenmodes. This mode is assumed to have no significant
spectral overlap with its neighbouring modes. In the following we
will denote this mode’s resonance frequency by ωm, and the energy
damping rate as γm [the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of
the corresponding spectral peak].mechanical res-
onance frequency
and damping rate
The corresponding amplitude of
the oscillation we will call Xm(t). In our toy-model, the Fabry–Pérot
cavity, the centre-of-mass oscillation is the only available eigenmode,
and the amplitude Xm(t) is simply the mirror’s displacement from its
equilibrium position. The effective mass meff is then approximately
given by the total mass of the mirror (not accounting for the finite
mass of the supporting spring).
The viscous damping term in eq. (1.2) is due to the coupling of
the mechanical oscillator to its support, which at the same time also
acts as a thermal environment (commonly also referred to as heat
bath), and represents a noise source for the mechanical oscillator.
Customary this heat bath is modelled as a collection of an infinite
number of harmonic oscillators in a thermal state at a temperature
T, as first introduced by Caldeira and Leggett [CL83]. The mean bath
occupation number follows a Bose–Einstein distribution and we thus
have nB(ω) = [exp(h̄ω/kBT) − 1]
−1 (with the reduced Planck con-
stant h̄ and the Boltzmann constant kB). Later an important figure
for us will be the mean bath occupation at the mechanical frequency,
i. e., n̄ = nB(ωm). In the high-temperature limit we can approximate
nB(ωm) ≈ kBT/h̄ωm. We will see in section 1.3.1 that the effective
decoherence rate (often called thermal decoherence rateQ-factor and thermal
decoherence rate
) is given by
n̄γm ≈ kBT/h̄Qm, where we defined the mechanical quality factor
(Q-factor) Qm = ωm/γm. One thus sees that in order to have low
thermal decoherence we need a high-Q mechanical oscillator and a
low-temperature bath, which can be obtained by cryogenic cooling of
the experimental setup. Apart from the Caldeira–Leggett approach
above, another (phenomenological) model takes into account internal
8
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friction effects [Sau90]; additionally, more realistic microscopic mod-
els and experimental studies of system–bath coupling exist [Col+11;
Grö+15].
For the quantum treatment of the mechanical oscillator we intro-
duce position and momentum operators Xm, Pm, which fulfil canon-
ical commutation relations [Xm, Pm] = ih̄. As is customary in quan-
tum optics, we also introduce the dimensionless quadratures xm, pm
with [xm, pm] = i. We express them in terms of creation and annihila-














We can convert them to Xm =
√
2x0xm and Pm =
√
2meffωmx0 pm by






The second constituent of a cavity-optomechanical system is the op-
tical cavity which forms a resonator for photons. A simple Fabry–
Pérot cavity consists of two highly reflecting mirrors separated by
a distance L. Such a cavity contains a sequence of equally-spaced
modes with resonance frequencies νn = n∆ν (n ∈ N) [VW06], which
are separated by a frequency ∆ν, the so-called free spectral rangefree spectral range.
The free spectral range is determined by the cavity length, and—in

















fig 4. Cavity trans-
mission (power) for
Fcav = 20
cillator interacting with a single cavity mode with a central angular
frequency ωc = 2πνc only. In nano- and micro-optomechanical setups
this situation can easily be created experimentally, as the free spectral
range is many orders of magnitude larger than any frequency scale
of the mechanical system. Thus different cavity modes do not interact
via coupling to the mirror. There are systems, however, where coup-
ling between different optical modes can occur (deliberately or as a
perturbative effect) [FSW14].
Due to finite mirror reflectivity, absorption in the mirror substrate,
or photon scattering out of the cavity mode the lifetime of photons in
the cavity is limited to a finite number of round trips. This number
is called the optical finesse Fcav and is connected to the cavity decay











Throughout this thesis we denote by κ the energy (FWHM) decay rate,
i. e., the number of photons leaving the cavity per unit time. As we
need to monitor the output light of the cavity in virtually every exper-
iment we need to discriminate between pure photon losses (absorp-
tion, scattering) and transmission into the external field which we can
eventually measure. The total decay rate is thus κ = κin + κ̃, where κin
is associated with the input-coupler of the cavity (i. e., the decay chan-
nel we can measure), whereas κ̃ collects all other loss mechanisms we
cannot measure.
Let us assume we drive an optical cavity by a constant coherent
laser field with a central frequency ω0 and a (appropriately rescaled)
complex amplitude ε. This amplitude is connected to the input power
Pin by |ε| =
√
Pin/h̄ω0, and therefore describes the square root of the
driving laser’s photon-flux. The mean intracavity field αc then follows











We can get rid of the (trivial) evolution at optical frequencies by in-
troducing α̃c(t) = αc(t) e
iω0t. After a transient period α̃c will assume






with the detuning ∆0 = ω0 − ωc of the laser with respect to the cav-
ity resonance frequency. Note the distinction between the total decay
rate κ and the input-coupling rate κin, which leads to a decreased
intracavity photon number |αc|
2 for increasing losses κ̃.
Taking the Fourier transform of eq. (1.7) we obtain the cavity’s sus-
ceptibility χ(ω0), i. e., its linear response function. The value χ(ω0)
determines the response of the system for a constant input at a fre-







Its modulus and its argument give the amplitude and phase response
of the intracavity field respectively.
Quantum-mechanically the intracavity field can be described as a
damped harmonic oscillator [WM08]. In analogy to section 1.1.1 we
introduce creation and annihilation operators c†c , cc, and the corres-












We call xc the amplitude quadrature and pc the phase quadrature of
the electromagnetic field. Their equations of motion we will discuss
in detail in section 1.3.1.
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1.1.3 Cavity-Optomechanical Interaction
In cavity-optomechanical systems the interaction between the optical
and the mechanical mode typically manifests itself in the form of a
dispersive coupling, which means that the cavity resonance frequency
experiences a shift depending on the mechanical oscillator’s position.
Physically, the interaction is mediated by radiation pressure [Ein09]
in the form of momentum transfer due to reflection (Fabry–Pérot type
setups, microtoroids) [BM67; BMT70] or gradient forces (membrane
in the middle setups [Tho+08], levitated micro-objects [Cha+10; BS10;
Rom+10]). In addition to the dispersive regime there exists a dissipat-
ive optomechanical coupling where the cavity decay rate is depend-
ent on the mechanical position [EGC09; XSH11; Saw+15]. We will not
consider this kind of coupling in this thesis, however.
For photons impinging on a single mirror the radiation pressure
is just proportional to the incoming photon flux. As this force exer-
ted by photons on a massive object is typically very weak, cavity-
optomechanical experiments employ a resonator for the photons—
an optical cavity—in order to enhance the effective photon flux and
therefore the radiation pressure coupling. Conversely, the intracavity
photon flux now very sensitively depends on the mirror’s position,
as the mirror parametrically changes the cavity resonance frequency.
This can be nicely illustrated by plotting the modified susceptibility
of the cavity as a function of the mirror position Xm, which can be
obtained from eq. (1.9) by letting the resonance frequency depend lin-
early on the mirror position, i. e., ωc = ωc(Xm) (see also the discus-














fig 5. Optical response
to mechanical modula-
tion
ure 5 shows that moving the mirror modulates the intracavity-field
amplitude [shown in (a)], as well as its phase [shown in (b)]. For res-
onant driving (as depicted in the figure) the amplitude stays constant
to second order in Xm, while the phase is changed linearly. Hence,
mechanical displacement sensing is typically operated on resonance
as there the sensitivity on the mechanical displacement ∆θ/∆Xm is
maximal [AKM14].
The finite decay time of the cavity (i. e., the average time it takes
photons to leave the cavity) leads to a time-lag in the radiation pres-
sure force on the mirror. This leads to so-called dynamical back-action
effects dynamical
back-action effects
, most notably the optical-spring effect and back-action cooling
(or heating) of the mechanical motion, both of which we will again
encounter again below. A classical picture of optomechanical cool-
ing can be given by considering the cavity’s susceptibility (see fig. 6)
[MG09]: As the mirror oscillates and therefore sweeps the cavity’s res-
onance profile, it modulates the number of photons inside the cavity
and thus also the radiation pressure. However, due to the time-delay
associated with the cavity bandwidth, the radiation pressure is in-
creased in one half-cycle, while it is decreased in the other half-cycle
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(schematically depicted by the blue ellipse in fig. 6). Depending on
the relative phase between the radiation-pressure cycle and the mech-
anical oscillation this leads to additional damping for a red-detuned









fig 6. Radiation pres-
sure (proportional to
the intracavity amp-
litude) as a function of
the mechanical motion
for a red detuned drive
1.2 hamiltonian
Here we restrict ourselves to the case where a single mechanical mode
interacts with a single optical mode. The generalization to a multi-
mode scenario is straightforward. We give a simple derivation of the
cavity-optomechanical Hamiltonian; a rigorous version was given by







where ωm and ωc denote the mechanical and (nominal) cavity reson-
ance frequency respectively, and we have [ci, c
†
j ] = δij for i, j ∈ {m, c}.
The optical resonance frequency ωc is determined by the round-trip
time of photons in the cavity and thus by the effective cavity length
L, i. e., ωc/2π = 2c/L. In the case of a cavity with a moving mirror,
the effective length L(Xm) depends on the (dimensionful) position
of the mechanical oscillator Xm. Moving the mirror thus shifts the
resonance frequency and therefore changes the energy stored inside
the cavity mode. For small displacements Xm/L  1 [assuming that
Xm = 0 is the rest position and hence ωc := ωc(0) the nominal cavity
frequency] we can expand ωc(Xm) in a Taylor series around Xm = 0,









2x0xm, the Hamiltonian for the





c cc + h̄g0xmc
†
c cc. (1.13)
The last term is the sought-after radiation pressure interaction with








which quantifies the interaction between the mechanical oscillator
and a single photon in the cavity. For the Fabry–Pérot case we find
g0 =
√
2x0ωc/L. Note that by using these definitions a positive value
for the displacement Xm > 0 increases the energy in the cavity, which
means that the cavity length decreases.
Expression (1.13) shows that the radiation-pressure coupling is non-
linear in the amplitudes ci, c
†
i and depends on the number of photons
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in the cavity. However, as g0 is very small in many current optomech-
anical systems, the generated non-linear dynamics—and optomech-
anical effects on the single-photon level in general—are hard to ob-
serve. To enhance the radiation pressure one can drive the optomech-
anical cavity by a strong laser beam with a large coherent (time-
dependent) amplitude ε(t). Such a drive with a centre frequency ω0
can be described by adding an additional driving term
Hdrive = −ih̄
[




to eq. (1.13), where E(t) =
√
κinε(t) describes the driving strength
and ε(t) ∈ C is the complex amplitude of the input field. This
Hamiltonian basically arises from a beam-splitter like interaction,
where photons are scattered into the cavity mode from the external
coherent field. In order to get rid of the explicit time dependence
in (1.15) we typically go to a frame rotating at the optical frequency
ω0, which prompts us to introduce the detuning ∆0 = ω0 − ωc.
The complete optomechanical Hamiltonian including the non-linear






















We will discuss below that driving the optomechanical cavity in such
a way has two effects: (i) The mirror is shifted to a new equilibrium
position, and (ii) the radiation-pressure interaction is enhanced by
the classical intracavity amplitude αc created by the laser drive, effect-
ively linearizing1 it given that we have |αc|  1. For a full description 1. By ’linear’ we refer to
the oscillator’s response
function or, equival-
ently, its equations of
motion. The corres-
ponding Hamiltonian
can be quadratic in the
oscillators amplitude.
of these effects one needs to account for the open-system dynamics of
our system as will be discussed in detail in the next section. Here we
want to focus on the dynamics generated by the linearized Hamilto-
nian, as understanding their effects will be important throughout the
whole thesis.
We will see in section 1.3.1 that for a high-finesse cavity or a strong















where we introduced an effective detuning ∆c which is shifted with
respect to ∆0 due to the shifted equilibrium position of the mirror.
We can see that the coupling strength g = g0αc/
√
2 of the linear
interaction is enhanced by αc, which in the present case is the square-
root of the intracavity photon number. (Here we assumed αc ∈ R
without loss of generality.) For a high-finesse cavity or a strong laser
drive the mean number of photons in the cavity can be large, and the
interaction strength can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude.
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Depending on the chosen detuning ∆c we can identify different
types of interactions which are realized by the linearized radiation-
pressure Hamiltonian. Expanding the interaction part of (1.17) we can







is resonant for ∆c = −ωm and describes coherent exchange of energy
between the mechanical oscillator and the cavity mode. This term
is relevant for cooling the mechanical motion via sideband cooling
[Mar+07; Wil+07] (see also section 1.4) and can be employed to gen-
erate a state swap between the two modes. The so-called two-mode
squeezing (TMS) interaction





on the other hand, is resonant for ∆c = ωm, and describes simultan-
eous creation and annihilation of excitations in both modes, and is
the optomechanical analogue to the optical down-conversion process.
It is known to create optomechanical correlations and entanglement.
Customarily we call the ∆c > 0 “blue detuned” and ∆c < 0 “red
detuned”.
fig 7. Scattering pro-
cesses corresponding
to (a) the BS and (b)
the TMS Hamiltonian
Both terms can be interpreted in terms of three-mode scattering
processes involving the incoming laser beam (see fig. 7). In the beam
splitter process a phonon is annihilated in order to up-scatter a laser
photon into the cavity mode (resonant for ω0 = ωc−ωm). In the two-
mode squeezing process a fraction h̄ωm of a laser photon’s energy
is transferred to the mechanical motion creating a phonon, while the
photon is down-scattered into the cavity mode (resonant for ω0 =
ωc + ωm).
In the case of zero detuning ∆c = 0 both processes contribute
equally and the full interaction Hamiltonian proportional to xmxc
is retained. This interaction is often referred to as quantum non-
demolition (QND) interaction2 [Tho+78; BVT80] and can be used to2. Note that in the
resonant case xc is
a QND-variables as
[xc, Hlin] = 0 [BK96],
while xm does not
commute with the
full Hamiltonian.
produce squeezed light, as demonstrated in [Bro+12; Saf+13; Pur+13].
Additionally, a resonant drive is commonly employed to measure po-
sition changes of the mechanical oscillator via phase shifts of the light
field; these measurements can in turn be used to cool the mechanical
motion by active feedback [CHP01; Vit+02; Gen+08a].
The resonance conditions for the listed processes can be illustrated



















Tuning the laser to one of the mechanical sidebands, i. e., choosing
∆c = ±ωm, makes one of the terms in H̃int resonant while the second
14
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term is oscillating rapidly at a frequency ±2ωm. Invoking a rotating-
wave approximation (RWA), which is equivalent to taking a temporal
average, then allows us to neglect the corresponding off-resonant
term. The RWA is a good approximation in the sideband-resolved
weak-coupling regime g < κ  ωm, where the off-resonant scatter-
ing terms are strongly suppressed by the cavity’s density of states
which is strongly peaked in this regime (see fig. 8).
One of the most important optomechanical parameters for us in






which quantifies the strength of the unitary optomechanical interac-
tion compared to electromagnetic and mechanical decoherence rates.
Intuitively, the coherent interaction should be stronger then the de-
cohering dynamics in order to observe quantum effects. Indeed we
will see later that all discussed protocols need to be operated in the
strong-cooperativity regime of C > 1.
fig 8. Spectral illus-
tration of scattering
processes into mechan-
ical sidebands (here the
blue detuned case)
1.3 open system dynamics
A cavity-optomechanical system couples to two different kinds of
environments: On the one hand the mechanical oscillator couples
to a mechanical heat bath through its support;3 on the other hand, 3. Theoretically this




photons can leak out of the cavity into the electromagnetic environ-
ment in a finite time. Due to this interaction with the environment,
cavity-optomechanical systems inherently are open quantum sys-
tems and a Hamiltonian description does not suffice to describe
their full dynamics. In quantum optics, powerful methods have
been developed to describe open quantum systems [GZ04]. In the
following sections we will show how to describe the dynamics of
optomechanical systems in the master equation (MEQ) and the quan-
tum Langevin equations (QLEs) approach. As is customary we will
call the optomechanical system simply “system”, while we will refer
to the external electromagnetic field and the mechanical environment
as “bath” or “environment”.
1.3.1 Quantum Langevin Equations
The non-linear open-system dynamics of optomechanical systems can
be described in the Heisenberg picture by the (Stratonovich) quan-
15
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tum Langevin equations [GC85] written in the frame rotating at the
driving-laser frequency ω0
ẋm = ωm pm, (1.21a)




2γm f , (1.21b)
ċc = −( κ2 − i∆0)cc − ig0xmcc + E +
√
κain, (1.21c)
where ∆0 = ω0 − ωc is the detuning of the laser with respect to the
cavity resonance, and E(t) ∈ C describes the laser drive (as discussed
in section 1.1.2).
The input from the external electromagnetic field to the cavity
mode is described by the field operators ain and a
†
in (see appendix A).





not in general com-
mute with system




′)] = δ(t− t′), (1.22a)
[ain(t), ain(t
′)] = [a†in(t), a
†
in(t
′)] = 0. (1.22b)
Due to the Markov approximation the input fields are modelled as a
white-noise fields and are therefore δ-correlated. For optical systems
the electromagnetic bath is normally assumed to be in the vacuum
state, which is due to the fact that at room temperature the mean
occupation number of the bath at relevant frequencies is negligible,
i. e., nB(ωc) ≈ nB(ω0) ≈ 0.
5 We thus have5. Any coherent input
can be taken into ac-
count through eq. (1.15). 〈ain(t)〉 = 0, 〈a
†
in(t)〉 = 0, (1.23a)
〈a†in(t)ain(t
′)〉 = 0, 〈ain(t)a
†
in(t
′)〉 = δ(t− t′). (1.23b)
Note, however, that in electromechanical systems where ωc is in the
microwave regime one might have a finite thermal occupation, i. e.,
nB(ωc) > 0. The same description can also be valid if the laser drive
of an optomechanical system exhibits broadband amplitude or phase
noise that can be approximated by classical white noise. When the ex-
ternal field is in vacuum, we will often refer to the noise contribution
ain as shot noise, which is a purely quantum-mechanical contributionoptical shot noise .
In the experiment one typically has full access to the cavity input and
the corresponding output field. This means that we can (at least in
principle) engineer the input state [which modifies equations (1.23)]
and monitor the state of the outgoing field. The output of the cavity
is given by the input–output relation [GC85] (also see appendix A.3




This shows that by measuring quadrature operators xout, pout (e. g.,
by homodyne detection) of the output light we can directly monitor
the intracavity field quadratures xc and pc (plus a noise contribution).
In contrast to the treatment of the electromagnetic field, no single
accepted model exists for the coupling of the mechanical oscillator
16
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to its thermal environment [Vac00]. A common approach is to model
it in the form of Brownian motion damping [CL83; GV01], where
f Brownian noisedenotes the corresponding Gaussian, Hermitian noise operator. In
general f does not describe a white-noise process, but rather has a
correlation function [GZ04; GV01]













Here we adopt a quantum-optical stance and treat f in a Markov
approximation, which is known to be valid in the high-temperature
limit where kBT/h̄ωm  1 [GV01] and for high-Q oscillators [BK81].
For small arguments we can expand coth x = x−1 +O(x) and thus ap-
proximate f as a zero-mean white-noise field which is δ-correlated,6 6. Under this approxim-
ation eq. (1.21) do not
describe a completely-
positive map. These
effects are very small,
however.
〈 f (t)〉 = 0, (1.26a)
〈 f (t) f (t′) + f (t′) f (t)〉 ≈ (2n̄ + 1)δ(t− t′). (1.26b)
In contrast to the optical input fields the commutator of f at different
times is given by [GZ04, p 49]




where δ′ denotes the first derivative of the Dirac δ-function.
Classical Dynamics
The quantum Langevin equations (1.21) allow us to study the classical
non-linear dynamics of optomechanical systems. After introducing
the mean amplitudes αm(t) = 〈cm(t)〉 ∈ C and αc(t) = 〈cc(t)〉 ∈
C, and the semi-classical approximation that the correlation function
〈c†c cc〉 ≈ |αc|
2 factorizes, we obtain the set of equations



















αc + E. (1.28b)




c ) we can write equations
(1.28) in compact form as α̇ = G(α).
classical steady-stateLet us first analyse the possible steady-solutions of equations (1.28)
for constant driving field E(t) ≡ E0. Steady-state solutions which
we denote by αss are given by the fixed points of G, i. e., G(αss) = 0.
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We thus see that while the mechanical mode in equilibrium has zero
momentum (i. e., Im αssm = 0) it is displaced from its original position
by a finite value ussm =
√
2 Re αssm that in particular depends on the
driving strength E0. At the same time the cavity resonance is shifted,
leading to an effective detuning ∆0 − g0u
ss
m, which in turn leads to a
steady-state mean intracavity amplitude depending on ussm.
bistability Depending on the specific system parameters, equations (1.29) may
allow for multiple steady-state solutions. This situation is called bista-
bility [Dor+83; Mey+85]. It is easy to show that a necessary condition
for bistability is given by |∆0| ≥
√
3/4κ. Assuming this condition is
fulfilled, we find that the driving strength must be chosen in a certain
interval E0 ∈ [E−, E+] in order to observe bistable behaviour. Possible
solutions of equations (1.29) are shown in fig. 9 for ∆0 = 1.3κ (solid
line)—showing a bistable region— and ∆0 = 0.7κ (dashed line)—with
a single steady-state solution—as a function of the driving strength
E0. The black dashed lines indicate the values of E± which mark the
boundaries of the bistable region. The three dots mark three possible




fig 9. Mean steady-
state displacement ussm
for ∆0 = 1.3κ (∆0 =
0.7κ) [solid (dashed)
line] against E0
In the bistable regime the stability of the three solutions (shown in
different colours) can be analysed by applying linear stability theory
[Tab89, p 20]. We hence expand G around a chosen fixed point αss to
first order in small fluctuations δα. Denoting the Jacobian matrix of
G by (JG)ij = ∂Gi/∂uj and defining α = α
ss + δα we can write
α̇ = G(α) = G(αss) +JG(α
ss)δα +O(δα)2. (1.30)
Due to the fixed-point condition G(αss) vanishes. The system is then
stable if all eigenvalues of JG(α
ss) have negative real parts, which
means that all deviations from the fixed point will decay exponen-
tially. Linear stability can be most conveniently analysed by using the
Routh–Hurwitz criterionRouth–Hurwitz
criterion
(see appendix B.4) [II07], which eliminates
the need to explicitly calculate the eigenvalues of the Jacobian. Apply-
ing this to the situation depicted in fig. 9 we can show that the blue
and the yellow branch correspond to stable steady-state solutions,
while green shows an unstable solution. Which of the two possible
stable solutions is assumed in steady state depends on the system’s
initial conditions, and is determined by the solution’s basin of attrac-
tion (see, e. g., [Str08]).
We now turn to the analysis of time-dependent solutions of equa-
tions (1.28). Due to their non-linear nature no closed-form solu-
tion exist in general and we seek approximate solutions under
18
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the resolved-sideband assumption κ  ωm. Additionally, we can
simplify the analysis considerably if we assume that the effective
detuning ∆0 − g0(αm + αm)/
√
2 is kept constant by appropriately
tuning the laser frequency. This means that ∆0(t) obtains a time-
dependence to counteract the motion of the mirror and consequently
that eq. (1.28a) decouples from (1.28b). (Additionally this precludes
any bistable behaviour.) This is a reasonable assumption as in almost
every optomechanical experiment working in a continuous-wave
regime the laser will be locked to the cavity frequency. We can
then integrate equations (1.28) formally and find [using the initial




















E(t)(1 + δ) ≈ − E(t)
i∆c − κ2
, (1.32)
where δ is a correction, which is small if E(t) varies slowly on a
timescale of 1/κ. More precisely, one can show that a rough upper




|E(t)| , which must be much
smaller than unity. Also, in the second step we neglected transient
terms which only contribute on timescales t . 1/κ. Plugging this







Comparing eqs. (1.32) and (1.33) to the steady-state solutions above
shows that in the sideband-resolved regime and for a slowly varying
drive amplitude the system at all times is in a quasi steady state that
follows the driving field E(t).
Finally note that the frequency shift of the cavity due to the mean
displacement of the mirror is typically small (for g0  ωm). Assum-
ing ∆c to be constant will therefore often be a good approximation,
even without assuming it to be fixed explicitly.
Linearized Langevin Equations
The semi-classical analysis from the previous section shows that for
a strong laser drive E(t) and a high-finesse cavity the intracavity
field will have a large coherent mean value αc(t). Due to the radi-
ation pressure caused by this mean field the mirror will be displaced
accordingly by an amplitude αm(t). Effectively αc and αm define a
19
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new (quasi-)equilibrium point for the optomechanical system, around
which the dynamics can be linearized for certain parameter regimes.
The discussion of this procedure follows the standard treatment as
given in [Fab+94; MT94]. We first define the operator-valued vectors
















which allow us to rewrite the Langevin equations (1.21) in vector
form as ċ = G(c) + f . We then decompose c = α1 + δc where α
describes the coherent amplitudes as in the previous section and 1
is the identity operator. Formally this is achieved by going into a





defining δci = Di(αi)ciD
†
i (αi). For δc we then obtain the exact equa-
tion
δċ = ċ− α̇1 = [G(α)− α̇]1+JG(α)δc + h(δc) + f , (1.36)
where h is quadratic in δc. Choosing α such that it fulfils the classical
equations (1.28) makes the first term disappear and leaves us with
nonlinear equations for δc, which, however, explicitly depend on a
classical solution α(t). They read
δċm = −iωmδcm − i
g0√
2










δc†c δcc + i
√
γm f ,



















We can see that the linear interaction terms scale with g0αc while
all nonlinear terms scale with g0 only. If we thus work in a regime
with a large intracavity amplitude |αc(t)|  1 while on the other
hand the single-photon coupling is weak (i. e., g0 < κ) we can neglect
the nonlinear terms δc†c δcc, δccδcm [AKM14]. For brevity of notation
we will in the following drop the prefix δ and use ci instead of δci
etc. Additionally we introduce the effective coupling strength g and






, ∆c = ∆0 −
g0√
2
(αm + αm), (1.37)
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and write the linearized Langevin equations in terms of the quadrat-
ure operators as [MT94]
ẋm = ωm pm, (1.38a)
ṗm = −ωmxm − γm pm − 2gxc +
√
2γm f , (1.38b)
ẋc = −∆c pc − κ2 xc +
√
κxin, (1.38c)
ṗc = ∆cxc − κ2 pc − 2gxm +
√
κpin. (1.38d)
Note that here we assumed αc(t) ∈ R which can be achieved by ap-
propriately choosing the phase of the input field E [see, e. g., (1.32)].
The Hamiltonian evolution in equations (1.38) is generated by the lin-
earized Hamiltonian (1.17). One should keep in mind that the linear-
ization is only valid if the coherent amplitudes αi are sufficiently large
at all times. Throughout this thesis we will only consider cases where
the system is in a (quasi) steady state as discussed in the previous
section, and we can thus chose α(t) ≡ αss. Also we do not account for
bistability effects. Note that in the same way as for the classical sys-
tem, the stability of (1.38) can be analysed using the Routh–Hurwitz
criterion [II07].
The linearized Langevin equations (1.38), or the corresponding
equations for ci and c
†
i , will often serve as a starting point for our
further analysis.
Mechanical Damping in RWA
Equations (1.38) show an important difference in the treatment of
mechanical and optical damping: While for the mechanical mode
only the momentum is directly subject to damping, both quadratures
of the cavity mode are damped symmetrically. This is an important
observation, as (1.38) do not describe a completely positive map, and
thus cannot be stated as a Lindblad MEQ (see section 1.3.2). We will
now show that the mechanical damping can be cast into a symmetric
form by performing a RWA, which effectively constitutes a temporal
coarse-graining procedure. We first write the mechanical Langevin









2g eiωmt xm + i
√
γm e
iωmt f , (1.39)
and introduce a time coarse-graining by averaging the equation over
a time δt, which has to be chosen long on the timescale of the mech-
anical frequency (i. e., δt  1/ωm), but short on all other timescales
involved. (See appendix 1.A for a more detailed discussion of this
procedure.) This leads us to define the noise operator
f̄ (t)dt = i
∫ t+δt
t
dτ eiωmτ f (τ), (1.40)
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which is not Hermitian and (approximately) obeys
〈 f̄ (t) f̄ †(t′) + f̄ †(t′) f̄ (t)〉 = (2n̄ + 1)δ(t− t′), (1.41a)
〈 f̄ (t) f̄ (t′)〉 = 〈 f̄ †(t) f̄ †(t′)〉 = 0. (1.41b)
Note that these relations are only valid on timescales much longer
than δt. Due the time average we can drop the fast rotating term
e2iωmt c̃m, which is the gist of the rotating-wave approximation. In
this particular approximation we keep the optomechanical coupling
term in its original form, but have to keep in mind that the resulting
equations are valid only in a narrow bandwidth much smaller than
ωm around ωm, i. e., in a interval [ωm − ϑ, ωm + ϑ] with ϑ  ωm; all
other frequency components are suppressed by the applied time aver-
age. This can be borne out more explicitly in the adiabatic regime, as
discussed in appendix 1.A. We can now define Hermitian operators




( f̄x + i f̄p) (1.42)
and go back to the original frame; we obtain






ṗm = −ωmxm −
γm
2
pm − 2gxc +
√
γm f̄p. (1.43b)
In this form the QLEs are equivalent to the Lindblad master equation
(1.52).
Langevin Equations in the Adiabatic Regime
In the weak coupling regime g κ one can significantly simplify the
description of the optomechanical dynamics by adiabatically elimin-
ating the cavity mode from the system. This leads to an effective equa-
tion for the mechanical oscillator, which then directly couples to the
external electromagnetic field. The complete procedure is presented
in appendix 1.A; here we summarize the most important expressions.















2 + i(−∆c ±ωm)
, (1.45)
which describe the Lorentzian cavity profile. ξ(t) is an electromag-
netic vacuum noise term filtered by the cavity [see eq. (1.74)]; in the
adiabatic approximation one can set
〈ξ(t)ξ†(t′)〉 = δ(t− t′) (1.46)
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for all timescales slow compared to 1/κ. Using the adiabatic solution
(1.44) we can derive the effective equation of motion of the mechan-
ical system alone. We first state the result; all terms will be described
afterwards. After transforming to a frame rotating with ωm and intro-
ducing a time coarse-grained description (which we indicate by using
symbols such as c̄m) we find (see appendix 1.A)
˙̄cm = −iδωmc̄m − 12 (γm + Γ) c̄m
− i
√






γm f̄ . (1.47)
This equations nicely illustrates the characteristic dynamical features
of optomechanical systems we touched on in section 1.1.3: Firstly we
see that the mechanical frequency is shifted by
δωm = g
2 Im(η− + η+) (1.48)
with respect to the nominal value ωm. This is the optical-spring effect
optical-spring effect[BGK97; BV02; Cor+07], which leads to a softening of the spring for
a red-detuned drive (∆c < 0) and a hardening for a blue-detuned
drive (∆c > 0). Secondly we observe a modification of the mechanical
damping rate by
Γ = Γ− − Γ+, (1.49)
with
Γ± = 2g
2 Re η±. (1.50)
optical cooling
and heating
This modification leads to sideband cooling for ∆c < 0, for which
we have Γ− > Γ+ [Mar+07; Wil+07], while for the case of ∆c > 0 we
find Γ+ > Γ− and thus amplification of the mechanical motion. In the
adiabatic approximation the optical mode is treated as an additional
bath of the mechanical oscillator. The coupling to this bath introduces
the vacuum noise processes ξ̄±, which in the given approximation are








′)〉 = 0. (1.51b)
Physically ξ̃+ (ξ̃−) stems from the process of scattering photons into
the upper (lower) mechanical sideband (as discussed in section 1.2)
with corresponding scattering rates Γ− (Γ+). Hence we see that the
parameters η± describe the modification of the scattering rates due to
the Lorentzian cavity profile. Note that the adiabatic Langevin equa-
tion (1.47) is equivalent to the adiabatic master equation (1.55).
1.3.2 Master Equation and Stochastic Master Equation
As an alternative to the quantum Langevin equations, which consti-
tute the Heisenberg description of the dynamics, the evolution of the
23
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optomechanical system can also be described in the Schrödinger pic-
ture. We denote by ρ the density matrix of the bipartite system con-
sisting of the mechanical and the optical mode. The state ρ evolves
according to a Lindblad master equation [Lin76] of the form [Wil+07]Lindblad
master equation
ρ̇ = LHlin ρ
= − i
h̄




Its initial condition we typically choose to be ρ0 = ρ
(m)
th ⊗ |0〉〈0|c,















and |0〉〈0|c is the ground state of the cavity. The Liouvillian LHlin de-
scribes the unitary evolution generated by the linearized Hamiltonian
Hlin [given by eq. (1.17)] together with the dissipative dynamics cre-
ated by the coupling to the environment. The decoherence effects are
captured by theLindblad terms Lindblad terms [GZ04]












The operator D is trace-preserving [i. e., tr(D[c]ρ) = 0], and hence
preserves the normalization of the density matrix ρ. In analogy to
the treatment in section 1.3.1 we can derive an effective master equa-
tion for the mechanical mode from which the cavity is adiabatically










for the mechanical subsystem described by ρ(m) alone, where
γ− = Γ− + γm(n̄ + 1), (1.56a)
γ+ = Γ+ + γmn̄. (1.56b)
and δωm, Γ± as defined in eqs. (1.48) and (1.50). This equation cap-
tures passive cooling and heating effects via the optomechanical inter-
action, as has been derived before in the quantum theory of sideband
cooling [Wil+07; Mar+07].
In this thesis we will often encounter the situation where the
optomechanical system is continuously monitored via a homodyne
measurement of the output light, realizing a so-called diffusive meas-
urement of a given cavity quadrature [set by the local oscillator (LO)
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angle φ]. The system can then be described by the conditional quantum
state ρc that encodes our knowledge of the system given a specific
measurement record I(t). The conditional state’s evolution is con-
veniently described in the Schrödinger picture by the Itō stochastic
master equation (SME) stochastic
master equation
[GZ04; WM09]
dρc = Lρc dt +
√
ηκ H[eiφ cc]ρc dW, (1.57)
where 0 < η < 1 is the efficiency of the detection. The effect of
conditioning is described by the measurement operator
H[s]ρc = [s− tr(sρc)]ρc + ρc[s− tr(sρc)]
†. (1.58)
H is thus nonlinear in ρc, as is expected for a measurement term. The





−iφ〉c dt + dW(t), (1.59)
where W is a Wiener process with an increment dW(t) := W(t+dt)−
W(t), which has zero mean and a variance dW(t)2 = dt. Here and
in the following we denote by7 〈A(t)〉c = tr(Aρc(t)) the expectation 7. This construction is
explained in detail in
appendix B.1.2.
value with respect to the conditional state at time t. Equation (1.59)
shows that I(t) encodes information about a generalized intracavity
quadrature defined by φ.
In contrast to the conditional state ρc which solves a SME, we will
call the solution of a standard MEQ [such as (1.52)] the unconditional
state, which we denote by ρ. A general introduction to SMEs is given
in appendix B.
1.3.3 Phase-Space Description
In the Gaussian regime (i. e., for linearized optomechanical interac-
tion) the system’s unconditional state is fully characterized by the
first and second moments of the vector X = (xm, pm, xc, pc)
T, i. e., the















〈X(t)〉 = F〈X(t)〉, (1.61a)
d
dt
Σ(t) = FΣ(t) + Σ(t)FT + N. (1.61b)
The 4 × 4 matrices F and N describe the system’s dynamics and
noise properties respectively, and can be deduced directly from the
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Langevin equations (1.38) or the corresponding master equation (see
appendix B.3.1). For the model used in eq. (1.38) they read
F =

0 ωm 0 0
−ωm −γm −2g 0
0 0 − κ2 −∆c








0, 2γm(2n̄ + 1), κ, κ
)
. (1.63)
Equation (1.61b) has an analytic solution given by




dτ eF(t−τ) N eF
T(t−τ) . (1.64)
In the limit t → ∞ the steady-state covariance matrix can be written
as8 [Gen+08b]8. This is obtained







dω(iω1+ F)−1N(iω1+ FT)−1. (1.65)
The integral can be evaluated analytically by a method presented in
appendix B.5.
Gaussian conditional quantum states on the other hand are fully
described by the mean vector X̂(t) = 〈X(t)〉c and covariance matrix
Σ̂ij(t) =
1







defined with respect to ρc [the solution of a stochastic master equa-
tion such as (1.57)]. Their equations of motion are given by a linear
stochastic differential equation and a (deterministic) matrix Riccati
equation respectively [Bel80] (see appendix B.3.1 for a derivation),














where H describes the homodyne measurement and M is related to
the system’s noise properties [see eqs. (B.39b) and (B.41b)]. K(t) is a
time-dependent gain factor
K(t) = Σ̂(t)HT + M. (1.68)
which itself depends on the state through Σ̂(t). In the case of a single
homodyne detection with a LO phase φ and detection efficiency η [as

















1.4 the optomechanical phase diagram
For a one-dimensional system [with a two-dimensional phase space
(x, p)] these equations allow us to give a simple graphic interpretation
of the SME (1.57) in terms of a phase-space description (see fig. 10):
The conditional trajectory X̂ (blue line) is determined by the meas-
urements I(t) and therefore follows a random walk in phase space.
The covariance matrix Σ̂ (red ellipse) on the other hand evolves de-
terministically, independent of the measurement results. Averaging
over all possible phase-space trajectories recovers the broad Gaussian
distribution described by the standard MEQ (1.52) [or equivalently,
equations (1.61)]. For an unstable system (e. g., in the blue detuned
regime), the blue line will spiral outwards, leading to a growing un-
conditional covariance. The conditional covariance matrix Σ̂, however,
may still possess a (finite) steady state. This is due to the fact that the
exponential growth is tracked by the conditional mean, with respect
to which the covariance matrix is defined. The steady-state condi-
tional covariance matrix Σ̂ss can be found in analogy to Σss by setting
the left-hand side of equation (1.67b) to zero and by solving the res-
ulting algebraic Riccati equation [WM09].
figure 10. Schematic comparison of the master equation (1.52) and the
stochastic master equation (1.57) for a single mode Gaussian system in
phase space. The conditional state with a covariance Σ̂(t), depicted by the
red ellipse, moves through phase space on a trajectory given by a realization
of X̂(t) (blue line). Averaging over many sample paths recovers the broad,
unconditional distribution, determined by Σ(t) (violet ellipse).
1.4 the optomechanical phase diagram
Provided a linear optomechanical system is stable (as determined by
the Routh–Hurwitz criterion discussed in section 1.3.1) it will in the
long-term assume a steady state, limt→∞ ρ(t) = ρ
ss, where ρss is de-
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termined by the condition Lρss = 0. If a stable steady state exists the
means 〈X〉ss:= tr(Xρss) = 0 vanish, while the steady-state covariance
matrix Σss is given by the solution to the so-calledLyapunov
equation
Lyapunov equa-
tion, which is obtained from (1.61b) by setting its left-hand side to
zero, i. e., FΣss + ΣssFT + N = 0.
The characteristic features of an optomechanical system’s steady
state can nicely be illustrated by plotting a phase diagram show-




and optomechanical entanglement between the mechanical resonator
and the intracavity field. We quantify the entanglement by the steady-
state logarithmic negativity EssN = EN (ρ
ss) [VW02; Ple05], where





‖·‖1 is the trace norm, and ρ
Tm is the partial transpose with respect to
the mechanical subsystem. Figure 12 shows such a phase diagram of
an optomechanical system in the resolved sideband regime (κ < ωm)
for a high-Q mechanical oscillator with respect to the laser detun-
ing ∆c and the coupling g. The grey background depicts the regions
of instability, where no steady state exists. The first thing to note
is that the system is unstable in nearly all the right half-plane, i. e.,
for blue detuned laser drive, while for red detuning the system be-
comes unstable only for appreciably high optomechanical coupling.
Exactly on resonance ∆c = 0 the system is unconditionally stable for
arbitrary high coupling (as long as Qm > 0). Centred around the
first mechanical sideband at ∆c = −ωm, where the beam-splitter part
of the optomechanical interaction is resonant, lies the region where
nssm < 1 (dashed red line) and thus ground-state cooling of the mech-
anical system through optomechanical sideband cooling is possible.
Optomechanical sideband cooling can be understood in analogy to
sideband cooling of trapped ions [Cir+92] by looking at the level
scheme depicted in fig. 11: Tuning the laser to the lower mechanical
fig 11. Illustration
of sideband cooling
based on the optomech-
anical level scheme
sideband resonantly drives the transition |n〉m|k〉c → |n− 1〉m|k + 1〉c
with a rate Γ− (solid red arrow), while in the sideband-resolved re-
gime κ  ωm all other transitions (dashed red arrows) are strongly
suppressed. Due to the finite cavity lifetime the systems consecut-
ively decays into |n− 1〉m|k〉c and the cycle starts over. Devoid of ad-
ditional mechanical decoherence (and for Γ−  Γ+) the mechanical
system would thus eventually be driven into the ground state |0〉m.
Assuming stability we can solve the Lyapunov equation correspond-













The first term corresponds to the effective mechanical occupation
number neff in steady state. We can thus see, that in order to achieve
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ground state cooling (i. e., neff < 1) we need Γ−  γ, Γ+ and Γ− > n̄γ.
In leading order we then have neff ≈ n̄γ/Γ− ≈ 1/C. The region of
ground-state cooling thus coincides with the regime of strong cooper-
ativity C & 1 (clearly visible in the plot).
Right at the border of stability, for a similar detuning, we find re-
gions of large steady-state entanglement between the intracavity field
and the mechanical resonator (coloured in green) [Gen+08b]. On the
opposite side of the phase diagram, around ∆c = ωm, we also ex-
pect to observe optomechanical entanglement due to the effect of
the optomechanical two-mode squeezing dynamics. However, there
the formation of a steady state is inhibited by the optomechanical in-
stability, which is due to parametric amplification of the amplitude of
both the mechanical and the optical mode [AKM14]. The connection
of laser cooling, entanglement generation, and the instability region
has been analysed in detail in [Gen+08b].
Although no steady state exists for a blue-detuned laser drive, vari-
ous alternative approaches permit to work with the resonantly en-
hanced two-mode squeezing dynamics of the optomechanical interac-
tion. In section 2.1 we will analyse in detail a pulsed protocol for en-
tanglement creation, which does not require to be operated in a stable
regime. Working with a continuous-wave blue-detuned laser drive
on the other hand, is still possible if one employs stabilizing feed-
back which inhibits the exponential growth of the optomechanical
system’s quadratures. One possible type of feedback is measurement-
based feedback using homodyne detection, which we will consider
in chapter 3.
Measurement-based feedback protocols rely on the evaluation of
the system’s conditional state, whose dynamics are described by a
stochastic master equation such as (1.57). For Gaussian systems (such
as a linear optomechanical system) the SME is easily integrated, by
solving the corresponding Riccati equation. The conditional steady
state’s mean mechanical occupation number 〈c†mcm〉
ss
c is depicted in
fig. 12(a) for a measurement of the phase quadrature of the light field,
i. e., φ = π/2. We find a large region where 〈c†mcm〉
ss
c < 0.4 for all de-
tunings −ωm . ∆c . ωm (blue line). In the region around the red
sideband ∆c ≈ −ωm this effect can mainly be attributed to passive
sideband cooling of the mirror, which we discussed above. However,
we now also find a region of low occupation on the opposite (blue)
sideband at ∆c ≈ ωm. In this region the reduction of the conditional
phonon number, which at the same time means an increase of the
mechanical state’s purity, is due to correlations between the mech-
anical oscillator and the light field. These correlations allow us to
extract information about the mechanics from the homodyne meas-
urement. We will see in the next section that in the sideband-resolved





































figure 12. Upper plot: Steady-state phase diagram of an optomechanical
system for κ = ωm/4, Qm = 10
7, n̄ = 3.5 · 105. The grey hatched area
depicts unstable regions where no steady-state exists. The dashed red line
shows regions of ground state cooling of the mechanical oscillator, here
nssm < 1. The green area shows optomechanical entanglement (logarithmic
negativity EssN ), with largest values close to the instability region. The blue
line encloses the regions where the conditional mean mechanical occupation
number 〈c†mcm〉
ss
c < 1 for a measurement of the optical phase quadrature,
i. e., φ = π/2. The right axis shows the corresponding optomechanical co-
operativity, given by C = 4g2/(n̄ + 1)γmκ. Lower Plot: Cut through the
phase diagram at g = ωm/10, depicting the conditional phonon number
〈c†mcm〉
ss
c for LO phases φ = π/2 (blue) and φ = 0 (purple). The dashed red
line again shows the mean occupation number for the unconditional state
for sideband cooling.
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mode squeezing, entangling term of the optomechanical Hamiltonian
is resonant.
To illustrate how the choice of the LO phase influences the con-
ditional mechanical occupation we plot a cut through fig. 12(a) at a
fixed optomechanical coupling g = ωm/10 in fig. 12(b). If we choose
to measure the optical amplitude quadrature we find that on reson-
ance we do not have a reduction of the conditional phonon number.
For a detuned laser drive (|∆c| & ωm) however, we again find regions
of 〈c†mcm〉
ss
c < 1. This is easily explained by noting that on resonance
(∆c = 0) only the optical phase quadrature couples to the mechanical
oscillator, while the amplitude quadrature contains noise only. Meas-
uring the amplitude quadrature therefore does not allow us to make
inferences about the mechanical motion. In general there will be an
optimal LO angle, depending on all system parameters (especially g,
∆c, κ) at which we obtain maximal information about the mechanical
motion. Thus, homodyne detection at this particular angle yields the
minimal conditional occupation. Typically—especially in the weak-
coupling regime where g < κ—the optimal angle corresponds to the
optical quadrature which is anti-squeezed by the optomechanical in-
teraction and thus features the best signal-to-noise ratio. We will see
later how these features of the optomechanical phase diagram con-
nect to feedback cooling of the mechanical oscillator.
Although no steady state exists in the blue-detuned regime, it is
well suited as a working point for optomechanical quantum control
protocols. The entanglement created by the two-mode squeezing in-
teraction can be exploited to obtain information about the mechanical
system’s state, as well as to prepare it in a certain state. We will ex-
plore several such protocols in the following sections.
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1.a appendix : adiabatic elimination of the cavity
The goal of adiabatically eliminating the cavity is to find an effect-
ive equation of motion for the mechanical mode coupling directly
to the external electromagnetic field via a modified interaction. This
is possible in the weak-coupling regime g  κ, where the cavity
field adiabatically follows the mirror motion. The adiabatic elimina-
tion procedure effectively constitutes a perturbative expansion in the
small parameter g/κ. We proceed as follows: We first find an adia-
batic solution for the cavity mode and then apply a Markov approx-
imation. After a RWA with respect to the optomechanical interaction
we obtain an equation which is equivalent to a Lindblad MEQ (see
also appendix 2.C).
The author thanks Prof. Gerard Milburn for helpful discussions on
this topic during a visit at the University of Queensland, Brisbane.
We start from the QLEs (1.38) which we transform into a rotating
frame defined by cc(t) = e







− ig eiωmt(c̃c e












κ e−i∆ct ain. (1.72b)















2 (t−τ) e−i∆cτ ain(τ).
Using the fact that c̃m is slowly varying on a timescale 1/κ we can pull
it out from under the integral. Additionally, we assume that κt 1















with the coefficients η± = [
κ
2 + i(−∆c ± ωm)]
−1. This is the gist of
the adiabatic elimination procedure, as the cavity field in this approx-
imation only depends on the mechanical state at the same time. The
cavity dynamics give rise to a coloured noise process (white vacuum








2 (t−τ) e−i∆cτ ain(τ), (1.74)
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with a two-time correlation function
〈ξ̃(t)ξ̃†(t′)〉 = κ4 e
− κ2 |t−t
′| . (1.75)
For large κ this is a strongly-peaked function that acts as a δ-
distribution for functions which vary slowly on a timescale 1/κ,
and we can show that limκ→∞〈ξ̃(t)ξ̃
†(t′)〉 = δ(t− t′).
Plugging the adiabatic solution for the cavity into the equation of






































If we now apply a time coarse-graining by integrating over a time
interval [t, t + δt] with δt such that 1/g  δt  1/κ, 1/ωm, we can
make the following approximations:
• As c̃m evolves on a typical timescale 1/g which is much longer than δt
we approximate
∫ t+δt
t dτc̃m(τ) ≈ c̃m(t)δt, and then formally take the
limit δt → dt. To show explicitly that we are working in the coarse-
grained picture we denote the corresponding mechanical operators





Under the same premiss we write




• In a rotating-wave approximation we can drop the fast oscillating
terms proportional to e2iωmt c̃†m in the damping terms produced by
the coupling to the mechanical environment and the effective optical
environment. This can be justified by observing that
∫ t+δt
t















which effectively act as white noise at a center frequency ω0 ± ωm
and are (approximately) independent. To see this we take the limit
κ → ∞ while keeping ∆c/κ and ωm/κ constant such that the condi-







′)〉 on a test function in a distribu-























































The second term is fast rotating and thus vanishes under the time-
average over the timescale δt 1/κ, 1/ωm, yielding a correction of
O(ωmδt)
−1. The correlation functions of the coarse-grained noise pro-








′)〉 = 0, (1.80b)
which is appropriate for timescales much longer than δt (e. g., on the
timescale 1/g). Physically ξ̄± (and ξ̃±) describe scattering of photons
into the upper/lower mechanical sideband.
• Finally we introduce the coarse-grained mechanical noise process
f̄ (t)dt := i
∫ t+δt
t
dτ eiωmτ f (τ), (1.81)
which are the same processes already introduced in eq. (1.40). They
therefore obey the correlation functions (1.41) in the same limit
δt 1/ωm as above.
Under these approximations the Langevin equation can be written as
˙̄cm = −iδωmc̄m − 12 (γm + Γ) c̄m
− i
√






γm f̄ , (1.82)
with δωm = g
2Im(η− + η+) and Γ = 2g
2Re(η− − η+) =: Γ− − Γ+.
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Later we will also need the corresponding time-averaged input–
output relations. We define the coarse-grained noise operator [with






and correspondingly āout, in the rotating frame of the cavity mode.







′)〉 = δ(t− t′) (1.84)
for timescales longer than δt. If we, in the same way, introduce
c̄c(t)dt =
∫ t+δt




The explicit expression for c̄c depends on the choice of the detun-
ing ∆c and cannot be further simplified in general. We can, however,
make further simplifications for ∆c = ±ωm. Using the adiabatic solu-
tion for c̃c(t) [eq. (1.73)] we find for ∆c = −ωm




and for ∆c = ωm






where in both cases we dropped fast oscillating terms proportional
to exp(±2iωmt) in a RWA. Plugging either (1.86) or (1.87) into (1.85)










′) θ(t− t′), (1.88)









1 t > 0
1
2 t = 0
0 t < 0
. (1.89)
From this follows that 〈ξ̃(t)ξ̃(t′)†〉 = 12 〈ξ̃(t)ã
†
in(t
′)〉 + 12 〈ãin(t)ξ̃
†(t′)〉







As by definition we have 〈ξ̃(t)〉 = 〈ãin(t)〉 = 0, and ξ̃ and ãin are
Gaussian we find that 2ξ̃− − ãin = ãin, and thus also 2ξ̄− − āin = āin,
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in distribution. We can also show directly, by using the correlation
function (1.75), that for δt  1/κ we have the identity ξ̄ = āin. Com-
bining these considerations we obtain for ∆c = −ωm






4g2/κc̄m(t) + āin(t), (1.92)
and for ∆c = ωm








4g2/κc̄†m(t) + āin(t). (1.94)
Finally note that for ∆c = ±ωm we have the identity ξ̃∓ = ξ̃ [remem-
ber the definition of ξ̃∓, eq. (1.76)].
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2.1 pulsed entanglement creation and verification
Entanglement creation between a mechanical oscillator and light
[Pat+07; Gen+08b; MDC10; Vit+07b; GPZ10; Vit+07a; GBS11b;
Abd+11; ME09], as well as between two mechanical oscillators
[Man+02; ZPB03; Pin+05; Pir+06; HP08; Vac+08; HA09; VMT07;
LHM10] has been analysed in a multitude of theoretical studies.
These studies are mainly concerned with entanglement in the steady-
state regime, where an optomechanical system driven by one or
more continuous-wave light modes is prepared in a stationary non-
separable multipartite state.
Our discussion of the optomechanical phase diagram showed that
creation of steady-state entanglement is limited to a rather small par-
ameter regime: For a blue detuned drive dynamical instability pre-
vents formation of a steady state altogether, while in the red detuned
regime entanglement reaches a maximum right at the stability border.
Conversely, the amount of achievable entanglement is determined by
the conditions guaranteeing the existence of a stationary state. This is
of course a consequence of the amplifying two-mode squeezing dy-
namics [eq. (1.19)] which generate entanglement in the linear regime.
In this section we follow a different approach to generate optomech-
anical entanglement which circumvents these limitations; entangle-
ment is created and verified by two subsequent pulses of light. Work-
ing in such a pulsed regime we do not rely on the existence of a
steady state and thus provides us with the benefit of not being limited
by any stability requirements. Additionally, the temporal ordering of
pulses provides us with an unambiguous way to test light–matter en-
tanglement, ruling out effects such as distribution of entanglement
without entanglement [Cub+03; MK09]. As the generated state will
exhibit strong Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen (EPR) correlations, the pro-
tocol can directly be extended into a continuous-variable teleporta-
tion protocol. The employed strategy has first been developed in the
context of atomic ensembles [HPC05] and was later considered as a
protocol for levitated nanospheres [Rom+11]. Entanglement between
a mechanical oscillator and the electromagnetic field has for the first
time been created in electromechanical systems [Pal+13] by employ-
ing the scheme analysed in this section.
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2.1.1 Protocol Outline and Central Results
This protocol is operated in a regime of strong driving where we can




fig 13. Pulsed en-
tanglement creation
one drives the cavity with a blue-detuned laser pulse at ∆c = ωm for
a duration τ to resonantly enhance the optomechanical two-mode
squeezing interaction (1.19) [fig. 13(i.a)]. For a sufficiently strong
coupling this generates EPR entanglement between the travelling-
wave light pulse and the mechanical oscillator. In a second step a
red-detuned light pulse with a detuning ∆c = −ωm is sent onto the
cavity [fig. 13(ii)]. This resonantly drives the beam-splitter interaction
(1.18) and hence swaps the mechanical state onto the light pulse.
Measuring both pulses via homodyne detection and calculating their
correlation function then allows us to verify entanglement between
the first pulse and the mirror. We will now analyse this procedure in
an ideal scenario to illustrate the central results.
In this section we impose the following conditions on the system’s
parameters: First, we assume to work in the resolved sideband regime
(κ  ωm) in order to strongly suppress the off-resonant optomechan-
ical interaction terms (see section 1.2). Secondly, we assume a weak
coupling g κ such that only first-order interaction of photons with
the mechanics contribute. This allows us to adiabatically eliminate the
cavity mode and invoke a rotating-wave-approximation in the inter-
action term. Additionally, we neglect mechanical decoherence effects
for the moment. This is justified as long as the pulse duration is short
compared to the effective mechanical coherence time, i. e., τ  1/γmn̄.
The pulses are, on the other hand, chosen to be long on the timescale
of one mechanical period, i. e., ωmτ  1.
1 The pulses we assume to be1. This discriminates
the scheme at hand
from short-pulsed re-
gimes such as [Van+11]
where ωmτ  1.
flat-top pulses that have a constant amplitude ε(t) ≈
√
Nph/τ for the
largest part, where Nph is the total number of photons in the pulse.
Their heads and tails are assumed to be short compared to their total
duration, but smooth enough to permit the time-dependent lineariza-
tion outlined in section 1.3.1. We can then model the optomechanical
system in a quasi steady state with a coupling constant given by (as-













In the limit considered here we can use the adiabatic Langevin equa-
tion (1.47) which we for now simplify by setting Γ+ = G := 4g
2/κ,
Γ− = 0 (rotating-wave approximation for ∆c = ωm) and γm = 0.
2
2. Here we also neg-
lect the shift δωm,
a restriction which
can easily be lifted.
All the perturbative effects neglected here will be included in the de-
tailed discussion in section 2.1.2. We discuss in appendix 1.A that for
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where āin is a time-coarse-grained noise process averaged over a dur-
ation δt [eq. (1.83)]. āin is approximately white and thus δ-correlated
on timescales much longer than δt. Equation (2.2) can be formally
integrated to yield3 3. The involved
integrals over the
time-averaged noise
processes make sense as
e−
1
2 Gt is slowly varying
on a timescale δt.
c̄†m(t) = e
1









2 Gs āin(s). (2.3)
This equation shows that the mirror gets correlated with a light mode
with a central frequency ωc (as āin describes the scattering of photons
from the laser frequency at ω0 into the lower mechanical sideband
at ω0 − ωm = ωc), with an exponentially shaped envelope αin(t) ∝
e−
1
2 Gt. In the same manner we simplify the adiabatic solution for the
cavity [eq. (1.73)] by setting η+ = 2/κ and η− = 0, and again applying








Using the input–output relations āout =
√
κc̄c − āin now allows us
to define a set of normalized temporal light modes which carry the
















2 Gs āin(s) + āin(t).
(2.5)
Equations (2.3) and (2.5) connect the state of the mirror to the state
of the outgoing light field. This prompts us to introduce normalized





















which in our current approximation obey canonical commutation re-
lations [Ain, A
†
in] = [Aout, A
†
out] = 1. Together with the definitions
Bin = c̄m(0) and Bout = c̄m(τ) we can derive scattering relations
which relate the mechanical and optical mode at the end of the pulse
t = τ to their initial state at t = 0.
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for an integrable function h. Using this and eq. (2.3) we finally obtain
Aout = e
1





2 Gτ Bin − i
√
eGτ −1A†in. (2.7b)
Physically, the rising pulse shape of the output mode is due to the
two-mode optomechanical squeezing interaction, which amplifies the




this way contribute to the entanglement of the pulse to the mirror.
By expressing equations (2.7) in terms of quadratures Xim = (Bi +
B†i )/
√




2, where i ∈ {in, out}, and their cor-
responding conjugate variables, we can calculate the so-called EPR
variance ∆EPR of the state after the interaction. For light initially in
vacuum (∆Xinl )
2 = (∆Pinl )
2 = 12 and the mirror in a thermal state
(∆Xinm)
2 = (∆Pinm )
2 = n0 +
1
2 , the state is entangled if [Dua+00; Sim00]
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where r = 12 Gτ is the squeezing parametersqueezing parameter and n0 the initial occu-
pation number of the mechanical oscillator. Note that in the limit
of large squeezing r  1 we find that the variance ∆EPR ≈ (n0 +
1) e−2r /2 is suppressed exponentially, which shows that the created
state approximates a two-mode-squeezed state, and thus, asymptotic-
ally, an EPR state. Therefore, this state can be readily used to conduct
optomechanical teleportation as described in a later section.
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Rearranging (2.8), we find that the state is entangled as long as












This illustrates that in this scheme the requirement on the strength
of the effective optomechanical interaction, as quantified by the par-
ameter r = 2g2τ/κ, scales logarithmically with the initial mechanical
occupation number n0. This scaling eases the protocol’s experimental
realization, as neither g nor τ can be arbitrarily increased—both for
fundamental and technical reasons—, as we will show in section 2.1.2.
Note that n0 need not be equal to the mean bath occupation n̄, but
may be decreased by laser pre-cooling to improve the protocol’s per-
formance.
Entanglement Verification
To verify the successful creation of entanglement a red detuned laser
pulse (∆c = −ωm) is sent to the cavity where it resonantly drives the
beam-splitter interaction, and hence generates a state swap between
the mechanical and the optical mode.
We now use Γ− = G = 4g
2/κ, Γ+ = 0 and γm = 0 and repeat the
procedure from the previous section. This leaves us with the solutions
c̄m(t) = e

















By defining modified mode functions α′in(out) = αout(in) and corres-
ponding light modes A′in(out) one obtains scattering relations in ana-
logy the ones in eq. (2.7),
A′out = e




− 12 Gτ B′in + i
√
1− e−Gτ A′in. (2.11b)
Again the pulse shape is determined by the optomechanical interac-
tion, which here dampens the mirror motion (due to the resonant
beam-splitter dynamics) and thus leads to an exponentially decreas-
ing scattering into the cavity resonance. As the read out happens
directly after the entanglement creation in the protocol we can set
B′in = Bout = c̄m(τ), while B
′
out = c̄m(2τ) is the mirror state after
the second pulse. The pulsed state-swapping operation therefore also
features an exponential scaling with Gτ. For Gτ → ∞ the expres-







that in this case the mechanical state—apart from a phase shift—is
perfectly transferred to the optical mode. In the Schrödinger-picture
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this amounts to the transformation |ϕ〉m|ψ〉l → |ψ〉m|ϕ〉l, where ϕ
and ψ constitute the initial state of the mechanics and the light pulse,
respectively.
The state-swap operation allows us to access mechanical quadrat-
ures by measuring quadratures of light and thus to verify the created
optomechanical entanglement. This can be achieved in several ways.
The most straightforward way is to directly correlate the entangling
and the read-out pulse, which gives access to the EPR variance ∆′EPR
between both pulses. Note that due to the phase shift introduced by














which is constructed such that in the limit of Gτ → ∞ in the read-out
we have ∆′EPR → ∆EPR. Another, however experimentally much more
demanding, possibility is to reconstruct the full state of the bipartite
system via optical homodyne tomography, as we will discuss in the
next section. Having obtained the full quantum state, entanglement
can be analysed by various means [AI07], for example, by evaluating
its logarithmic negativity EN .
Optomechanical Teleportation Protocol
As we have shown above, pulsed operation allows us to create EPR-
type entanglement, which forms the central entanglement resource
of many quantum information processing protocols [BL05]. An im-
mediate extension of this scheme is an optomechanical continuous-
variables (CV) quantum teleportation protocol. The main idea of
quantum state teleportation in this context is to transfer an arbit-
rary and unknown quantum state |ψin〉 of a travelling-wave light
pulse onto the mechanical resonator, without any direct interaction
between the two systems, but by making use of optomechanical
entanglement instead. The scheme works in full analogy to the
continuous-variable teleportation protocol for photons [Vai94; BK98].
Due to its pulsed nature it closely resembles the scheme used in
atomic ensembles [HPC05; She+06] and it has also been suggested in




schematic of the setup and fig. 14 for a phase-space description]: A
light pulse (A) is sent to the optomechanical cavity and is entangled
with its mechanical mode (B) via the entangling dynamics described
above. Meanwhile a second pulse (V) is prepared in the state |ψin〉,
which is to be teleported [fig. 14(i)]. This pulse then interferes with
A on a beam splitter. In the output ports of the beam splitter, two
homodyne detectors measure two joint quadratures Poutl + Xv and
Xoutl + Pv, yielding outcomes mX and mP, respectively. This consti-
tutes the analogue to the Bell measurement in the case of qubit
teleportation and effectively projects previously unrelated systems
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A and V onto an EPR state [Bou+97; Fur+98]. The resulting state of
mode B is thus displaced in phase-space by (mx, mp) [fig. 14(ii)]. Note
that both the second pulse and the local oscillator for the homodyne
measurements must be mode-matched to A after the interaction; i. e.,
they must possess the identical carrier frequency as well as the same
exponential envelope. The protocol is concluded by displacing the
mirror in position and momentum by mX and mP according to the
outcome of the Bell-measurement [fig. 14(iii)]. This can be achieved
by means of short light pulses, applying the methods described in






























which shows that its final state corresponds to the input state plus
quantum noise contributions. It is obvious from these expressions
that the total noise added to both quadratures [second term in (2.13a)
and (2.13b), respectively] is equal to the EPR variance. Again, for large
squeezing r  1 the noise terms are exponentially suppressed and in
the limit r → ∞, where the resource state approaches the EPR state,
we obtain perfect teleportation fidelity, i. e., Xfinm = Xv and P
fin
m = Pv.
In particular this operator identity means, that all moments of Xv, Pv
with respect to the input state |ψin〉 will be transferred to the mech-
anical oscillator, and hence its final state will be identically given by
|ψin〉. To verify the success of the teleportation one has to read out the
mirror state after completing the feedback step. This can be achieved
by applying tomography on the mechanical state. After the teleporta-
tion is completed a second, red detuned pulse is employed to read out
the mirror state as described above. It is then sent to a homodyne de-
tection setup where a quadrature X′l(θ) = X
out
l cos(θ) + P
out
l sin(θ) (θ
being the local oscillator phase) is measured. For the case of a perfect
state swap this yields the mechanical quadrature X′l(θ) = Xm(θ +
π
2 ).
Here the rotation by π2 is due to the phase shift from the swap op-
eration. By repeating this process multiple times for different local-
oscillator phases θj, the final quantum state of the mechanical sys-
tem ρout can be reconstructed. The overlap of the reconstructed state
ρout and a pure input state |ψin〉 then gives the teleportation fidelity










figure 15. Setup for the optomechanical teleportation protocol: (i) A CV
Bell measurement is used to make a joint measurement on the output light
of the optomechanical cavity and a second pulse prepared in the input state.
The result (mX , mP) is fed back to the mechanical oscillator, displacing it in
phase space [see fig. 14]. (ii) Homodyne tomography operated on the red
mechanical sideband is used to evaluate the success of the teleportation.
In order to beat the optimal classical strategy for transmission of
quantum states (i. e., the optimal measure-and-prepare scheme), the
achieved fidelity (averaged over all coherent states) must exceed F >
1/2 [Ham+05], which is equivalent to the condition for entanglement,
∆EPR < 2.
In section 3.3 we will discuss a time-continuous version of the tele-
portation protocol, which allows us to prepare the mechanical oscil-
lator in a squeezed steady state.
2.1.2 Full Dynamics
In the previous section we found that in the ideal scenario the amount
of entanglement essentially depends only on the coupling strength
(or equivalently on the input laser power) and the duration of the
laser pulse, and that it shows an encouraging scaling, growing expo-
nentially with Gτ. This in turn means that the minimal amount of
two-mode squeezing needed to generate entanglement only grows
logarithmically with the initial mechanical occupation n0. In this sec-
tion we will develop a more realistic scenario including thermal noise
effects and the full system dynamics, both of which will decrease the
created entanglement. We will show, however, that one can find an
optimal working point such that the significance of these unwanted
effects can be suppressed sufficiently strongly.
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Perturbative Dynamics
To extend the validity of the previous, simplified model, we now
include the following additional dynamics: contributions from the
beam-splitter Hamiltonian, higher order interactions beyond the adia-
batic approximation, and decoherence effects due to mechanical coup-
ling to a heat bath. Including the above-mentioned perturbations res-
ults in a final state that deviates from an EPR-entangled state. To
minimize the extent of these deviations, the system parameters must
obey the following conditions:
1 Working in the sideband-resolved regime κ  ωm results in a sharply
peaked cavity response and implies that the down-conversion dynam-
ics is heavily enhanced with respect to the suppressed beam-splitter
interaction.
2 The weak-coupling condition g . κ inhibits multiple interactions of
a single photon with the mechanical mode before it leaves the cavity.
This suppresses spurious correlations with the intracavity field. It also
minimizes pulse distortion which would lead to a mode mismatch
with the selected exponential light modes.
3 gτ  1 is needed in order to create sufficiently strong entanglement.
This is due to the fact that the squeezing parameter r = (g/κ)gτ
should be large, while g/κ needs to be small.
4 The whole protocol needs to be operated within the mechanical coher-
ence time, i. e., n̄γmτ  1. This assures coherent dynamics over the
full duration of the protocol, which is an essential requirement for
observing quantum effects. As the thermal occupation of the mechan-
ical bath may be considerably large even at cryogenic temperatures,
this poses (for fixed γm and n̄) a very strict upper limit to the pulse
duration τ.
Note however that not all of these inequalities have to be fulfilled
equally strictly, but there rather exists an optimum which arises from
balancing all contributions. It turns out that fulfilling (4) is critical
for successful entanglement generation, whereas (1)–(3) only need to
be weakly satisfied. Taking the above considerations into account, we




 g κ  ωm, (2.15)
which defines the optimal parameter regime. It is convenient to
introduce the following dimensionless parameters: the sideband-
resolution parameter η, the adiabaticity parameter ζ, and the ratio of
pulse length to mechanical coherence time ε. They are given by
η = κ/ωm, ζ = g/κ, ε = γmτ.
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From (2.15) it follows that η  1, ζ  1 and ε  1/n̄. In sec-
tion 2.1.1 we assumed all these conditions to be well satisfied and
we completely neglected the existence of mechanical decoherence. If
we now take into account that the mechanical oscillator couples to
a heat bath with an effective decoherence rate n̄γm, we find that in-
creasing the pulse duration to values larger than the mechanical co-
herence time will drastically decrease entanglement. This results in an
upper bound for entanglement, as now both the interaction strength
and the pulse duration, and therefore also the squeezing parameter
r = (g/κ)gτ, are bounded from above.
Dividing (2.15) by γm and taking a look at the outermost condi-
tion n̄  Qm, where Qm = ωm/γm is the mechanical quality factor,
we see that the ratio Qm/n̄ defines the range which all the other
parameters have to fit into. It is intuitively clear, that a high quality
factor and a low bath occupation number—and consequently a low
effective mechanical decoherence rate—are favourable for the success
of the protocol. Equivalently, we can rewrite the occupation num-
ber as n̄ = kBTbath/h̄ωm and therefore find kBTbath/h̄  Qm · ωm,
where now the Q f -product ( fm = ωm/2π) has to be compared to the
thermal frequency of the bath. Let us consider a numerical example
for the system employed in [Pal+13]: For a temperature Tbath ≈ 20 mK
the left-hand side gives kBTbath/h̄ ≈ 2π · 3 · 10
9 Hz. The Q f -product
consequently has to be several orders of magnitude larger to success-
fully create entanglement. For the quoted system we find Qm · fm ≈
2π · 3 · 1012Hz, and other current optomechanical setups feature a Q f -
product of up to 1014 Hz and above [AKM14]. Note that in an exper-
iment Tbath will often depend on the input laser power, as scattered
light can heat up the cryogenic environment. Hence, for a given bath
occupation the coupling strength may be limited for technical reas-
ons.
We can also connect the sequence of inequalities (2.15) to the op-
tomechanical cooperativity C. To do this we first write the squeezing
parameter as r = Gτ/2 ≈ εn̄C/2. Following the arguments above
we require ε  1/n̄, which means that we must have r  C. On
the other hand we need a certain amount of squeezing in order to
create entanglement, i. e., r  r0, where r0 is a monotonically increas-
ing function of the initial mechanical occupation n0. Combining these
considerations to r0  r  C we see that we can either have a large
cooperativity such that we can tolerate a large n0 (and thus a large
r0), or we prepare an initial state with a low n0 (and thus a small
r0). The connection between the two situations is given by the pulse
length τ. In the former case we work with a high-Q oscillator which
allows us to increase the pulse length in order to generate entangle-
ment without suffering from mechanical decoherence; in the latter a
short pulse is sufficient to create the required amount of two-mode
squeezing. For realistic parameters of r0 this means that we have to
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operate the protocol in the strong-cooperativity regime C > 1, as will
be illustrated in the discussion of figs. 16 and 17.
In the following we will investigate the effect of the perturbative dy-
namics discussed above on the protocol and optimize the generated
entanglement with respect to the parameters ζ, η and ε.
Solving the System
Essentially we have to solve the full (linearized) Langevin equations
(1.38) for a chosen classical steady state αss. We write them in vec-
tor form Ẋ = FX + X in, where we collect X = (xm, pm, xc, pc)
T, and







T as before. The solutions to this lin-
ear set of equations is readily found by variation of constants, yield-
ing
X(t) = R(t)X(0) +
∫ t
0
dτR(t− τ)X in(τ), (2.16)
where R(t) = exp(Ft) is the fundamental solution. In order to calcu-







and define Xm = (xm, pm)
T and Xl = (xc, pc)
T together with the






m . Setting t = τ then
directly leads to

















































dt αout(t)[Rml(t− s)− 1]
}
X inl (s). (2.19)
We can therefore express the full scattering relation as (i ∈ {m, l})
Xouti = R
out
















To make these unwieldy expressions more tractable we simplify them
in the following way. First, we drop the mechanical damping from
the first term; thus we set Rout ≈ Rout|γm=0. This amounts to drop-
ping −γm pm from eq. (1.38c) and yields corrections of order O(ε),
which will, as discussed above, be smaller than 1/n̄. Second we ap-
proximate the mechanical noise contribution [last term in eq. (2.20)]
by only keeping the free, harmonic evolution while neglecting the
coupling to the optical mode. The coupling is a second order pro-
cess and is therefore suppressed by an additional factor of ζ. Note
that by doing so we overestimate the effect of mechanical noise, as
it contributes to the creation of optomechanical correlations when
subject to the coherent dynamics. In this approximation the corres-
ponding mode function simplifies to the diagonal matrix αoutm (t) ≈√
γmdiag(sin(ωmt), cos(ωmt), 0, 0). This leads us to define (co)sine
components F(p),x of the noise input via
6
6. These noise pro-
cesses are very
similar to f̄x, f̄p









(Fx + iFp). (2.21)











while we neglect the mechanical noise contribution to the optical
mode, i. e., Xoutl ≈ X
out




l |γm=0. From the com-
mutation relations of the Brownian noise term [eq. (1.27)] it directly
follows that
[Fx, Fx] = [Fp, Fp] = i +O(ωmτ)
−1, (2.23a)
[Fx, Fp] = [Fp, Fx] = O(ωmτ)
−1, (2.23b)
where the correction 1/O(ωmτ) is small in the long-pulsed regime
we are working in. The perturbed variables (2.22) therefore approx-
imately obey canonical commutation relations [Xoutm , P
out
m ] = i(1 + ε).
From the correlation functions for f (1.26b) we can deduce 〈FiFi〉 =












+ (2n̄ + 1)ε, (2.24)
which can be evaluated by using eq. (2.20). The resulting expression
now includes noise terms from the initial intracavity field and the
extra light modes (both assumed to be in vacuum). The latter contri-
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∆EPR is an involved function of the parameters ε, η, ζ and is not
presented here; instead we now evaluate the generated entanglement
numerically.
Results
As illustrated above, we expect—for fixed values of n̄ and Qm—to
find optimal values for the remaining parameters ε, ζ and η. The max-
imal possible entanglement will ultimately be set by n̄ and Qm, which
will also constitute hard boundaries in typical experiments.
Figure 16 shows results of this optimization for different Q-factors,
plotted against the thermal occupation number of the mechanical
bath. Figure (a) shows the minimal value of ∆EPR for a given Qm,
and (b)–(d) show the corresponding optimal values for ηopt, ζopt and
εopt. As expected the noise contribution from the mechanical bath is
found to be the most critical.
The dashed curves in figure (a) illustrate the noise contribution
(2n̄ + 1)εopt of the thermal bath. As shown above, this quantity is
added to the unperturbed EPR variance, and thus the system can
only exhibit strong entanglement if its value is far below two. Note
that working at the optimal point keeps the fraction of thermal noise
in ∆EPR approximately constant over a wide range of n̄. This is shown
in figure (e), where we defined ε′opt = εopt/∆EPR.
As we have seen in the previous section, the EPR variance depends
on the occupation number of the oscillator at the initial time t = 0.
Due to this, the entanglement can be drastically increased by pre-
cooling the mechanics by means of laser cooling before starting the
actual protocol. Figure 16 shows that it is thus possible to create an en-
tangled state even for a fairly large bath occupation. This works due
to short pulse durations, during which the mechanical decoherence is
small. Taking a look at figure (c) we note that the sideband-resolution
shows rather large optimal values near unity, especially for increasing
occupation numbers. This indicates that the beam-splitter dynamics
only weakly disturbs the entangling interaction.
As they stand the, optimized parameters from fig. 16 correspond to
a very high optomechanical cooperativity. This is, however, not a re-
quirement, as is illustrated in fig. 17. For these plots the EPR-variance
is optimized with respect to ε for fixed parameters η = 2/100, Qm =
3 · 106 and n̄ = 40 (which roughly corresponds to the parameters from
[Pal+13]). Figure 17(a) shows that entanglement can be produced for
C & 1, depending on the initial mechanical occupation number n0. As
we discussed above a high n0 requires a large squeezing parameter r
to create entanglement, which, for a fixed value of C leads to a large
value for ε (i. e., a long pulse duration τ) and large contributions from
mechanical decoherence effects [yellow curves in fig. 17]. For low ini-

































































figure 16. Optimized parameters for Qm = 10
7 and n0 = 50 (blue line),
and Qm = 10
5 and n0 = 0 (yellow line), where n0 is the initial mechanical
occupation and n̄ is the mean bath occupation. This corresponds to the two
cases of large Qm with moderate pre-laser-cooling, and lower Qm with pre-
cooling into the ground state. Clearly, entanglement creation is possible in
both cases. (a) Minimal ∆EPR as a function of n̄. The upper axis gives the
corresponding bath temperature for a oscillator with a resonance frequency
of 3.8 MHz. To each point corresponds a triple εopt, ηopt, ζopt [(b)–(d)] for
which the minimal value is realized. The dotted, black line shows the up-
per bound up to which entanglement is present. The dashed lines show the
respective thermal noise contribution (2n̄ + 1)εopt to ∆EPR [see eq. (2.24)].
(b)–(d) Values of ε, η, ζ which optimize ∆EPR for a given n̄. (e) Shows the
relative amount of noise induced by the coupling to the mechanical envir-
onment (ε′opt = εopt/∆EPR).
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which also leads to small effects from mechanical decoherence [red
curves in fig. 17].
Over and above the fundamental imperfections, technical losses,
such as mode-mismatch and detector inefficiencies, additionally de-
crease entanglement. They can all collectively be described as (pass-
ive) beam-splitter losses adding vacuum noise to the optical signal.
They will however, never completely break entanglement, as long as
the overall loss is smaller than unity. Noise contributions of this type
can easily be accounted for by adding appropriate noise terms to
eq. (2.24).
(a)




























figure 17. (a) ∆EPR against cooperativity for different initial mechanical
occupation numbers, optimized with respect to ε for fixed values η = 2/100,
Qm = 3 · 10
6, n̄ = 40. The coloured, dashed lines show the thermal noise
contributions εopt(2n̄ + 1). (b) Squeezing parameter ropt corresponding to
the optimal values of ε. The dashed lines indicate the different values of the
minimally required squeezing r0(n0).
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2.2 generation of non-classical mechanical states
Up to now the considered optomechanical systems obeyed Gaussian
dynamics, i. e., the amplitudes followed linear equations of motion
and we assumed all inputs to be Gaussian random processes. Starting
our protocols from a (Gaussian) thermal state thus inevitably leads to
a Gaussian final state. In this chapter we will explore how one can
prepare the mechanical oscillator in a non-Gaussian state, or, more
interestingly, in a non-classical state—i. e., a state with a negative
Wigner function [KŻ04]. Such states of motional degrees of freedom
have been prepared in other systems, e. g., ions [Mee+96] and atoms
[KPM97]. Alternative approaches to prepare non-classical mechan-
ical quantum states were presented in [BJK97] (using the nonlinear
radiation-pressure interaction), [Kha+10] (by transferring it from an
optical field), and in [VAK13] (by phonon addition or subtraction).
A protocol similar to the one outlined here has been proposed in
[Gal+14]; here we show that based on the protocol developed in
chapter 2 we can prepare non-classical quantum states of a mech-
anical oscillator in existing systems.
The presented scheme was devised together with Konrad Lehnert,
Tauno Palomaki, and Klemens Hammerer during a visit at the Uni-
versity of Colorado, Boulder.
2.2.1 The Cascaded System
We consider the following generic setup: A mechanical oscillator in-
teracts with a one-dimensional electromagnetic field via a tunable
interaction. The outgoing field is unidirectionally coupled into a cav-
ity, whose intracavity field dispersively interacts with a two-level sys-
tem. The light reflected from this cavity is sent to a phase sensitive
detector which measures a single quadrature of the field. The setup
can be implemented, e. g., as a cavity-optomechanical system coup-
ling into an optical cavity containing a single atom [fig. 18(b)], or as
an electromechanical LC (inductor-capacitor) resonator connected to
a microwave cavity containing a superconducting qubit [fig. 18(a)].
The phase sensitive measurement is then either achieved by optical
homodyne detection or using a Josephson parametric amplifier (JPA)
[Yur87]. Here we will focus on the electromechanical implementation.
We assume that the LC resonator (with a resonance frequency ωlc)
is driven by an intense microwave tone at frequency ω0, which is
detuned with respect to ωlc by ∆lc = ω0 − ωlc, such that the elec-
tromechanical system in a frame rotating with ω0 can be described










where clc denotes the bosonic annihilation operators of the LC mode.
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figure 18. Schematic of the suggested setup. The output field of (a) an
electromechanical system, or (b) an optomechanical system couples uni-
directionally into a cavity containing a qubit, and is later measured by a
phase-sensitive detector. A non-unit transmissivity ηt into the cascaded res-
onator is modelled by beam splitter losses.
The microwave cavity, which is detuned with respect to the carrier
frequency of the microwave pulse by ∆c = ω0 − ωc, we describe by
creation and annihilation operators c†c , cc. The Hilbert space of the
superconducting qubit is spanned by |g〉 and |e〉, its ground and ex-










c ccσz + Ω(σ+ + σ
†
+), (2.28)
where σz = |e〉〈e| − |g〉〈g| is the Pauli z-matrix and σ+ = |e〉〈g|.
The second term in (2.28) describes the dispersive coupling [Bla+04;
Wal+04] between the qubit and the intracavity field with a coupling
rate χ ∝ 1/(ωc − ωeg), which can be changed by tuning ωeg in and
out of resonance with ωc. Switchable (i. e., time-dependent coupling)
can be achieved by methods demonstrated in [Hof+11; Che+14]. In
addition we can directly drive the qubit by an external, classical field,
which induces Rabi oscillations at a rate Ω. The dynamics of the cas-
caded system [Gar93; Car93a] is then described by the master equa-
tion (written in a frame rotating at frequency ω0)
ρ̇ = −i
[
Hem + Hcav + Hqb, ρ
]












with the mechanical damping term Lmρ = γm(n̄ + 1)D[cm]ρ +
γmn̄D[c
†
m]ρ. The last term of the first line describes beam-splitter
losses between the LC resonator and the cascaded cavity, where ηt
denotes the (power) transmissivity. The second line describes the
cascaded dynamics of the LC resonator and the microwave cavity,




In order to create a non-classical mechanical state we consider a
pulsed protocol operated in three steps:
1 Entanglement generation: We drive the electromechanical system on
the blue mechanical sideband and couple the output microwave pulse
into the cascaded cavity. In the strong-cooperativity regime this effect-
ively generates EPR entanglement between the mechanical oscillator
and the intracavity field. This works in full analogy to the scheme
described in section 2.1, where now the cascaded cavity defines the
shape of the temporal light modes.
2 Probabilistic Fock state measurement: By coupling the qubit to the in-
tracavity field and subsequently measuring it [Ris+12a; Ris+12b],
we can effect a conditional photon-number measurement of the mi-
crowave field. In the presence of EPR entanglement this measurement
projects the mechanical mode onto a phononic Fock state—and thus
a non-classical state.
3 Read-out of mechanical state: The electromechanical system is driven
on the red mechanical sideband to generate a state-swap between
the mechanical oscillator and the LC circuit. We then use a JPA to
do quantum state tomography of the output field which effectively
realizes a tomographic reconstruction of the mechanical state.
We will fix the origin of our time-axis such that the Fock state meas-
urement happens at time t = 0, while the first and the second pulse
interact with the optomechanical system during the intervals [−τ1, 0)
and (0, τ2] respectively.
Entanglement Generation
In this first step the goal is to generate EPR entanglement between
the mechanical motion and the intracavity field of the microwave cav-
ity. This is achieved by sending a blue-detuned (∆lc = ωm) flat-top
microwave pulse of duration τ1 into the LC resonator where it in-
teracts with the mechanical oscillator and which subsequently enters
the microwave cavity. The electromechanical two-mode squeezing in-
teraction scatters photons into the LC resonator, and generates an
exponentially growing pulse in the output field. In the strong cooper-
ativity regime this pulse will be entangled with the mechanical mode.
In order to optimally couple it into the microwave cavity, we have to
choose (i) its resonance frequency to lie at the carrier frequency of
the pulse (i. e., ∆c = ∆lc), and (ii) its bandwidth to fit the exponen-
tial pulse shape. Assuming the qubit is initially in its ground state, it
does not (in the dispersive limit) couple to the microwave field, and
factors out from the rest of the system. We will therefore neglect all
qubit dynamics for the remainder of this section.
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We show in appendix 2.C that in the weak-coupling regime the LC
resonator can be adiabatically eliminated and the cascaded evolution
of the mechanical oscillator and the microwave cavity, described by




















Here we defined G = 4g2/κlc, which coincides with the exponen-
tial envelope of the pulse, and ε = [1 + (4ωm/κlc)
2]−1, which gives
the suppression of the counter-rotating electromechanical interaction
terms. If we match the cavity decay rate to the temporal envelope of
the light scattered by the mechanical oscillator, i. e., κc = G, and go
into the sideband-resolved (κlc  ωm) strong-cooperativity (C > 1)
regime, the dominating dynamics are generated by a Lindblad term
with a jump operator cc − ic
†
m, and a two-mode squeezing interac-
tion between the mechanical oscillator and the cascaded cavity mode,




c) [third and fourth term in eq. (2.30)]. In
absence of additional decoherence channels the system would thus
be driven to the maximally entangled EPR state
|ψepr〉mc = ∑
n
(−i)n|n〉m ⊗ |n〉c, (2.31)
which at the same time is a dark state of the Lindblad term and a
eigenstate of the two-mode-squeezing Hamiltonian, i. e.,
(cc − ic
†
m)|ψepr〉mc = 0, (2.32a)
Htms|ψepr〉mc = (G/2)|ψepr〉mc. (2.32b)
The EPR state possesses infinite energy, reflecting the instability of
the amplifying dynamics of the two-mode squeezing interaction, and
is thus not physical. These dynamics are counteracted by the addi-
tional Lindblad terms in eq. (2.30), which drive the system towards
a thermal state. In view of the fact that these perturbative terms are
suppressed by the small parameters ε, 1/C  1 we expect an appre-
ciable amount of (EPR) entanglement to be created between the mech-
anical oscillator and the microwave intracavity field. As the dynamics
of the mechanical oscillator and the cavity are linear and we assume
the initial state of both systems to be Gaussian, their state at a later
time—but before the interaction with the qubit—will also be Gaus-
sian. The entanglement between both systems can thus be found by
evaluating the covariance matrix Σ of the vector X = (xm, pm, xc, pc).
The time evolution of Σ is given by the Lyapunov equation (1.61b)
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√























with G̃ = (1 + ε)G + γm(2n̄ + 1). As the Lyapunov equation is linear
it can readily be integrated for the duration τ1 of the pulse, assuming
the mechanical mode to be initially in thermal equilibrium with the
environment and the cavity to be in the vacuum state, i. e., Σ(−τ1) =
diag(2n̄ + 1, 2n̄ + 1, 1, 1)/2. From the solution Σ(0) (just before the

















2 and pφi = x
φ+π/2
i are rotated quad-
ratures. With these definitions the state is necessarily entangled if
∆EPR < 2 [Dua+00; Sim00]. In the case of non-unit transmissivity
between the LC resonator and the microwave cavity, the generated
entanglement will be diminished by photon losses. This can be ac-
counted for by introducing a transmissivity parameter 0 ≤ ηt ≤ 1,
as discussed in appendix 2.C. It turns out that it is advantageous
to slightly mismatch the cavity decay rate κc against G in order to
maximize entanglement creation, setting κc = υG. This is due to the
finite duration of the pulse, which causes a spectral broadening. The
cavity’s bandwidth thus has to be increased such that it can fit the
whole pulse. Figure 19 shows the generated entanglement in terms of
the EPR variance (solid lines) and the logarithmic negativity (dashed
lines), for optimized values of υ. Comparing this to fig. 17, the EPR
variance clearly shows a similar behaviour. Note that as the system
is prepared in a nearly pure state initially (n0 = 1/2, a value demon-
strated in [Pal+13]), a low interaction strength suffices in order to
create entanglement.
Mechanical Fock State Preparation
After the first step of the protocol, the bipartite system consisting of
the mechanical oscillator and the cavity mode will be in an entangled
state resembling the ideal EPR state. It is obvious from the definition
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figure 19. Entanglement against cooperativity C for ε = 1/1000 and
n̄ = 40. The solid lines show ∆EPR and refer to the left axis, while the
dashed lines show EN and refer to the right axis. Different colours encode
different transmissivity values ηt = 1, 0.9, 0.8 (red, blue, yellow). In all cases
we assume pre-cooling of the mechanical oscillator to an initial occupation
number n0 = 1/2 and we optimize the linewidth of the microwave cavity
κc for maximal EN and minimal ∆EPR. (Note that this optimization is done
separately for solid and dashed lines)
of this state [eq. (2.31)] that projecting the cavity onto a Fock state |k〉c
will also collapse the mechanical oscillator onto the same state |k〉m.
For our description here we adopt an idealized model for the qubit
mediated measurement of the photon number.
The Fock state preparation we will describe below is a probabilistic
one; before the measurement we have to choose a natural number k
corresponding to the Fock state |k〉c we want to detect. The result of
the measurement will then either be 1 if the intracavity field was in
state |k〉c, or 0 if it was in any other state. Only in the former case on
proceeds with the tomography step. A measurement of this form can
be achieved in the following way (see fig. 20): Due to the dispersive
fig 20. Level scheme
of a qubit coupled to a
microwave cavity
interaction, the intracavity field shifts the qubit’s resonance frequency
by nχ, where n is the number of intracavity photons. We start with
the qubit in the ground state and apply a π-pulse at a frequency
ωeg + 2kχ. If the energy levels of the qubit are well resolved, i. e., the
frequency shift between adjacent levels χ is larger than the linewidth
γq of the qubit’s excited state (this shift approaches values of 1000
times the linewidths of qubit and cavity [Pai+11]), we can describe
the unitary evolution generated due to the π-pulse by
U(k)π = 1m⊗
(




|l〉〈l|c ⊗ 1q. (2.36)
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figure 21. Detection probabilities pk versus the dimensionless pulse length
γmτ1 for a cooperativity C = 11 and total transmissivity ηt = 1, 0.7 (solid,
dashed lines). Different colours encode the number of detected photons k =
0, 1, 2, 3 (red, yellow, blue, green). We assume a perfect matching κc = G.
Other parameters are ε = 1/1000, n̄ = 40, n0 = 1/2
Measuring the state of the qubit after the π-pulse is then described by
the measurement operators M(k)r = 〈r|U
(k)
π |g〉 for possible outcomes
r ∈ {g, e}. We thus see that measuring the qubit realizes a projective





e correspond to finding the qubit in the excited and ground
state respectively. After a measurement with an outcome r the joint

















We are interested only in the case where the qubit after the π-pulse
is in the excited state, i. e., r = e. The state of the reduced mechanical
system conditioned on this outcome is then given by ρ(k)m := trc(ρ
(e,k)
mc ).
The corresponding detection probabilities for different values k are
depicted in fig. 21. As is intuitively clear, for small pulse lengths τ1
the cavity will with near-unit probability be in the vacuum state. Only
after some time photons start leaking into the cavity to give a non-
zero detection probability. The respective Wigner functions W(k)m we
can obtain from the Gaussian Wigner function corresponding to Σ(0)
as found as the solution of eq. (2.30) and by then using the condition-
ing procedure described in appendix 2.A.
In the same way we condition the mechanical state on a photon-
number measurement, we can additionally condition it on quadrat-
ure measurements of the field reflected from the microwave cavity.
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To gain some intuition about the effect of this measurement we can




dx dp δ(x + p)|x〉m ⊗ |p〉c
=
∫
dp dx δ(p + x)|p〉m ⊗ |x〉c,
(2.39)
where we denote by |x〉m (|x〉c) position (amplitude-quadrature) and
by |p〉m (|p〉c) momentum (phase-quadrature) eigenstates for the
mechanical (cavity) mode. Measuring a quadrature of the cavity field
would thus project the mechanical oscillator onto the corresponding
quadrature eigenstate, which is again a unphysical state containing
infinite energy. In our case, where no ideal EPR state is present, the
variance of the mechanical state will instead be decreased in the
respective direction. For strong enough squeezing we would expect
to generate in this way a distribution with two pronounced peaks at
opposite sides in phase space, similar to “Schrödinger kitten” states
generated with photons [Our+06; Nee+06]. This situation can be
described by a stochastic master equation of the form
dρ(mc) = Lmρ

















where dW is a Wiener increment, and φ is the measurement phase.
The conditional state before the number measurement can then be
evaluated by integrating the equation of motion for the covariance
matrix Σ. Equation (2.40) gives rise to a Riccati equation such as

























Finding the Wigner function of the mechanical state conditioned on
quadrature and photon-number detection proceeds as before, by first
finding the covariance matrix Σ̂(0) as a solution to (2.40) and apply-
ing the method from appendix 2.A. There is one technical subtlety
involved, however. The state conditioned on the quadrature measure-
ment at time τ2 includes a random displacement of the microwave
cavity’s intracavity field which cannot easily be undone in the exper-
iment. As this displacement varies between every shot of the tomo-
graphy, the reconstruction will yield an averaged distribution. This
effect can be partly eliminated by postselecting the experiments on
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a small interval of results of the homodyne detection. The results
presented here are based on the conditional state and the averaging
effect is neglected. For a concrete experimental realization, a more
detailed treatment should be adopted.
Read-out of the Mechanical State
After preparing the mechanical system in a non-classical state we
can transfer it to the microwave field in order to reconstruct it
tomographically from phase-sensitive measurements of different mi-
crowave quadratures. To this end we again send a flat-top pulse of
length τ2 into the LC resonator, this time red-detuned at ∆lc = −ωm
in order to resonantly drive the electromechanical beam-splitter in-
teraction. This generates an exponentially decaying pulse centred
at ωlc which carries the read-out mechanical state. Under the same
assumptions as before we find after adiabatic elimination of the LC
















where we again neglected the qubit dynamics. To describe the quad-
rature measurements and to identify the relevant temporal modes in
the output field we rewrite the system’s evolution in terms of the
Langevin equations for the quadrature operators xm, pm, xc, pc. The
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To illustrate the method, we apply a RWA to the electromechanical in-
teraction by setting ε = 0 and neglect mechanical decoherence terms.
We also choose κc = G for simplicity. Appendix 2.B shows how to
treat the full dynamics. Under these approximations the Langevin
equations reduce to
ẋm = −(G/2)xm +
√
Gpin, (2.46a)
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with similar expressions for ṗm and ẋc. We formally integrate equa-
tions (2.46) and plug them into the input-output relations [GZ04]
pout(t) =
√


















− G2 (t−s) ds. (2.47)
The goal is to extract from this quantity as much information as
possible about the mechanical state [encoded in xm(0)], with min-
imal contributions from the noise terms. To achieve this we extract
from pout a normalized temporal mode with an envelope given by
αout = e
− G2 t(Gt− 1). We define the normalized mode function α̂out =
αout/‖αout‖, where ‖αout‖ =
∫ τ2
0 |αout(s)|
2 ds, and the corresponding
operator Poutc =
∫ τ2
0 α̂out(s)pout(s)ds, and find
Poutc =
√
G‖αout‖xm(0)− h1(Gτ2)pc(0) + h2(Gτ2)P
aux
c . (2.48)
Here, Pauxc denotes an auxiliary light mode which carries vacuum
noise, i. e., 〈(Pauxc )
2〉 = 1/2. One can show that limτ2→∞‖αout‖ =
1/
√
G, while the functions hi obey limt→∞ hi(t) = 0. Thus, in the long-
time limit, we have a perfect read-out of the mechanical position via
measuring the phase of the output light. If, on the other hand, we
want to estimate the momentum pm we measure the amplitude quad-
rature, xout =
√






G‖αout‖pm(0) + h1(Gτ2)xc(0) + h2(Gτ2)X
aux
c . (2.49)
To read-out the non-Gaussian mechanical Wigner function one has
to apply homodyne tomography, repeatedly measuring quadratures
Xoutc sin(φ) + P
out
c cos(φ) for a set of different φ. This can be described





Equations (2.48) and (2.49) can then be written as
Yout = S
TYin + W , (2.50)
where we defined Yin = (xm(0), pm(0)), and W describes all relev-
ant noise processes. Note that Yout is not a quantity that is directly
measurable, as it contains non-commuting operators. We can, how-
ever, conveniently use it to find the mechanical Wigner function W(k)out
as reconstructed by homodyne tomography of the microwave field
(see appendix 2.A). A non-unit detection efficiency 0 ≤ ηd ≤ 1 can be










where W ′ describes additional shot noise, and for the case above has




We are now in the position to evaluate the Wigner function W(k)m of
the mechanical state after the qubit measurement, and can compare
it to the reconstructed Wigner function W(k)out of the second light pulse.
Figure 22 shows cuts through W(1)m (dashed lines) and W
(1)
out (solid
lines) for a set of current experimental parameters [Pal+13] for dif-
ferent values of transmissivity and detection efficiency. We can nicely
see the dip at the origin that is characteristic for the Fock state |1〉.
The depth of the dip is decreased by non-unit transmissivity or de-
tector efficiency, as these effectively lead to incoherent mixing with
the Gaussian vacuum state, which has a positive Wigner function at
the origin.











ηt = ηd = 1.0
ηt = ηd = 0.9
figure 22. Cut through mechanical Wigner function conditioned on the de-
tection of a single photon in the cavity for a cooperativity C = 11. Different
colours encode different transmissivity values ηt = ηd = 1, 0.9 (yellow, blue).
The solid lines correspond to the Wigner function W(1)out(x, 0) reconstructed
from the output light, while the dashed lines show the mechanical state as
prepared by the Fock-state measurement [W(1)m (x, 0)]. For the first pulse we
assume the microwave cavity’s bandwidth to be κc,1 = 1.3G, while for the
second pulse we assume perfect matching κc,2 = G. Other parameters are
ε = 1/1000, n̄ = 40, n0 = 1/2, τ1 = 1/100 γ
−1
m , τ2 = 1/50 γ
−1
m .
If the mechanical state is additionally conditioned on the outcomes
of a quadrature measurement of one of the optical quadratures—
realizing an effective measurement of a mechanical quadrature—, the
Wigner function becomes squeezed in the same direction. This can be
seen in fig. 23, depicting cuts through the Wigner function along the
xm (upper row) and pm direction (lower row) for a homodyne meas-
urement of the optical amplitude quadrature (which extracts inform-
ation about the mechanical momentum quadrature). The squeezing
effect is relatively weak, however, and the overlap with a Schrödinger
cat state is rather small.
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figure 23. Cut through the Wigner function conditioned on a homodyne
trajectory and the detection of a single photon. The upper row shows a cut
along the x-axis, the lower row along the p-axis. Solid lines correspond to the
Wigner function W(1)out reconstructed from the output light, while the dashed
lines show the mechanical state as prepared by the Fock-state measurement
[W(1)m ]. For the first pulse we assume the microwave cavity’s bandwidth to be
κc,1 = 0.7G, while for the second pulse we assume perfect matching κc,2 = G.
Other parameters are ε = 1/1000, n̄ = 40, n0 = 1/2, τ1 = 1/5000 γ
−1
m ,
τ2 = 1/50 γ
−1
m , ηt = 1, ηd = 1.
2.3 bell inequality violation in optomechanics
Since the seminal work of John Bell [Bel64; Bel66] it is well known
that the predictions of quantum theory cannot be reproduced by local
hidden-variable theories. Bell showed that we have to abandon one of
the premisses of locality and realism—as originally envisaged by Ein-
stein, Podolsky, and Rosen [EPR35]—for quantum theory. Since its
discovery Bell’s theorem has been tested in a multitude of experi-
ments using different physical systems, e. g., photons [FC72; ADR82;
Wei+98], ions [Row+01], and superconducting qubits [Ans+09]. In
this section we will show that the correlations between a mechanical
oscillator and a light pulse (or, more specifically, EPR entanglement
between the two) can be used to violate a Bell inequality. A Bell test
involving nonlinear mechanical oscillators has also been proposed in
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[Joh+14]. The presented scheme is similar to the one presented in
section 2.2 above, employing a qubit as a photodetector.
We first review briefly the employed Bell inequality [of Clauser–
Horne–Shimony–Holt (CHSH) type] and then analyse in detail the
optomechanical implementation.
2.3.1 The CHSH Inequality
We consider a bipartite quantum system, labelling the parties as A
and B. Let A(α) and B(β) be two observables with possible out-
comes ±1, and α, β ∈ R be measurement settings that can be chosen
independently. Given a set of 2× 2 detector settings, {α1, α2, β1, β2},
we can evaluate the correlation functions
Eαi β j = 〈A(αi)⊗ B(β j)〉ρ (2.52)
with respect to a state ρ. The CHSH inequality [Cla+69] states that
assuming realism and locality, the parameter
S = Eα1β1 + Eα1β2 + Eα2β1 − Eα2β2 (2.53)
is bounded by
−2 ≤ S ≤ 2. (2.54)
The maximum value under the premisses of quantum theory on the
other hand is given by |S| ≤ 2
√
2 [Cir80].
Here we consider a continuous-variable implementation of the
CHSH inequality, first introduced in [TWC91; Har94; BW99] and
experimentally realized in [Hes+04]. We use the positive-operator
valued measure (POVM) {|α〉〈α|i,1 − |α〉〈α|i}, where |α〉i is a co-
herent state of one of the subsystems. This measurement can be
performed by using a detector that is able to distinguish the vacuum
state |0〉i from all other Fock states. For photons this can for ex-
ample be implemented by using a single-photon counter or a bucket
detector. If prior to detection the incoming field is displaced by a
coherent amplitude −α, a click of the photon counter corresponds
to the POVM element 1− |α〉〈α| (which we associate with the meas-
urement result −1), while no click corresponds to |α〉〈α| (associated





i(α) = |α〉〈α|i − (1− |α〉〈α|i) = 2|α〉〈α| − 1. (2.55)
The choice of observables is motivated by the fact that the correspond-
ing Bell inequality can be violated by using Gaussian states [BW98;





[− eiφ tanh(r)]n|n〉A ⊗ |n〉B, (2.56)
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for example, yields a maximal violation of S ≈ 2.45 for a squeez-
ing parameter r ≈ 0.76 (squeezing of 6.3 dB) and properly chosen
amplitudes αi, β j. In terms of entanglement this amount of two-mode
squeezing corresponds to a EPR variance of ∆EPR = 2 e
−2r ≈ 0.44,
a value which is comparable to the ones observed in the previous
sections (see figs. 17 and 19).
2.3.2 The Protocol
The optomechanical implementation we discuss here is very similar
to the scheme presented in section 2.2. The basic idea is the following:
We want to apply measurements of the observable  to the bipartite
system formed by the mechanical oscillator and a light pulse. In order
to get access to the quantum state of the mechanical subsystem we
have to transfer it onto a second light pulse. We thus again consider
a protocol operated in three steps:
1 Entanglement generation: A blue-detuned light pulse is entangled with
the mechanical oscillator. This is achieved in the same way as in the
first step in section 2.2 and can therefore be described by the master
equation (2.30). We again choose κc = υG = υ4g
2/κlc, where υ will
be chosen to optimize the transfer of the light pulse into the cascaded
cavity.
2 Photodetection: Before it enters the cascaded cavity we mix the mi-
crowave pulse with a coherent field with an amplitude−α (see fig. 24).
We then proceed by applying a π-pulse as described in section 2.2.2,
source
SPD
fig 24. Abstract de-
piction of the measure-
ment setup: The input
field is displaced by
a coherent amplitude
−α and sent to a single-
photon detector (SPD).
selecting the subspace |0〉c (thus choosing k = 0; the corresponding
level scheme is shown in fig. 25). Looking back at our discussion
of the measurement in section 2.2.2, we can see that the displace-
ment ρ(mc) → Dc(−α)ρ
(mc)Dc(α) [with Dc as defined in eq. (1.35)]
of the field leads to measurement operators M(0)r → M
(0)
r Dc(−α).
The corresponding probabilities are then p(0)e = tr(|α〉〈α|ρ
(mc)) and
p(0)g = 1 − p
(0)
e just as required. Reading out the state of the qubit
after the π-pulse is thus equivalent to measuring c(α).
fig 25. π-pulse in the
k = 0 subspace. Detect-
ing the qubit in |e〉 cor-
responds to the POVM
element |α〉〈α|.
3 Phonon detection: In order to apply a measurement of the observable
m(β) to the mechanical oscillator, we swap its quantum state into
the cascaded cavity and repeat the procedure from step 2. As was
already discussed earlier, such a state swap can be achieved by a red-
detuned microwave drive, resonantly enhancing the optomechanical
beam-splitter interaction. However, the exponentially decaying envel-
ope of the resulting microwave pulse prohibits an efficient transfer
into the cavity. This problem can be tackled by simultaneously mod-
ulating both the optomechanical coupling G := G(t) and the band-
width of the cavity κc := κc(t) as a function of time. While achieving
the former is a simple matter of changing the power P(t) of the mi-
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crowave drive, the latter can be accomplished by techniques demon-
strated in [Ker+13; Pie+14; Sri+14; Pec+14; Yin+13; Flu+15]. The prob-
lem of how to determine the optimal shape of G(t) and κc(t) is ad-









which are shown in fig. 26. The parameter M fixes the maximal values
G(τ2) and κc(0), and minimal values G(0) and κc(τ2). In the experi-
ment one has to choose a suitable M such that one can satisfy these
conditions for both G and κc.















figure 26. Optimal shape of the modulated coupling strength G(t) (yel-
low line) and the cascaded cavity’s decay rate κc(t) (blue line) in units of
the mechanical decay rate γm, plotted against time t (in units of the total
duration τ2). Parameters where chosen such that κc(0) = G(τ2) = 4100γm,
γm = 1/500τ2.
From repeating this protocol for different settings {αi, β j} and collect-
ing the measurement outcomes of steps 2 and 3 we can evaluate the
quantity S [eq. (2.53)]. How to evaluate S theoretically is discussed in
the next section.
2.3.3 Evaluating the Bell correlations
In order to evaluate the quantity S for the bipartite system consist-
ing of the two light pulses, we extend our setup by a virtual, second
cascaded cavity (plus a qubit), which acts as the measurement device
for the second pulse. We can then model the protocol as follows: The
blue-detuned pulse propagates into the first cavity, now constituting
our system A. The red-detuned pulse is routed into the second cavity,
constituting system B. S can then be conveniently evaluated from the
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state of both cavities (A+ B), while the mechanical mode is traced out.
(In fact the mechanics should nearly factor out from the rest of the sys-
tem at this point.) Before the measurement all involved dynamics are
Gaussian and we can employ the Lyapunov equations corresponding
to the master equations (2.30) and (2.43) to model the evolution of
the first and the second pulse respectively. Starting from the initial
condition that the mechanical mode is in a thermal state with a mean
occupation number n0 and both cavities are in the vacuum state, i. e.,
Σ0 =
1
2 diag(2n0 + 1, 2n0 + 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), this allows us to find the co-
variance matrix for modes A and B before the qubit measurements.
To evaluate Eαβ we decompose it as (denoting the Gaussian state of
A and B just before the measurement as ρAB)






ρAB|α〉〈α|A ⊗ 1B + ρAB1A ⊗ |β〉〈β|B
)
+ 1. (2.58)
Eαβ can thus easily be evaluated by calculating the overlap of two
Gaussian states [MM12], and is directly related to the Husimi Q-
function (see, for example, [CG69]).
2.3.4 Results
We are now in the position to numerically evaluate the attained Bell
correlations. The numerical value of S strongly depends on the choice
of {αi, β j}, as well as on the electromechanical parameters. In an ex-
periment the parameters n̄, n0, Qm will be practically fixed—it is clear
that n̄ and n0 should be chosen as small as possible, while Qm should
be made as large as possible—, while the pulse duration and the elec-
tromechanical coupling strength can be easily tuned (up to a certain
maximal value). We therefore optimize S with respect to the param-
eters τ1, τ2, and υ (υ being optimized for the first pulse only), and the
measurement settings {αi, β j}. As it turns out, the maximal violation
can be obtained for αi, β j ∈ R. We show the maximal value of S for dif-
ferent values of the electromechanical cooperativity C, which fixes the
constant coupling strength G in the first pulse, and the maximal coup-
ling strength at the end of the second pulse, i. e., G(τ2) = Cγm(n̄ + 1)
(see fig. 26). [We therefore assume that the minimal cavity decay rate
κc(τ2) can be chosen accordingly.]
The resulting values are shown in fig. 27(a) for different values
of the transmissivity ηt and initial mechanical occupation numbers
n0. One can clearly see that both parameters have strong detrimental
effects on S, and overall transmissivities clearly exceeding 90% are re-
quired. While the required initial occupation numbers n0 are within
reach of current experiments (n0 = 0.5 has been demonstrated in
[Pal+13]), satisfying the transmissivity requirements seems a challen-
















































figure 27. (a) Bell correlations against cooperativity optimized with respect
to τ1, τ2 and υ for different transmissivities ηt = 1, 0.98, 0.95, 0.92 (red, yel-
low, green, blue), and initial mechanical occupation numbers n0 = 0.1, 0.25
(solid, dashed lines). (b)–(d) Optimal values of τ1, τ2, and υ for the corres-
ponding values of S in (a). Other parameters are n̄ = 40 and ε = 1/1000
(corresponding to κlc/ωm ≈ 1/8).
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Bell tests for photons based on single-photon subtraction and homo-
dyne detection [Gar+04; NC04].
Figure 27(b)–(d) show the values of the optimal parameters τ1, τ2,
υ corresponding to the values of S in (a). We can see that for low co-
operativity values the pulse length increases for both pulses [plots (a)
and (b)]. This is intuitively clear as both the generation of entangle-
ment and the state swap depend on the product Gτi = C(n̄ + 1)γmτi.
Figure 27(c) shows that as the length of the first pulse increases, the
optimal value for κc approaches G, i. e., we have υ ≈ 1. This is con-
sistent with our discussion about mode matching in section 2.2.2.
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2.a appendix : phase space description
We use the following conventions for the phase space description of a
n-mode bosonic system. We define the Weyl operator [similar to the
displacement operator (1.35)] as
W(r) = exp(−irTX) (2.59)
where X = (x1, p1, ...)
T collects the quadrature operators obeying the
commutation relations [Xi, Xj] = iJij, and r ∈ R
2n. We can then write
the characteristic function for a state ρ as
Φρ(r) = tr(ρW(r)). (2.60)
We define the corresponding Wigner function [Hil+84] to be the sym-
plecticFourier transform Fourier transform, denoted by the linear operator F , of Φ, i. e.,








Iff Φ(0) = 1 then Wρ is normalized, i. e.,
∫
R
2n dr Wρ(r) = 1. For a
zero-mean Gaussian state with a symmetric covariance matrix Σ the





















In the main text we need to find the Wigner function for states of
the form ρk = tr2(Pkρ12), where ρ12 describes a bipartite Gaussian














dv Φρ12((r, v))ΦPk(−v), (2.65)
where the integral is taken over the phase space of the second sub-
system. More specifically we need to analyze the case where Φρ12 is a








2.B input–output relations as a gaussian channel
and Pk = 11 ⊗ |k〉〈k|2 projects onto the k-th Fock state. We then find













where we defined Φρ1(r) = exp(−
1
2 r
Tσar) and µλ = (1+ λ)/2(1− λ).
Φ̃ρk at the same time determines the probability of finding subsystem
2 in state |k〉2, i. e., pk = Φ̃ρk(0). To show eq. (2.67) we use the ex-
pansion of the thermal state ρth of a harmonic oscillator (which is a






where the parameter λ is connected to the mean occupation number
by n̄ = λ/(1− λ). We can prove the identity ∂kλλ
n∣∣
λ=0 = k! δn,k, where
δn,k denotes the Kronecker delta, and thus

























Using these results together with eq. (2.65) and evaluating the Gaus-
sian integral leads to eq. (2.67).
2.b appendix : input–output relations as a gaussian
channel
We consider a linear, Gaussian system of the form
dX(t) = FX(t)dt + M dV(t), (2.71a)
dY(t) = HX(t)dt + dV(t), (2.71b)
where the n-vector X contains the phase space operators of the sys-
tem (e. g., xm, pm, xc, pc), the m-vector Y describes the measurements
(e. g., xout, pout), and dV collects different noise sources (e. g., electro-
magnetic shot noise or mechanical noise terms). F, M and H are real
matrices of appropriate dimensions (see appendix 2.A). The formal
solution of (2.71) is






where R(t) = exp(Ft). If we collect a set of temporal modes {αi} in




Z(t)dY(t) = STX(0) + W̃ , (2.73)










Z(t)HR(t− s)M dt + Z(s)
]
dV(s). (2.74b)
In our setup we only want to extract information about the mechan-
ical system while we treat the cavity as an additional bath we trace
over. This means that the number of measurements will be smaller
than the number of state variables (m < n). We therefore decompose
S = (STm, S
T
c )








c Xc(0) + W̃ , (2.75)
which, after setting Yin = Xm(0) and W = S
T
c Xc(0) + W̃ , yields (2.50).
Let us briefly discuss how the Wigner function of a state ρ trans-
forms under the action of a Gaussian channel of the form (2.50). We
first note that under Yin → Yout the Weyl operator transforms as






where NW is the symmetric covariance matrix of W . For the character-
istic function Φρ′(r) = tr(ρ
′W(r)) = tr(ρW ′(r)) of the transformed
state ρ′ this leads to






The corresponding Wigner function is then the Fourier transform of
Φρ′ [see eq. (2.61)], and thus by the convolution theorem [II07, p 1118]
the convolution of Φρ(Sr) with a Gaussian of variance NW . For a zero-
mean Gaussian state ρ with a characteristic function of the form (3.17)












2.c appendix : adiabatic elimination in the cascaded
system
Adiabatic elimination of the cavity mode on the basis of the mas-
ter equation (1.52) can be achieved through the time-convolutionless
projection operator method [CS79]. First we briefly review the basic
idea and the most important expressions, and then adapt it to fit the
structure of the optomechanical master equation.
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2.C adiabatic elimination in the cascaded system
2.c.1 Time-convolutionless Projection Operator Method
Given a set of linear operators Li (i ∈ {0, 1}) and a corresponding
equation of the form
d
dt
ρ(t) = [L0 + εL1(t)] ρ(t), (2.79)
the goal is to find the dynamics of ρ on a subspace defined by the
projection P = 1−Q. We first transform into an interaction picture
with L0 and define
ρ̃(t) = exp (−L0t)ρ(t), (2.80a)
L̃i(t) = exp (−L0t)Li(t) exp (L0t). (2.80b)
The equation of motion for Pρ can then be written in the form8 8. This form is similar
to the Nakajima–
Zwanzig equation;




P ρ̃(t) = K(t)P ρ̃(t), (2.81)
where we assumed that Qρ(0) = 0. The exact expression for K is
[CS79]





G(t, s)QL̃1(s)PG(t, s), (2.82b)
where G and G are the forward and backward propagators
















and T(−)+ the (anti-)chronological time-ordering operator. We are
mainly interested in a expansion of K in powers of the small par-
ameter ε, which we write as K = ∑n ε
nKn. We can show that up to
second order the expansion coefficients are given by





In order to apply this method for adiabatic elimination we need to
identify a suitable subspace P which describes the relevant dynamics.
This subspace must be chosen such that [Gar84]
PL0 = L0P = 0, (2.85a)






Below we will look at a master equation whose generator can be
written as L(t) = L0 + Lm + εL1(t) + ε
2L2. Lm commutes with L0,
i. e., L0Lm = LmL0, and we thus have
LmP = PLm, (2.86a)
QLmP = PLmQ = 0. (2.86b)
Let us explore the expansion of K for the modified Liouvillian L. We
first make the substitution L0 → L0 + Lm, under which equations
(2.82) then become (denoting the new expressions by K′, etc.)







Here we already used relations (2.86). Using PG ′(t, s)Q = 0 and thus
PΣ′ = 0 leads to P [1− Σ′]−1P = P [1−PΣ′P ]−1P = P . This shows
that
K′ = K+ LmP . (2.88)
In the next step we can substitute L1(t) → L1(t) + εL2 into expres-
sions (2.84) and collect the terms of matching order in ε. Taking this
together the expansion coefficients K′n up to second order are
K′0 = LmP , (2.89a)
K′1(t) = PL̃1(t)P , (2.89b)




2.c.2 Elimination of the Optical Mode
To eliminate the LC mode we choose Pρ = trlc(ρ)⊗ ρvac which pro-
jects the state ρ onto the cavity’s ground state. This is the subspace
we are interested in, as in the limit g κlc all photons scattered from
the mechanical oscillator into the resonator (typically on a timescale
1/g) immediately decay from it (on a much shorter timescale 1/κlc).
For the microwave cavity we have κc ≈ 4g
2/κlc and thus κc/κlc ≈
(2g/κc)
2. It is convenient to introduce the parameter κ̄ =
√
κlcκc. Con-
sequently we assume a separation of time scales of the form
κc  g, κ̄  κlc, ωm, ∆c, ∆lc
which reflects the structure of the Liouvillian if we identify ε with
g/κc. By going into an interaction picture with the free Hamiltonian
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c cc we can write the master equation (2.29) in the re-
quired form ρ̇ = [L0 + L
th
m + L1(t) + L2]ρ with the definitions
L0ρ = −i∆lc[c
†
lcclc, ρ] + κlcD[clc]ρ, (2.90a)
L1(t) = e
iωmt L+1,mρ + e
−i∆ct L−1,cρ + H. c., (2.90b)
L2 = κcD[cc]ρ, (2.90c)












† = −ig[cm(clc + c
†
lc), ρ], (2.90f)




c , clcρ], (2.90g)








We can then show equations (2.85) and additionally find the useful
relations
QL0Q = 0, (2.91a)
P eL0t = eL0t P = P , (2.91b)
which we can use to evaluate equations (2.89). Additionally it is im-
mediate to show relations (2.86) and we thus separate the mechanical
decoherence term Lthm from the rest of the dynamics and neglect it
for the rest of this section. We immediately find K1(t) = PL̃1(t)P =
PL1(t)P = 0 and PL̃2P = L2P . The second term in eq. (2.89c) is












































dτ eiωmτ PL+m e
















dτ e−iωmτ PL+c e
L0τ L+mPρ(t) e
−i(∆c−ωm)t +H. c.
The first term results from the optomechanical interaction alone and
will give rise to the familiar heating and cooling terms derived in
[Wil+08]. The second term is fast oscillating and will later be dropped
in a rotating-wave-approximation. The last two terms correspond to
scattering of photons into the cascaded cavity mode. Note that de-
pending on the detuning of the second cavity only one of the mech-
anical sidebands is resonantly scattered into the second cavity mode.
We evaluate the important terms separately, treating the integrand
only for the moment. We introduce µ(t) = trlc(ρ(t)) and thus have
Pρ(t) = µ(t)⊗ ρ0. Additionally we here use xlc = clc + c
†
lc. The first
term gives99. Note that for oper-
ators X, Y acting on




































































c , cmµ⊗ cm e













































L0τ xlcρ0 − µc
†




























2.C adiabatic elimination in the cascaded system
As we will drop the second term in RWA we do not state the expli-















(i∆lc − κlc/2) trlc(clc(t)clc(0)ρ0), (2.92)




lc(0)ρ0) = exp [(i∆lc − κlc/2)t], (2.93a)
trlc(clc(0)c
†
lc(t)ρ0) = exp [−(i∆lc + κlc/2)t]. (2.93b)
If we neglect terms of the form exp(−κlct) we thus find
10
10. This can be made
exact by taking the




lc(0)ρ0) ≈ η∓, (2.94a)
where η± = [
κlc
2 − i(−∆lc±ωm)]
−1. Taking this all together we neglect
fast rotating terms in a RWA,11 and find 11. This is justified
by the time average
introduced below.µ̇ = −i[δωmc
†
mcm, µ] + L
th
mµ


















where we introduced jump operators s+ = −iκlcη+c
†
m and s− =
−iκlcη−cm. The other parameters are given by eqs. (1.48) and (1.50).
To get a time-independent master equation we first go into an in-
teraction picture with δωmc
†
mcm, which eliminates the first term in
eq. (B.12) and leads to the replacement e±iωmt → e±iω
eff
m t (with ωeffm =






in analogy to the treatment of adiabatic elimination in the Heisen-
berg picture (appendix 1.A). (See also the treatment of heterodyne
detection in appendix B.1.1 for more details on this construction.)
δt has to be chosen to be long on the mechanical oscillation fre-
quency, but short on all other timescales. This leads to the inequal-
ity ωeffm  1/δt  g
2/κlc, g
√
κc/κlc. If we now consider the cases
∆c = ±ω
eff
m and neglect fast rotating terms [which give a correction of
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orderO(1/ωeffm δt)] we eventually find for µ̄ the coarse-grained master
equation







c , s±µ̄] + [µ̄s
†
±, cc]). (2.97)
(This procedure is discussed in more detail in appendix 3.A.) Note
that dropping the terms involving the cascaded cavity (fourth and
fith term) leads to the MEQ (1.55). We can now use the identity
D[a + b]ρ = D[a]ρ +D[b]ρ + 1
2
[a†b− ab†, ρ]− ([a†, bρ] + [ρb†, a])




˙̄µ = Lmµ̄ + i
√
ηtκcΓ+/4[e












˙̄µ = Lmµ̄ + i
√
ηtκcΓ−/4[e
−iϕ− c†mcc + H. c., µ̄] + Γ+D[c
†
m]µ̄
+ (1− ηt)Γ−D[cm]µ̄ +D[
√





with the definition ϕ± = arg(η±). If we additionally choose ∆lc =
±ωeffm the resonant terms have phases ϕ± = 0 and the resonant scatter-
ing rates are Γ± = Γ := 4g
2/κlc, while the off-resonant rates Γ∓ = εΓ
with ε = 1/[1 + (4ωm/κlc)
2]. Equations (2.98) then lead to eqs. (2.30)
and (2.43) respectively.
2.d appendix : pulse shape optimisation
Here we discuss the optimal-control problem of how to transfer
the mechanical quantum state into a cascaded cavity. We use a red-
detuned (∆c = −ωm) light pulse of length τ2, whose power P(t)
can be varied in time [leading to a adiabatic coupling strength G(t)].
Additionally we assume we can tune the bandwidth κc(t) of the
cascaded cavity. To identify the relevant temporal shapes we rewrite
the system’s evolution in terms of Langevin equations [see equations
(2.46)]. Here we are only interested in the classical dynamics and we
thus introduce the mean values β(t) = 〈cm(t)〉 and ξ(t) = 〈cc(t)〉.










2.D pulse shape optimisation






























Our goal now is to maximize the term in brackets in the second line
(we call it I) which quantifies the fidelity of the state swap and fulfills














which we assume to be square integrable. We can thus write the over-
lap I as a scalar product on the underlying vector space, which obeys
the Cauchy–Schwartz inequality
I = 〈v, w〉2 ≤ 〈v, v〉〈w, w〉. (2.103)
The right-hand side is easily evaluated and we find
〈v, v〉 = 1− e−Kv ,
〈w, w〉 = 1− e−Kw
with Kv =
∫ τ2
0 dsG(s) and Kw =
∫ τ2
0 dsκc(s). The inequality (2.103)
is saturated for the choice v ≡ w, or equivalently (as v, w ≥ 0) for
v2 ≡ w2. A possible choice for G and κc is thus
G(t) = N e−
∫ τ2
t dsκc(s), (2.104a)




where N fixes their norm. The set of differential equations corres-
ponding to (2.104) is
Ġ(t) = κc(t)G(t), (2.105a)
κ̇c(t) = −κc(t)G(t), (2.105b)
with the boundary conditions
G(τ2) = κc(0) = N. (2.106)









where the parameter M is determined by the condition G(τ2) =
κc(0) = M(1 + e




T I M E - C O N T I N U O U S Q U A N T U M C O N T R O L
We discussed in chapter 2 how pulsed protocols can be used to
achieve quantum control of optomechanical systems. These schemes
do not rely on the existence of a steady state, i. e., they can also
be operated in an unstable regime, and thus also in the case of a
resonantly driven two-mode squeezing interaction.
In this chapter we explore continuous-wave protocols that exploit
entanglement as a resource for measurement-based time-continuous
control of cavity-optomechanical systems, and which allow us to en-
gineer a steady state. Specifically we will discuss feedback cooling
of the mechanical oscillator to its ground state for a blue detuned
laser drive (section 3.1), preparation of a mechanical oscillator in a
general Gaussian (squeezed) state via time-continuous teleportation
(section 3.3), and preparation of two remote mechanical systems in an
(Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen) entangled state by time-continuous entan-
glement swapping (section 3.4).
3.1 optomechanical feedback cooling
Feedback cooling of mechanical oscillators has been analysed in de-
tail in the literature [MVT98; DJ99; CHP01; Vit+02; Gen+08a; HM13].
The setup typically considered, which is also the basis for the scheme
discussed here, is depicted in fig. 28: The output light of an optomech-
anical cavity is measured by a homodyne detector and the measure-
ment results are fed back to the cavity in a suitable manner, such that




fig 28. Single homo-
dyne detection for feed-
back cooling (non-unit
efficiency is modelled
by a beam-splitter be-
fore a perfect detector,
marked by the purple
box; see appendix B.1.1)
regime for feedback cooling discussed in the literature is typically re-
stricted to a resonant drive and the bad-cavity regime κ > ωm. In this
section we will discuss that feedback cooling can also be effectively
operated in the sideband-resolved regime κ < ωm, and even on the
blue sideband ∆c = ωm, which is normally affiliated with heating.
We will show that we can harness the entanglement created by the
optomechanical two-mode squeezing interaction for a measurement-
based feedback scheme, which enables us to cool the mechanical mo-
tion to its ground state.
Feedback control typically consists of two stages: An estimation
part that aims to obtain the best possible understanding of the sys-
tem’s state, and a control part that generates a feedback signal from
the knowledge obtained in the estimation. We already discussed in
section 1.4 how measurement results from homodyne detection can
be used to calculate the conditional quantum state of the mechan-
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ical system. This state can now be used as a basis for applying a
linear–quadratic–Gaussian (LQG) control scheme—a tool from clas-
sical control theory that attains the optimal cooling performance
for the chosen configuration—in order to prepare a cold mechanical
quantum state.
Feedback onto the mechanical system can either be effected by dir-
ect driving through a piezoelectric device [Pog+07], or by modula-
tion of the laser input, as we will assume in the following. This type








2κ[up(t)xc + ux(t)pc] (3.1)
to the Hamiltonian, where ε(t) = ux(t) + iup(t) ∈ C is the com-
plex amplitude of the feedback signal, and |ε(t)|2 accordingly is the
incoming photon flux. To choose an appropriate feedback strategy
we employ quantum LQG control [Bel99], which is designed to min-
imize a quadratic cost function as described in appendix B.3.2. Ap-
plied to feedback cooling the basic working principle is the follow-
ing: From the measurement results of the homodyne detection we
calculate the system’s conditional state ρc(t), whose evolution is de-
scribed by eq. (1.57). Based on this state we can then determine the
optimal feedback signal ε(t) that minimizes the steady-state mechan-
ical occupation number 〈c†mcm〉





ss− 1]. This of course
means that the final occupation number depends on the conditional
state (more specifically on the covariance matrix Σ̂), and thus on the
chosen LO angle for the homodyne detection as we discussed above.
A suitable cost function for this problem is given by







with hm > 0. Note that h also includes a contribution by the feed-
back signal ε, which precludes feedback strategies with unrealistically
high feedback strength. The parameter hm therefore effects a trade-off
between feedback strength and final occupation number nssm: high val-
ues of hm result in low occupation number possibly requiring large
|ε| and vice versa. The mean photon flux in the feedback signal can
be calculated as described in appendix B.3.2. For the parameters used
in this section we find that on average |ε|2 is small compared to the
overall driving strength in typical experiments. Only in the region
of κ → 0—where almost no photons enter the cavity—the required
|ε|2 may increase dramatically. We note that in order for LQG con-
trol to work correctly, certain observability and controllability con-
ditions need to be satisfied [WM09], which is indeed the case for
our system. Additionally, we assume here that the feedback onto the
laser field is instantaneous. In practice this means that any feedback
delay τ should be small on the typical timescales of the system, i. e.,
τ  1/ωm, 1/κ.
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(a)









g = 0.15 ωm
g = 0.05 ωm
(b)









g = 0.15 ωm
g = 0.05 ωm
figure 29. Steady-state mechanical occupation number nssm minimized with
respect to the LO angle φ against detuning of the driving laser ∆c (a) in
the bad-cavity regime (κ = 4ωm) and (b) in the sideband-resolved regime
(κ = ωm/2), for detection efficiencies η = 1 (solid lines) and η = 8/10
(dashed lines). Different colours denote different coupling strengths g. Other
parameters: Q = 5 · 106, n̄ = 3.5 · 105, hm = 100
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The final mechanical occupation is found by first calculating the
steady-state variances (∆xm)
2 and (∆pm)
2 for a closed feedback loop







2 − 1] (for 〈xm〉
ss = 〈pm〉
ss = 0).
In fig. 29 we plot the steady-state occupation numbers of the
feedback-cooled mechanical mode against the laser detuning ∆c,
for the bad-cavity regime (upper plot) and the sideband-resolved
regime (lower plot), for two different coupling strengths g. For each
detuning the homodyne phase φ is chosen such, that the occupation
number is minimized.1 Note that we keep g constant while varying1. This can be achieved
in a systematic way by
finding the “optimal un-
ravelling”, see [WM09].
Here we simply use
a simplex method
for optimization.
∆c (or κ). This means that the driving laser power has to be adjusted
accordingly. In the bad-cavity regime κ > ωm we find that driving on
resonance is favourable for both values of g. In this case the optimal
LO phase is φ = π/2, as discussed in the previous section. This is
the usual regime for feedback cooling [CHP99; Wil+14].
For micro-mechanical systems, however, the sideband-resolved re-
gime κ < ωm is typically more relevant. In this regime the picture
changes completely. For weak coupling (g < κ) we find two pro-
nounced dips at both mechanical sidebands (∆c = ±ωm), where n
ss
m
is locally minimal and clearly lies below the value on resonance. It
is obvious from the figure that cooling works best on the red side-
band (∆c = −ωm), where we have a cumulative effect from passive
sideband and feedback cooling (see also fig. 30). However, even on
the blue sideband (∆c = ωm)—which is commonly associated with
heating—we find an appreciable reduction of the mechanical occu-
pation by feedback cooling. As we discussed in section 1.4, we can
attribute this effect to large optomechanical correlations, which allow
for a good read out of the mechanical motion and thus a good feed-
back performance. If we increase the coupling strength to g = 0.3κ we
see a peak appearing around the blue sideband (which we attribute
to ponderomotive squeezing of the output fields), pushing the occu-
pation number above the value at ∆c = 0. For both regimes we plot
graphs for two different detection efficiencies η = 1 (lossless detec-
tion) and η = 8/10. Clearly, non-unit detection efficiency leads to a
noticeable degradation of feedback-cooling performance. Only at the
red sideband and in the sideband-resolved regime, where the effect of
sideband cooling dominates, the final occupation number is virtually
unaffected.
Figure 30(a) shows the mechanical occupation for three detunings
∆c = 0,±ωm plotted against g. For ∆c = −ωm we show, additionally
to the closed-loop feedback solution (red solid line), the solution for
sideband cooling (red dashed line). While for ∆c = 0 and ∆c = −ωm
the occupation number steadily decreases—in the depicted range—
for growing g, for ∆c = ωm a clear minimum is visible in the weak
coupling regime at g ≈ κ/10. This minimum lies well below the value
for ∆c = 0 (but still above the value for the red sideband). This means
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(a)





























figure 30. Steady-state mechanical occupation number nssm minimized with
respect to φ for different driving frequencies ∆c = 0,±ωm, corresponding to
a laser drive on the mechanical sidebands and on resonance (represented by
different colours). Solid lines represent feedback cooling, while the dashed
line (for ∆c = −ωm only) corresponds to sideband cooling without feedback.
(a) nssm against coupling g for fixed cavity decay rate κ = ωm/2 (sideband
resolved regime). (b) nssm against κ for g = ωm/10 (weak coupling regime).




that there exists a considerably large parameter regime where a de-
tuned operation significantly improves the performance of feedback
cooling. Note that all curves rise drastically in the strong-coupling
regime, where g/κ & 1 (not shown in the plot). In fig. 30(b) we plot
nssm against cavity linewidth κ for constant coupling g. Again we find
that feedback on the sidebands works best in the sideband-resolved
regime, while in the bad cavity regime working on resonance yields
(slightly) better performance. Again, the occupation number is min-
imized with respect to the homodyne phase φ at each point in the
plot.
In summary we illustrated that feedback cooling in the resolved-
sideband regime is a viable option for cooling the mechanical oscil-
lator into its ground state. It turns out that in this regime driving the
system on the blue mechanical sideband yields a lower mechanical
occupation number than operating on resonance. As an extension of
this protocol we will show in section 3.3, that a similar setup oper-
ating at the same working point can be used to remotely prepare a
squeezed mechanical state via time-continuous teleportation.
3.2 time-continuous bell measurements
We discussed in section 2.1 how a continuous-variable Bell measure-
ment can be used to teleport the quantum state of a light pulse onto
a mechanical oscillator. In systems which are amenable to strong
projective measurements (e. g., photons [Bou+97; She+06] and atoms
[Rie+04; Bar+04]), Bell measurements constitute a well established,
versatile tool for quantum control and state engineering. However,
in many physical systems only weak, indirect, but time-continuous
measurements are available. Continuous measurements, described by
stochastic Schrödinger and master equations, themselves constitute a
corner stone of quantum control. In this section we will combine these
important concepts and establish the notion of time-continuous Bell
measurements. They are realized via continuous homodyne detection
of electromagnetic fields, and can be applied to a great number of sys-
tems, including those which cannot be measured projectively. We de-
rive the constitutive equations of motion—the conditional stochastic
Schrödinger/master equation and the unconditional feedback mas-
ter equation—of the monitored systems. In particular we analyse two
generic scenarios—time-continuous quantum teleportation and continu-
ous entanglement swapping. We will first discuss both protocols for
generic systems (sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2); the optomechanical imple-
mentation is the subject of sections 3.3 and 3.4.
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3.2 time-continuous bell measurements
3.2.1 Time-continuous Teleportation
We consider the setup depicted in fig. 31: A one-dimensional electro-
magnetic field mode A [described by the field operator a(t)] couples
to a system S via a beam-splitter-like interaction
Hint = i[sa
†(t) + s†a(t)]. (3.3)





green box marks the
time-continuous Bell
measurement.
a beam-splitter and the resulting fields are sent to two homodyne de-
tection setups which measure the EPR quadratures x+ = xa + xb and
p− = pa − pb where xa, xb and pa, pb are the amplitude and phase
quadratures of the respective fields. The field B is prepared in a pure
state of Gaussian squeezed white noise, which we denote by |M〉,
where M ∈ C characterizes the squeezing; |M| describes the absolute
increase (reduction) of the (anti-)squeezed quadrature, while arg (M)
determines the squeezing angle. Provided the system–field interac-
tion creates entanglement between the system and the outgoing light
field, the state of B can be teleported to S by applying (instantaneous)
feedback proportional to the measurement results of the Bell meas-
urement (I±). This effectively generates dissipative dynamics which
drive the system into a steady state coinciding with the input light
state.
Conditional Master Equation
To find the corresponding SME, describing the state of S conditioned
on measurements of x+ and p−, we apply the same reasoning as
in appendix B.1.1 to describe homodyne detection. (The presented
results have also been derived in a more formal way in [DG14].) We
start from the Schrödinger equation [eq. (A.27)] for the full system
(S+A+B)
d|Ψ(t)〉 = [−iHeff dt + s dA
†(t)− s† dA(t)]|Ψ(t)〉, (3.4)
with the initial condition |Ψ0〉 = |ψ0〉S⊗ |vac〉A⊗ |M〉B, Heff = Hsys−
i 12 s
†s, and an unspecified system Hamiltonian Hsys. As mode A is
assumed to be in vacuum, the quantum Wiener increment dA obeys
the Itō multiplication table (A.14). As B is prepared in a squeezed
state the multiplication table for dB on the other hand is given by
× dB dB† dt
dB M dt (N + 1)dt 0
dB† N dt M∗ dt 0
dt 0 0 0
Due to the Heisenberg uncertainty relation N and M must obey
|M|2 ≤ N(N + 1), where equality holds for a pure state. The eigen-
value equation for squeezed states can be written as
[dB(t)− α dB†(t)]|M〉 = 0, (3.5)
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with α = (N + M)/(N + M∗ + 1). Using this together with the fact
that dA(t)|vac〉 = 0, we can write
d|Ψ〉 =
{
−iHeff dt + s
[











where µ = 1 − α, ν = 1 + α. We introduced dX+(t) = x+(t)dt,
dP−(t) = p−(t)dt and going from the first to the second line we
used the fact that a† + b = (x+ + ip−)/
√
2. We now note that x+ and
p− commute and can be measured simultaneously.




ectly project equation (3.6) onto the EPR state |I+ I−〉AB defined by
x+|I+ I−〉AB = I+|I+ I−〉AB and p−|I+ I−〉AB = I−|I+ I−〉AB. This yields





1/2 s[µ dX̃+ + iν dP̃−]
}
|ψc〉, (3.7)
where dX̃+(t) = I+(t)dt and dP̃−(t) = I−(t)dt are classical pro-
cesses, which possess the same statistical properties as their quantum
counterparts. The photo-currents I± (analogous to homodyne detec-
tion discussed in section 1.3.2) can be written as
I+ dt =
√
1/2〈s + s†〉c dt + dW+, (3.8a)
I− dt = i
√
1/2〈s− s†〉c dt + dW−, (3.8b)
with correlated Wiener increments dW±. The (co-)variances of dW±
are given by
w1 dt:=(dW+)
2 = [N + 1 + (M + M∗)/2]dt, (3.9a)
w2 dt:=(dW−)
2 = [N + 1− (M + M∗)/2]dt, (3.9b)
w3 dt:=dW+ dW− = −[i(M−M
∗)/2]dt, (3.9c)
and directly follow from the definition of dX+, dP− and the multi-
plication tables for dA and dB. To find the SME corresponding to
eq. (3.7) we first use Itō calculus to find an expression for d|ψ̃c〉〈ψ̃c|,
which we can then normalize. (See appendix B.1.1 for a more detailed
explanation of this process.) It is convenient to introduce the complex
increment
dY(t) = µ dX̃+(t) + iν dP̃−(t), (3.10)
which obeys3
3. To show this














which can be derived by
using |M|2 = N(N + 1).




2w2 + 2 Im(µν
∗)
]
dt = 2 dt. (3.11b)
With this knowledge we can immediately write the Zakai equation—
the equation of motion for the unnormalized state [WM09, p 197]—
corresponding to (3.7) as









3.2 time-continuous bell measurements
with the standard Liouvillian Lρ = −i[Hsys, ρ] +D[s]ρ. To normalize
this equation we first calculate




〈s(t)〉c dY(t) + H. c.
]
, (3.13)
















Combining this with (3.12) we find after some algebra



















ρc + H. c.
]
ρc dW−
= Lρc dt +
√
1/2 {H[µs]ρc dW+ +H[iνs]ρc dW−} .
(3.15)
It can easily be checked that due to the fact |dY|2 = 2 dt this is a
equation of the form eq. (B.17) and thus a valid Belavkin equation
[Bel92].
To conclude this section let us briefly discuss, as a slight variation
of the above setup, the situation where instead of the squeezed
state |M〉B we use a displaced squeezed state |M, β〉B = exp(βb
† −
β∗b)|M〉B = DB(β)|M〉B with β ∈ C as an initial state of mode B, and
thus as an input state for teleportation. Transforming the Schrödinger
equation (3.4) into a displaced frame with DB(β) shows that the struc-
ture of the stochastic Schrödinger equation (SSE) (3.7) and the SME
(3.15) remains unchanged, if the measurement processes are replaced
by appropriately displaced versions
dX̃′+ = dX̃+ −
√
1/2(β + β∗)dt, (3.16a)
dP̃′− = dP̃− + i
√
1/2(β− β∗)dt (3.16b)
[which consequently is also the case for the currents I± in equa-









We follow [Wis94] to apply Markovian (i. e., instantaneous) feedback
proportional to the homodyne currents I± to the system S. (The sim-
pler case of homodyne feedback is reviewed in detail in appendix B.2.)
We want to add a term
(S) [dρc]fb =
√
1/2η(K+ I+ +K− I−)ρc (3.17)
describing the feedback to the conditional evolution (where η de-
scribes a non-unit detector efficiency, as discussed in appendix B.1.1).
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The feedback we model as generalized forces F± = F
†
± in the form of
additional Hamiltonian terms, which we write as
K±ρI± = −i[F± I±, ρ]. (3.18)
As K is linear, eq. (3.17) can easily be converted to Itō form,44. For an Stra-
tonovich equation




we find the equi-
valent Itō equation
(I) dρ = ∑Kiρ dWi
+ 12 ∑ MijKiKjρ dt
with dWi dWj = Mij dt.
(I) [dρc]fb =
√
1/2η(K+ dX̃+ +K− dP̃−)ρc+
(1/4η)(K+ dX̃+ +K− dP̃−)
2ρc. (3.19)
We then rewrite the SME (3.15) in terms of the complex Wiener incre-
ment
dWy = µ dW+ + iν dW−. (3.20)
Additionally introducing the (non-linear) operators Gρ = [s− tr(sρ)]ρ
and G ′ρ = (Gρ)† this leads to











The evolution under continuous feedback and measurement is then
described by [Wis94]
ρc(t + dt) = [1 + (1/2η)(K+ dX̃+ +K− dP̃−)
+ (1/4η)(K+ dX̃+ +K− dP̃−)
2]×









which can be cast into the form
dρc = Lρc + (1/4η)
(





K+ dX̃+ +K− dP̃−
)(



















Note that the ordering KG ensures that we obtain a trace-preserving
master equation [WM93]. We can now average over all possible meas-
urement trajectories (i. e., over all classical processes X̃+, P̃−) to ob-
tain an unconditional (deterministic) master equation. Expanding the
quadratic terms yields,(








K+ dX̃+ +K− dP̃−
)(










iG − iG ′
)
ρc dt,
= K+H[s]ρc dt +K−H[is]ρc dt,
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where we used
dX+ dWy = µw1 + iνw3 = 1,
dP− dWy = µw3 + iνw2 = i.
Taking this all together leads to




















D[F+ + F−], (3.24)
where we used the fact that 12 (K±)
2 = D[F±] and 12 (K+K− +
K−K+) = D[F+ + F−] − D[F−] − D[F+]. Using the identity D[s +
iF±]ρ = D[s]ρ + D[F±]ρ + i[F±, sρ + ρs
†] + i2 [ρ, F±s + s
†F±] this can

































This is the main result of this section. The evolution of the system
S thus effectively depends on the state of the field B (via wi) which
has never interacted with S, and which can, in principle, even change
(adiabatically) in time. Equation (3.25) can thus be viewed as a con-
tinuous “remote preparation” of quantum states.
To illustrate this point we consider the case where the target sys-
tem S is a bosonic mode. For a system to be amenable to continuous
teleportation the system–field interaction must enable entanglement
creation. We thus set5 s = d†, with d a bosonic annihilation operator, 5. Note that the jump
operators include an
interaction strength. As
we choose Hsys = 0
below we can set it
to 1 without loss of
generality.
and therefore obtain Hint ∝ d a(t) + d
†a†(t) (which is just a two-mode-
squeezing interaction). Additionally we choose F+ = i(d − d
†) and
F− = (d + d
†), which means that the photocurrents I+, I− will be fed
back to the x ∝ (d + d†) and p ∝ i(d + d†) quadrature, respectively.
The resulting equation can be brought into the form
ρ̇ = −i[Hsys, ρ] + (2N + 1)D[J]ρ, (3.26)
where the jump operator J is determined by
J ∝ −i(2N + 1−M−M∗)x + (1 + M−M∗)p (3.27)
(with an appropriate normalization). If we define as Uπ/2 the local
unitary which effects the canonical transformation x → p, p → −x,
we find by comparison with the eigenvalue equation for |M〉,
[(1−M + M∗)x + i(2N + 1 + M + M∗)p]|M〉 = 0, (3.28)
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that U†π/2 JUπ/2| −M〉 = 0. Taking into account the relations
〈x2〉M = 12 (2N + 1 + M + M
∗), (3.29a)
〈p2〉M = 12 (2N + 1−M−M
∗), (3.29b)
Re(〈xp〉M) = − i2 (M−M
∗), (3.29c)
one can easily see that Uπ/2| −M〉 = |M〉. For Hsys = 0 equation
(3.26) thus has the steady-state solution ρss = |M〉〈M|, where J|M〉 =
0 and hence D[J]ρss = 0. Note that for the vacuum case N = M = 0
we find J = c, which means that, devoid of other decoherence terms,
the system will be driven to its ground state.
Below, we will come back to this scenario, and discuss its imple-
mentation on the basis of an optomechanical system in more detail.
If we consider again the situation where we use a displace squeezed





− [see (3.16)] in equation (3.23). This only changes the third
line as all products dX̃2, dX̃ dWy, etc. are unaffected. After taking the
classical average this yields an additional Hamiltonian term
Hcoh =
√
2[Re(β)F+ − Im(β)F−] (3.30)
which has to be incorporated into L in the feedback master equation
(3.24), and effects a displacement of the steady state.

























We now replace the Gaussian input state in mode B with a field state
emitted by a second system [see fig. 32], which is then, together with
field A, sent to a Bell measurement as before. If before the meas-
urement the light fields are entangled to the emitting systems, the
bipartite system state will be projected into an EPR-entangled state.
As this might lead to unstable system dynamics, we add two homo-
dyne detectors to the setup, which help us to stabilize the systems
[VMH13].
Conditional Master Equation
We assume that the second system S2 couples to the field B via Hint =
i[s2b
†(t)− s†2b(t)]. A and B are combined on a 50:50 beam-splitter to
form the combinations a ± b in the outputs. These outputs are sent
to a pair of beam-splitters (with an uneven splitting ratio υ : 1− υ)
and subsequently to a total of four homodyne setups. If we label the
modes incident on the homodyne detectors as Ci (described by field
operators ci) for i = 1 . . . 4 [see fig. 33], we find the following relations










(1− υ)/2(c3 − c4). (3.31b)
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We now choose the LO phases of the four homodyne setups such that
they measure x+=c1 + c
†
1, p−=− i(c2 − c
†





3). These four measurements allow us to simultaneously mon-
itor both quadratures of both systems (although with reduced effi-
ciency). The measurement of x+ and p−, which we choose to have a
relative strength υ set by the beam-splitting ratio, realize a Bell meas-
urement as before, while the measurement of the conjugate quadrat-
ures x− and p+, with a strength 1− υ, we will need for stabilization
of S1 and S2.
To derive the corresponding SME we apply the same logic as before.




−iHeff dt + s1(dA




with an initial state |Ψ0〉 = |ψ0〉S1S2 ⊗ |vac〉field and an effective




sys − i2 ∑i=1,2 s
†
i si. We then rewrite this
in terms of dX± and dP± [by plugging (3.31) into eq. (3.32)] and
project onto eigenstates corresponding to measurement outcomes I±,
I′±. With the definition s± = s1 ± s2 we find
d|ψ̃c〉 = −iHeff|ψc〉dt +
√
υ/2[s+ dX̃+ + is− dP̃−]|ψc〉
+
√
(1− υ)/2[is+ dX̃− + s− dP̃+]|ψc〉 (3.33)
where |ψ̃c〉 is unnormalized. As all electromagnetic field modes are
assumed to be in vacuum we find that the measurement processes
have unit variance, dX̃±(t)
2 = dP̃±(t)
2 = dt, and that they are mu-
tually uncorrelated, i. e., dX̃+ dX̃− = dX̃+ dP̃+ = 0, etc. This can be
shown by expressing ci in terms of a, b and using Itō rules, where we
have to take into account vacuum noise entering through the open
ports of the second pair of beam-splitters (not explicitly introduced
here). The homodyne currents are given by
I+ dt =
√
υ/2 〈s+ + s
†
+〉c + dW+, (3.34a)
I− dt = i
√
υ/2 〈s− − s
†
−〉c + dW−, (3.34b)
I′+ dt = i
√
(1− υ)/2 〈s+ − s
†
+〉c + dV+, (3.34c)
I′− dt =
√
(1− υ)/2 〈s− + s
†
−〉c + dV−. (3.34d)
where the Wiener increments dW± and dV± obey a multiplication
table corresponding to the one of dX̃± and dP̃±. As we now have
four uncorrelated homodyne measurements we can directly apply
the procedure laid out in appendix B.1.1 and arrive at the SME
dρc = Lρc dt +
√
υ/2 {H[s+]ρc dW+ +H[is−]ρc dW−}
+
√
(1− υ)/2 {H[is+]ρc dV+ +H[s−]ρc dV−} , (3.35)
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with Lρ = −i[H(1)sys + H
(2)
sys, ρ] +D[s1]ρ +D[s2]ρ. These results can al-
ternatively be derived in a similar spirit but in a more formal way
within the framework of quantum networks, as for example presen-
ted in [GJ09].
Feedback Master Equation
In this entanglement swapping scheme all four homodyne currents,
I± (Bell measurement) and I
′
± (stabilizing measurements), are fed
back to both systems. (For convenience we will in the following label
the photo-currents by Ii, i = 1, . . . , 4, according to the light modes
Ci they correspond to.) We again describe this by the operations
K[Fi]ρIi = −i[Fi Ii, ρ] (i = 1, . . . , 4), where Fi = F
†
i now act on the
combined Hilbert space of S1 + S2. Using the procedure from before



































1− υs−). [Compare this to
eq. (B.34)]. Here we assumed that all detectors have the same effi-
ciency η.
Let us again consider the case of bosonic modes, with jump oper-
ators (assuming a unity coupling rate) s1 = d
†




j ] = δij),
not including the stabilizing measurements (i. e., υ = 1). We thus




−) and choose (F1, F2) = (id+ − id
†
+, d− + d
†
−).
For Hsys = 0 (and η = 1) this gives the master equation





− −H. c., ρ
]
+D[d+]ρ +D[d−]ρ.
The Lindblad terms damp the system, while the Hamiltonian term
generates squeezing dynamics in the EPR-modes,6 which amplifies6. This is equivalent to
two-mode squeezing
in the modes of S1, S2.
the system. This becomes clearer when looking at the corresponding
Langevin equations for the quadratures corresponding quadratures
x± ∝ d± + d
†







































where xin± , p
in
± denote appropriate noise contributions. These equa-
tions indicate that x+ and p− will become squeezed while x− and p+
will be anti-squeezed. This instability can be prevented by introdu-
cing the additional measurement (and feedback) channels; they will,




3.3 optomechanical time-continuous teleportation
In section 3.2.1 we derived the constitutive equations of motion de-
scribing time-continuous teleportation (the conditional master equa-
tion and feedback master equation) for a generic system. In this sec-
tion we will focus on the optomechanical implementation (see fig. 34).






In order to successfully implement continuous teleportation in op-
tomechanical systems we need to appropriately design our measure-
ment setup. We saw that in the regime g  κ  ωm and for a
blue drive with ∆c = ωm the optomechanical interaction essentially
gives rise to a two-mode squeezing dynamics between the mechan-
ical mode and the extracavity light field,7 which is the required inter- 7. In this parameter





action for teleportation. Consequently the mechanical oscillator res-
onantly scatters photons into the lower sideband at ωc = ω0 − ωm;
spectrally, the photons which are correlated with the mechanical mo-
tion are therefore located at this sideband frequency. We thus set up
our Bell measurement in the following way: Firstly, we choose the
centre frequency of the squeezed input light located at the sideband
frequency ωc. Secondly, we now use heterodyne detection to measure
quadratures at the same frequency.
In appendix 3.A.2 we show that after adiabatic elimination of the
cavity mode and a rotating-wave approximation, the evolution of the
conditional mechanical state ρ(m)c in a rotating frame with ωm (neg-
lecting the mechanical frequency shift by the optical-spring effect, see
appendix 3.A.2) is described by the stochastic master equation8 8. As a reminder, we
defined:
γ+ = γn̄ + Γ+






2 − i(∆c ∓ωm)
dρ(m)c = γ−D[cm]ρ
(m)






















The first row corresponds to the standard adiabatic master equation
(1.55), while the second row describes the time-continuous Bell meas-
urement, where the squeezing parameter M is encoded in µ = 1− α
and ν = 1 + α, with α = (N + M)/(N + M∗ + 1). η is the detection
efficiency as before. The photo-currents resulting from the Bell meas-
urement are









m + H. c.〉dt + dW−, (3.38b)
where dW± are correlated Wiener increments whose (co-)variances
are given in eq. (3.9). For the choice ∆c = ωm we have η+ = 2/κ
and η− = 1/(
κ
2 + 2iωm). Thus I± approximately correspond to meas-
urements of the mechanical quadratures pm and xm respectively. We
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model the feedback as instantaneous displacements of the mechanical
oscillator in phase space, where the feedback strength is proportional
to the heterodyne currents I±(t). This is described by Hamiltonian
terms I±(t)F±, where F± = F
†
± are generalized forces. The feedback
operators we choose to be
F+ = −
√
2g2κ η+ xm, (3.39a)
F− = −
√
2g2κ η+ pm, (3.39b)
which generate a displacement in pm and xm respectively. The pre-
factors of F± (i. e., the feedback gain) we chose such that they match
the measurement strength of the Bell detection. The corresponding
feedback master equation (in the same rotating frame) can be written
as
ρ̇(m) = γ(n̄ + 1)D[cm]ρ
(m) + γn̄D[c†m]ρ
(m)
+ (4g2/κ) {λ1(ε)D[J1(ε)] + λ2(ε)D[J2(ε)]} ρ
(m), (3.40)
where ε = [1 + (4ωm/κ)
2]−1 quantifies the suppression of the
counter-rotating interaction terms (i. e., the optomechanical beam-
splitter) as before. The effective Lindblad terms are determined by λi
and Ji, which are obtained (see appendix 3.A.2) from the eigenvalue









2 (1 + ε)
−w3η −
i




2 (1 + ε)
)
.
For efficient detection (η = 1) we obtain λ1 = (2N + 1) + O(ε) and
λ2 = O(ε), which means that in the sideband-resolved regime the
jump operator J2(ε) contributes only weakly. In zeroth order in ε the
dominating dissipative dynamics are generated by
J1(0) ∝ −i(2N + 1−M−M
∗)xm + (1 + M−M
∗)pm, (3.41)
which is just the situation we already encountered in section 3.2.1.
This means that |M〉〈M| is a dark state of D[J1(0)] and thus in the
ideal limit of γ = 0, ε = 0, η = 1 the steady state of (3.40) is
lim
t→∞
ρ(m)(t) = |M〉〈M|. (3.42)
Hence, the optical input state is perfectly transferred to the mechan-
ical mode.
Moving away from the ideal case, the protocol’s performance is de-
graded by mechanical decoherence effects (γn̄ > 0), counter-rotating
terms of the optomechanical interaction which are suppressed by
ε < 1, and inefficient detection (η < 1) which leads to imperfect feed-
back. [All these effects are captured by the master equation (3.40).]






































































figure 35. Mechanical squeezing ζ against cooperativity C: (a) Varying
mechanical bath occupation n̄ = 0, 1/10, 1/2, ∞ (represented by different
colours) and unit detection efficiency η = 1; The solid (dashed) lines rep-
resent a sideband resolution of κ/ωm = 1/10 (1). (b) Different detection
efficiencies η = 1, 9/10, 7/10, 6/10 (represented by different colours) and
κ = ωm/10; Here the solid (dashed) lines represent n̄ = 0 (∞). In both plots
the horizontal solid line at ζ = −6dB (corresponding to N ≈ 0.56) shows
the squeezing level of the input light and the vertical dashed line the critical
cooperativity Ccrit ≈ 2.7. Note that in (b) Ccrit marks the value of C above




anical mode for different parameters plotted against the optomechan-
ical cooperativity C = 4g2/(n̄ + 1)γκ. In the upper plot we assume
perfect detection efficiency η = 1 and find that in this case there exists
a critical value Ccrit(N) = 1/[
√
N(N + 1)] determined by the input
squeezing N above which the resulting mechanical state is squeezed
for any thermal occupation number n̄. The lower plot clearly shows
that this is no longer true if we assume non-unit detection efficiency
η. We find that below a certain critical value ηcrit(N, n̄) we can no
longer transfer squeezing to the mechanical oscillator, but we rather
heat it instead. (This is even true for a zero-temperature mechanical
environment, as illustrated in the plot.) In this general case it can be
beneficial to chose a modified feedback gain, i. e., use feedback op-
erators F̃± = σF± with σ 6= 1. In the parameter regime we consider,













We now replace the squeezed field mode with a second optomech-
anical cavity, as is depicted in fig. 36. The goal of this scheme is to
generate stationary entanglement between the two mechanical sub-
systems. The implementation is akin to the teleportation protocol
presented above: Both cavities are driven on the blue sideband to
resonantly enhance the two-mode squeezing interaction, and their
output light is sent to the Bell detection setup which operates at the
cavity resonance frequency ωc. Feeding back the Bell detection res-
ults I± corresponding to the x+ and p− quadratures of the optical
fields to both mechanical systems dissipatively drives them towards
an entangled state. There is a slight complication, however. A single
Bell measurement only allows us to separately monitor two of the
four variables (xm,1, pm,1, xm,2, pm,2) needed to describe the quantum
state of the mechanical systems.9
9. In the language of
control theory this
means that the com-
plete system is not
observable (see for
example [WM09]).
Combined with the fact that we
drive the system on the blue side of the cavity resonance (and thus
in an unstable regime) this means that we cannot actively stabilize
the system and—depending on the driving strength and sideband
resolution—no steady state may exist. To compensate for this we ex-
tend the setup by two additional heterodyne detectors, measuring x−
and p+ with outcomes I
′
∓. The effective measurement strength of this
stabilizing measurements with respect to the Bell measurement is set
by the transmissivity υ of the beam-splitter in front of the heterodyne
setup (see fig. 36). Appropriate feedback of all measurement currents
I±, I
′
± (for simplicity libelled Ii, i = 1, . . . , 4, below) to both mechan-
ical systems finally allows us to stabilize them in an entangled state.
Note that this setup effectively realizes two simultaneous Bell meas-
urements of the pairs (x+, p−) and (x−, p+) with detection efficiencies
υ and 1− υ respectively. In the rest of this section the two optomech-
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anical systems are assumed to be identical and all detectors to have
the same quantum detection efficiency η.
In appendix 3.A.3 we show that in an adiabatic approximation the
conditional state of the two mechanical oscillators ρ(m) in a rotating























































and cm,± = cm,1± cm,2. The Wiener processes Wi are uncorrelated and





i 〉c dt + dWi. (3.44)
The final steady state of this protocol depends on the feedback
operators Fi = F
†
i we apply. In analogy to the previous section we




+, c− + c
†
−) and (F3, F4) =
√
1− υ(c+ +
c†+, ic− − ic
†
−), which can realize independent displacements of all
mechanical quadratures. This time we introduced an additional gain
parameter σ which we can vary in order to optimize the amount of en-
tanglement in the resulting steady state. With these choices the FME
for optomechanical entanglement swapping takes the form
ρ̇(m)c = −i[Hfb, ρ
(m)







































[(1 + σ)υ− 1](c2m,+ + c
2
m,− −H. c.). (3.46)
We can now analyse the stability properties of the linear feedback sys-
tem by evaluating the corresponding Routh–Hurwitz criterion. In the
case of no stabilizing feedback (υ = 1) we find that the admissible
optomechanical coupling is limited from above by 4g2/κ < 1/(1− ε).
This condition thus only allows appreciably values of 4g2/κ for ε ≈ 1,
and thus in the bad-cavity regime. The stabilization is caused by the
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counter-rotating beam-splitter terms cm,ic
†
m,i + H. c. of the optomech-
anical Hamiltonian, which cool the mechanical systems. This cooling
effect, however, diminishes the amount of generated steady-state en-
tanglement. If we switch on the stabilizing feedback and thus choose
υ < 1, we can rewrite the Routh–Hurwitz criterion in the form
[3 + (4g2/κ)−1 + ε] > 4υ > [(1− ε)− (4g2/κ)−1]/σ
(where we assumed ε < 1). These inequalities are tightest in the limit
ε → 0, g2/κ → ∞ where we have 3 > 4υ > 1/σ. For the rest of this
section we choose υ = 3/4 which ensures stability of the feedback
system for any values of g2/κ and ε—and consequently the sideband-
resolution κ/ωm—as long as the feedback gain fulfils σ > 1/3. In
the stable regime and for ε = 0, η = 1 we find a simple analytic




2 C(n̄ + 1)(3σ− 1)(4υ− 1) + 1
C(n̄ + 1)[3σ(σ− 1) + 1] + 2n̄ + 1
)
, (3.47)
where we again introduced the cooperativity C = 4g2/(n̄ + 1)γκ.
Generally we can—for a set of parameters (C, n̄, ε, υ, η)—maximize
the entanglement EN with respect to the feedback gain σ. In fig. 37
we plot the resulting steady-state values in terms of logarithmic neg-

















2 and pφm,i = x
φ+π/2
m,i are rotated
mechanical quadratures. [Again, the criterion for entanglement is
∆EPR < 2 [Dua+00; Sim00]]. In the first plot we assume a perfect detec-
tion efficiency η = 1 and consider different bath occupation numbers
n̄. We again see that there exists a critical cooperativity Ccrit above
which we are able to generate entanglement regardless of n̄. From
(3.47) we can deduce the expression
Ccrit(υ, σ) = 4/[3σ(1 + 4υ− 2σ)− (1 + 4υ)]. (3.49)
(As is evident from the plot, the Ccrit is independent of ε.) For the par-
ameters used in the plot (taking into account the optimization with
respect to σ) we find Ccrit = 2. Again, counter-rotating terms decrease
entanglement but are strongly suppressed by the sideband resolution.
In fig. 37(b) we take into account losses and non-unit detection ef-
ficiency, η < 1, which drastically reduces the amount of achieved
entanglement. As before we find a critical loss value ηcrit(n̄, υ) (for
the parameters chosen in the plot slightly above 65%) below which
entanglement creation is prohibited.
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figure 37. Two-mode mechanical steady-state entanglement in terms of EssN
and ∆EPR against cooperativity C, maximized with respect to feedback gain
σ: (a) Varying mechanical bath occupation n̄ = 0, 1/10, 1/2, ∞ (represented
by different colours) for unit detection efficiency η = 1; The solid (dashed)
lines represent a sideband resolution of κ/ωm = 1 (1/10). (b) Different
detection efficiencies η = 1, 9/10, 7/10, 6/10 (represented by different col-
ours) and κ = ωm/10; Here the solid (dashed) lines represent n̄ = 0 (∞).
The black vertical line shows the critical cooperativity Ccrit = 2.
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3.5 experimental implementation of a kalman filter
In the previous chapters we have extensively discussed different
stochastic master equations that describe the evolution of condi-
tional quantum states, conditioned on the outcomes of different
measurement setups. This section will be devoted to illustrating how
conditional quantum states can be evaluated from experimental data.
3.5.1 General Considerations
The generic SME for homodyne detection (1.57) of a cavity’s output
field is typically written in a form such that the evolution is driven
by a Wiener process W(t). The connection to measured data in an ex-
periment is given by the identity (1.59), which shows that the Wiener
increment dW(t) is the difference between the expected measurement
outcome [according to the conditional state ρc(t)] and the actual meas-
urement result. In filtering theory W(t) is called innovation
processinnovation process (or innovation sequence) [Ste94; Hei+05]. In order to evalu-
ate the state ρc(t) from a measurement trajectory {I(s) : s ≤ t} we
thus have to integrate a nonlinear equation of the form (choosing to
measure the amplitude quadrature and neglecting photon losses)









fig 38. Schematic state-
space representation
of the Kalman evolu-
tion. The conditional
state is depicted by a
circle and evolves in
time according to the
system dynamics. After
a time dt a Bayesian up-
date is applied based
on the measurement
outcome to find the
new conditional state.
We show in appendix B.3 that in the case of Gaussian systems and
a linear measurement (such as homodyne detection), this equation
can be mapped to the (stochastic) differential equations (1.67). In
classical filtering theory equations (1.67) are known as the Kalman
filter [Kal60; KB61], which presents the optimal estimator under a
minimum-mean-square-error criterion [Ste94; Xio08]. Let us briefly
discuss the interpretation of the classical Kalman filter in its continu-
ous form. If we describe by X a state of a Gaussian system in a clas-
sical state space (e. g., the phase space of a harmonic oscillator), the
Kalman filter ascribes to it an optimal estimate X̂ and an estimation-
error covariance matrix Σ̂ = E[(X− X̂)(X− X̂)T], where E[·] denotes
the expectation value with respect to the initial probability distribu-
tion describing the system. The estimate is chosen to minimize the
mean-square error E[‖X − X̂‖2] = tr(Σ̂). The true state X (a point
in the state space) thus follows a Gaussian distribution with a covari-
ance given by Σ̂ centred at X̂. The Kalman filter equations describe
how the conditional state is iteratively updated (see fig. 38): First, the
estimate X̂ and the covariance Σ̂ are propagated for an infinitesimal
time interval dt according to the system dynamics. Second, the meas-
urement outcome is incorporated as a Bayesian update that corrects
the value of the estimate X̂ and contracts the covariance ellipse. The
updated values are again propagated by dt and the procedure is re-
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peated. Note that of the Kalman equations only the one for X̂(t) actu-
ally depends on the measurement trajectory I(t), while the evolution
of Σ̂(t) solely depends on the linear dynamics of the underlying sys-
tem. This has an important consequence: Given an initial state and
a system’s state-space model (i. e., the matrices F, H, G, N, and M;
see appendix B.3.1) all quantities that depend on Σ̂(t) only [e. g., the
mean occupation number or the logarithmic negativity], are predeter-
mined for the complete time evolution, and are independent of the
observations made in the experiment. It is therefore crucial to build
an accurate model of the experimental setup and verify its accuracy
against the measured data. This can be achieved by testing that the
(experimentally obtained) innovation process W(t) is indeed a Wiener
process, i. e., that for t > s it obeys W(t)−W(s) ∼ N (0, t− s), where
N (µ, σ2) is the normal distribution with a mean µ and a variance σ2
[Klo94]. How this can be implemented in practice will be discussed
in the next section.
3.5.2 Technical considerations
Discrete Formulation
The filtering procedure described in the previous section is based on
continuous measurements and continuous Bayesian updates. In any
experiment measurements will always be made after discrete time
steps of length ∆t set by the sampling frequency Fs = 1/∆t of the
measurement equipment. In the same way a numeric integration of
the stochastic master equation or the Kalman filter will also be con-
ducted using a finite step size. Historically, the Kalman filter was
first formulated for the discrete case [Kal60] and later extended to
the continuous case—this extension commonly being called Kalman–
Bucy filter [KB61]. Let us briefly review the discrete Kalman filter for
a Gaussian time-invariant system described by a state vector Xk ∈ R
n
at a time tk = k∆t and a state-space model
Xk = F̄Xk−1 + Ḡuk−1 + vk−1, (3.51a)
yk = HXk + qk, (3.51b)
where yk ∈ R
m describes the measurement process. vk ∼ N (0, N̄)
and qk ∼ N (0, R̄) are Gaussian white-noise processes with covari-
ance matrices N̄ ∈ Rn×n and R̄ ∈ Rm×m respectively. In general q
and v are correlated, with a correlation matrix given by E[vkq
T
k ] =
M̄ ∈ Rn×m. Additionally we assume the initial state of the system
to be given by X0 ∼ N (m0, Σ0). The corresponding Kalman filter
is typically formulated in a two-step process, the two steps—state
evolution and Bayesian update—corresponding to the procedure il-
lustrated in fig. 38. We denote by N (X̂k|k−1, Σ̂k|k−1) the prior prior and posterior
estimate
state of
the system at time tk conditioned on measurements up to tk−1 (i. e.,
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before the measurement update at tk); by N (X̂k, Σ̂k) we denote the
posterior state conditioned on measurements up to tk (i. e., after the
measurement update at tk). The propagation step is described by the
equations [Ste94, p 361f]
X̂k|k−1 = F̄X̂k−1 + Ḡuk−1, (3.52a)
Σ̂k|k−1 = F̄Σ̂kF̄
T + N̄, (3.52b)
and the Bayesian update is effected by
X̂k = X̂k|k−1 + Kk(yk −HX̂k|k−1), (3.53a)






T + HM̄ + M̄THT + R̄)−1, (3.53c)
where Kk is the so-called Kalman gainKalman gain . In the limit ∆t→ 0 these equa-
tions lead to the differential Kalman filter equations (1.67) [where in
(1.67) we considered the less general case R̄ = 1m only]. The con-
nection between the discrete and the continuous state-space model is
found by the following procedure [Ste94; Sim06]: We start from the












where we introduced the measurement noise process q(t) with
E[q(t)qT(t′)] = Rδ(t − t′), and v(t)dt = dV . We now integrate
eq. (3.54a) for a time ∆t = tk − tk−1, defining Xk := X(tk) and the
fundamental solution Φ(τ) = exp(Fτ). We thus find
Xk = Φ(∆t)Xk−1 +
∫ tk
tk−1
dτΦ(tk − τ)[Gu(τ) + v(τ)]. (3.55)
Assuming a piecewise continuous input which is constant over the
sampling time ∆t, i. e., u(s) ≡ uk−1 for s ∈ [tk−1, tk],
10 we can solve10. This is called
zero-order hold in
signal processing.
the first integral term, yielding∫ tk
tk−1
dτΦ(tk − τ)Gu(τ) = [Φ(∆t)− 1]F
−1Guk−1. (3.56)




dτΦ(tk − τ)v(τ). (3.57)
Its covariance matrix N̄ = E[vkv
T

















T(tk − τ). (3.58)
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In the case that the sampling rate is much faster than the system’s
timescales, i. e., λmax∆t  1 where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of
F, we can neglect the time evolution in eq. (3.58) and approximate
N̄ ≈ N∆t. A computationally efficient method to evaluate the exact
integrals involving Φ is given in [Van78]. The measurement-noise co-
variance matrix R̄ and the correlation matrix M̄ on the other hand
are chosen such, that by taking the limit ∆t → 0 one obtains from
eqs. (3.52) and (3.53) the correct continuous form (1.61b). (In partic-
ular this means that Σ̂k must be independent of ∆t.) This leads to
R̄ = R/∆t and M̄ = M [Sim06, p 232].
Testing Model Consistency
The main tool to test the accuracy of an employed model in an exper-
iment is the so-called innovation sequence [Hei+05, p 292f]
νk = yk −HX̂k|k−1 = H(Xk − X̂k|k−1) + qk, (3.59)
a white-noise Gaussian process. Due to the orthogonality relation (see
appendix B.1.2) the estimation error and the measurement noise are
uncorrelated, and the innovation sequence’s correlation function is
E[νkν
T






By virtue of the Cholesky decomposition we can write S−1 = LLT,
and introduce the normalized innovation sequence ν̃k = L
Tνk. The
components of ν̃k are independent Gaussian random variables with
unit variance. The squared normalized innovation sequence ν̃Tk ν̃k =
νTk S
−1νk thus follows a χ
2
n-distribution [BLK01, p 59]. An optimally
working Kalman filter thus fulfils the following conditions:
1 The squared innovation sequence ν̃Tk ν̃k follows a χ
2
n-distribution; a
less strict alternative condition is that the components of ν̃k are Gaus-
sian random variables with unit variance.
2 The innovation sequence ν̃k itself is white.
Condition 1 can for example be verified by applying the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test [Fra51], which quantifies the distance between an em-
pirical and a hypothetical distribution function (here either a χ2 or a
normal distribution).
Condition 2 can either be tested by applying the Ljung–Box test
[LB78] or by calculating the periodogram of the innovation sequence,
which should be flat with a given variance for a white process
[Hei+05]. Let us collect the central expressions involved in perform-
ing this test (for an extensive discussion of these results see, e. g.,
[Shi10]). We assume z is a (scalar) Gaussian white-noise process, i. e.,
zn ∼ N (0, σ
2) and E[znzm] = σ
2δnm. Its discrete Fourier transform











−i2π knN , (3.61)
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where the frequency is sampled at discrete points fn = (n/N)Fs =
n/(N∆t). Note that, as zn ∈ R are Gaussian random variables, Zk =
Ak + iBk (Ak, Bk ∈ R) are also Gaussian, with E[A
2
k ] = E[B
2
k ] =
Nσ2/2. The power spectrum of z can be estimated by calculating its
















2 + (Bmk )
2], (3.62)
where we apply averaging over M independent samples in order to
increase the signal-to-noise ratio of the periodogram.11 Rescaling ap-11. This technique
is commonly called
Bartlett’s method.











2 + (Bmk )
2] ∼ χ22M (3.63)
is χ2-distributed with 2M degrees of freedom [Shi10, p 247].
To apply this as a test for the innovation sequence, we set z to
one component of the normalized innovation sequence ν̃, and con-
sequently σ = 1. One can then calculate the rescaled periodogram as
in eq. (3.63), and test the resulting empirical against the χ22M distribu-
tion.
Modelling Coloured Noise
The Kalman filter in the formulation presented here relies on a state-
space model that is driven by Gaussian white noise processes. In
many experiments, classical noise sources, such as amplitude and
phase noise of a laser, have a coloured spectrum. To model this, one
can extend the state-space model of the actual physical system to an
equivalent larger model that is driven by a white noise process only.
The Kalman filter can then be constructed based on this extended
state-space model [Ste94, p 364].
Consider an n-dimensional coloured noise process ξ whose time
evolution is described by dξ = Fξξ dt + dζ, where ζ is white noise.
Its spectrum is given by the rational function
Sξ(ω) = χ(ω)Nζχ(−ω)
T, (3.64)
where χ(ω) = −(iω1n + Fξ)
−1 is the transfer function of the pro-
cess and Nζ is the covariance matrix of ζ. Consider now a system
described by x(t) driven by the coloured noise process ξ, with an
equation of motion of the form
dx = Fxx dt + dv + dξ. (3.65)













which can be used as the basis for a Kalman filter.
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figure 39. Schematic of experimental setup: The optomechanical cavity is
driven by two laser fields, which are both subject to classical amplitude and
phase noise. The output light is detected by two independent homodyne
detectors, yielding measurement processes yr and yd.
Building a Model from Submodels
For practical applications the state-space model describing the com-
plete experimental apparatus can quickly become large, making its
construction by hand intractable. In order to handle increasingly large
models, one can build them up from smaller submodels which de-
scribe single physical entities (such as beam-splitters, optical cavities,
optomechanical systems, but also digital filters). These submodels can
then conveniently be connected into a network using the framework
described in [GJ09] which formalizes the concept of cascaded systems
introduced by [Gar93; Car93a].
3.5.3 The Experiment
We now discuss the implementation of the Kalman filter for an op-
tomechanical experiment, demonstrating optimal state estimation of
the optomechanical quantum state. Although the system is currently
operated in a classical regime, this experiment constitutes an import-
ant next step towards real-time quantum control of optomechanical
systems. The experimental data presented in this section were taken
by Jason Hölscher-Obermaier and Witlef Wieczorek [Wie+15].
The Experimental Setup
In this setup (as schematically depicted in fig. 39) we drive two in-
dependent optical modes of an optomechanical cavity with two laser
beams, one of which (denoted by a subscript r) is resonant with the
cavity (i. e., ∆r = 0), while the other one (subscript d) is tuned to
the lower mechanical sideband at ∆d = −ωm. The resonant beam is
used to monitor the cavity length to lock the laser frequency with re-
spect to the cavity resonance; the detuned beam can be used as a con-
trol beam, for example, to cool the mechanical motion. The cavity is
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double-sided, with a total decay rate κ = κin + κ̄ (as discussed in sec-
tion 1.1.2), which is the same for both optical modes. The fields reflec-
ted from the cavity are independently measured by two homodyne
detection setups, yielding measurements of the generalized quadrat-
ures yr and yd. Both beams carry classical amplitude and phase noise,
and suffer from passive beam-splitter losses. To incorporate the clas-
sical noise into our description, we extend the standard Langevin
equations to [GV01; Rab+09; Abd+11; GBS11a]
ẋm = ωm pm, (3.67a)
ṗm = −ωmxm − γm pm + ∑
i=r,d
























κ̄pini,2 + |α0,i| cos θi φ̇i, (3.67d)
where xi, pi with [xi, pj] = iδij (for i, j ∈ {r, d}) describe the amp-
litude and phase quadrature of the two cavity modes. Vacuum noise
entering through both cavity mirrors is denoted by xini , y
in
i , with vari-
ances 〈xini (t)x
in




j (s)〉 = 12 δijδ(t− s) (i, j ∈ {1, 2}). The
angles θi are determined by θi = arctan(∆i/κ). Terms proportional to
δβi and φ̇i describe classical amplitude and phase noise of the driv-
ing lasers. The quadratures detected by the homodyne detectors are





















where ϕi denotes the local-oscillator phases. Additionally we in-
troduced the overall efficiency η (including losses and detector
efficiency) and an independent vacuum noise process yini . The clas-
sical noise processes δβi and φ̇i are modelled as Gaussian coloured
noise, whose spectra has to be determined from experimental data.
Using the Langevin equations (3.67) as a basis, we can build a soph-
isticated state-space model of the complete experimental setup. The
resulting Kalman filter can then be used to estimate the state of the
mechanical and the optical subsystems, as well as their correlations.
Results
We apply the Kalman filter in post-processing to the recorded homo-
dyne data to obtain estimates of the full optomechanical state vector
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X = (xm, pm, xr, pr, xd, pd)
T, together with the corresponding estim-
ation error. Short snippets of the resulting trajectories are shown in
fig. 40, for two different values of the coupling strength gd, while gr
is always fixed to gr = 0.2κ. The left column shows results from the
weak coupling regime (gd = 0.2κ), nicely displaying the harmonic
mechanical oscillation in the mechanical as well as in the optical
quadratures—the latter being modulated via the optomechanical in-
teraction. In the right column the system is operated in the strong
coupling regime (gd = 1.68κ); this leads to sideband cooling of the
mechanical mode and a strong suppression of the mechanical oscilla-
tion. In both cases it is clear to see that only the phase quadrature of
the resonant cavity couples to the mechanical motion, while the amp-
litude quadrature contains noise. Both quadratures of the detuned
























figure 40. Estimated optomechanical quadratures in the (a) weak (gd =
0.2κ) and (b) strong (gd = 1.68κ) coupling regime. The solid lines show the
amplitude (position) quadratures x̂d, x̂r (x̂m), the dashed lines the phase
(momentum) quadratures p̂d, p̂r (p̂m). The shaded areas correspond to two
times the estimation error (i. e., the 95% confidence interval). The experi-
ment was performed at room temperature with a micromechanical oscillator
of ωm = 2π × 1.278 MHz, γm = 2π × 265 Hz, and optomechanical param-
eters κ = 0.34 ωm, g0 = 2π × 7.7 Hz. For both coupling strengths gd of the
detuned beam we use gr = 0.2 κ, ϕd ≈ 0, and ϕr = π/2.
Figure 41 shows a phase-space representation of the estimated
optomechanical quadratures, similar to the schematic depiction in
fig. 10. In the weak coupling regime the mechanical system—rotating
in phase space—traces out a symmetric, thermal distribution [subfig-
ure (a)]. The black dashed line shows the uncertainty ellipse of the
unconditional state, which is here chosen to be the 95% confidence
region. The area enclosed by it is proportional to the uncertainty
product det(Σm) of the mechanical state (denoting by Σm the mech-








figure 41. Phase-space picture of the estimated quadratures. The left
column [(a), (c)] shows the weak coupling regime (gd = 0.2κ), the right
column [(b), (d)] the strong coupling regime (gd = 1.68κ). (a) and (b) depict
the phase space of the mechanical oscillator, (c) and (d) depict correlations
between the phase quadrature of the resonantly driven cavity mode and
the mechanical position. Each trajectory covers 100 µs. The dashed ellipses
indicate the 95% confidence region (calculated from the unconditional co-
variance matrix Σ), the solid black ellipses show the corresponding extent
of the conditional state (as determined by Σ̂). Histograms over the estimated
quadratures are shown as sidepanels (averaged over 100 ms).
Comparing it to the uncertainty ellipse of the conditional state (black
solid line), we note a clear reduction in uncertainty due to the con-
ditioning procedure. This effect—the conditional reduction of the oc-
cupation number—is sometimes referred to as cooling by measurement
[Van+13]. In our case it leads to a reduction of the occupation by a
factor of 27. In the strong coupling regime [subfigure (b)] one can ob-
serve the effects of sideband cooling, which heavily reduces the vari-
ance of the unconditional mechanical state. In addition, the strong
optomechanical interaction introduces a notable asymmetry, which
shows that the state is not thermal anymore and equipartition is viol-
ated. The marginals drawn along the phase space axes nicely demon-
strate the Gaussian distribution of the optomechanical state.
Figures 41(c) and 41(d) show correlations between the mechanical
position and the phase quadrature of the resonant beam. Analogous
to the mechanical phase space, the uncertainty reduction due to side-
band cooling is clearly visible in the shown correlations.
Finally we analyse the obtained innovation sequence to verify
the consistency of our assumed model with the measured data. As
discussed in section 3.5.2, in the ideal situation the innovation se-
quence should be white, and should therefore posses a flat noise
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figure 42. (a) Noise power spectrum of the normalized innovation se-
quence for the detuned beam (upper row) and the resonant beam (lower
row). The left column shows the results for weak coupling, the right column
for strong coupling. The 95% confidence region is shown by the dashed ho-
rizontal lines. The effective percentages of points in the confidence region
are given in the plots. The vertical grey shaded area marks the fundamental
mechanical mode. (b) Comparison of the empirical cumulative distribution
function (CDF) and probability density function (PDF) (red and blue lines)
with the theoretical form (grey shaded areas) for the weak (left) and strong
(right) coupling regime.
power spectrum with a certain variance. Figure 42(a) shows the noise
power spectrum of the normalized innovation sequence for both ho-
modyne measurements in the weak and the strong coupling regime.
The dashed lines indicate the confidence interval that 95% of the
datapoints should fall into. The fractions of datapoints effectively
contained in this region are given in the plots. We can see that we
have a fairly good agreement with the hypothetical values, especially
in the region around the mechanical frequency (indicated by the
vertical grey-shaded areas). The deviations from the theoretical flat
spectrum are mainly due to low-frequency noise at around 200 kHz,
caused by the spectral response of the photodetectors, and sharp
piezo-resonances between 2 − 5 MHz. Neither of these features is
taken into account in the state-space model. Due to these reasons the
whiteness test presented in section 3.5.2 does not succeed for this
particular model. In Figure 42(b) we compare the empirical cumulat-
ive distribution function (CDF) [BLK01, p 33] and the corresponding
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probability density function (PDF) to the hypothetical Gaussian dis-
tribution. We again find good overall agreement of our model with
the measured data.
Although this experiment is conducted in a classical regime, it
demonstrates the ability to evaluate the conditional quantum state of
optomechanical systems via Kalman filtering. The estimation proced-
ure was applied in post-processing, but can in principle be operated
in real time. Combining the presented techniques with continuous
measurements in the strong cooperativity regime (as demonstrated in
[Wil+14]) enables measurement based feedback cooling of the mech-
anical motion into the ground state, as well as the realisation of the
more sophisticated optomechanical quantum control protocols laid
out in this thesis.
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3.a appendix : details on the optomechanical imple-
mentation
3.a.1 Adiabatic Elimination under Continuous Observation
As we discussed in appendix 2.C the adiabatic elimination of the cav-
ity mode corresponds to a perturbative expansion in the small par-
ameter g/κ  1. At the same time it is important to keep κ/ωm
and ∆c/ωm constant in order to capture the dynamical back-action
effects of the cavity, which are crucial for a correct description of op-
tomechanical systems. In appendix 2.C we discussed this adiabatic-
elimination procedure on basis of a standard master equation. The
method applied there cannot be applied to the stochastic master equa-
tion considered here, however, as the measurement operatorH is non-
linear. Instead we follow the procedure described in [DJ99].
The conditional master equation for an optomechanical system
whose output field is subject to a heterodyne measurement of a
































∆lo is the detuning of the LO with respect to the laser drive of the





c cc, indicated by the operators x̃m, ρ̃c, etc. In order to
eliminate the cavity we decompose ρ̃c as
ρ̃c ≈ ρ̃00⊗ |0〉〈0|+ ρ̃10⊗ |1〉〈0|+ ρ̃01⊗ |0〉〈1|+ ρ̃11⊗ |1〉〈1|, (3.71)
such that
〈cc〉 = tr(ρ̃10), (3.72a)
〈c†c〉 = tr(ρ̃01). (3.72b)
We can consider the matrix elements ρ̃ij to be of order i + j in the
small parameter g/κ; eq. (3.71) thus corresponds to a second-order
expansion. For the components ρ̃ij we find




ei∆ct x̃mρ̃10 −H. c.
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The adiabatic solution for ρ̃10 is [compare this to eq. (1.44)]
ρ̃10 = −ig e
−i∆ct
[





where we neglected terms of second and higher order in g/κ and
introduced η± as given by eq. (1.45). We are interested in the effect-
ive equation of motion for the reduced density matrix of the mirror


























From the adiabatic solution for ρ̃10 and ρ̃01 = ρ̃
†
10 we find,



















where we used ρ̃00 ≈ ρ̃
(m)
c which is correct to the desired order. Cor-









































Equation (3.75) does not give rise to a valid Lindblad equation when
averaged over all possible measurement trajectories as ỹ is not a Her-
mitian operator. In order to get a consistent equation we apply a RWA
to both the dynamics generated by the first commutator term and
the measurement term. Let us take a closer look at the first term in
eq. (3.75): Plugging in the definitions of x̃m and ỹ we find resonant




(m), etc., and off-resonant terms
oscillating at e±2iωmt. The resonant terms have two effects (see sec-
tion 1.3.1): First they give rise to cooling and heating, and second to
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a frequency shift of the mechanical resonance frequency to ωeffm . We
have to account for this frequency shift by changing to a different
frame rotating at ωeffm , which we still denote by ρ̃
(m) for simplicity.
We can now introduce a time coarse graining in the form of dρ(m)c =∫ t+δt
t dρ̃
(m)
c as we have done in appendix 2.C.2. We assume that it can
be arranged such that ρ̃(m)c varies slowly on the timescale δt (and can
thus be pulled out from all time integrals), while we still average over
many mechanical periods, i. e., δt ωeffm  1. In the adiabatic regime
the relevant system timescales are given by g2/κ and n̄γ, the effect-
ive interaction strength and mechanical decoherence rate respectively.
Hence we find that δt must fulfill ωeffm  1/δt g
2/κ, n̄γ.
Although equation (3.75) is valid for any ∆lo and ∆c, the form of
the resulting equation in RWA depends on the choice of ∆lo. Here we
are only interested in the case ∆lo = ±ω
eff
m . For the first term in (3.75)
the RWA then simply amounts to dropping all terms oscillating with
exp(±2iωeffm t) (as they are averaged out by the time coarse graining),
which introduces an error of order O(1/δt ωeffm ). To treat the hetero-
dyne measurement we introduce the coarse-grained noise increment
dW0 =
∫ t+δt
t dW (see appendix B.1.1 for a more detailed treatment
of heterodyne detection), which obeys (dW0)
2 = dt. The averaged
































with γ− = Γ− + γm(n̄ + 1) and γ+ = Γ+ + γmn̄. In principle there
exist additional sideband modes centered at ±2ωeffm , which in RWA
are not correlated with W0, and are not of interest for use here. We
thus average over them.
3.a.2 Time-continuous Teleporation
Here we derive the stochastic and feedback master equations for
the optomechanical teleportation setup presented in section 3.3, fol-
lowing the lines of section 3.2.1 with modifications accommodating
the optomechanical implementation. The one-dimensional electro-




†(t) − c†c a(t)]. As before, A is assumed to be in the
vaccuum state, while the second field B is in a pure squeezed state.
In this section we refer to several different rotating frames: the frame
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of the driving laser rotating at ω0 (which is our standard frame of
reference), the squeezing frame which defines the central frequency
for the squeezed input light at ωs, and the local oscillator frame at ωlo
in reference to which all measurements will be made. We therefore
have the relations
a(t) = alo(t) e
−i∆lot, (3.79a)
b(t) = bs(t) e
−i∆st = blo(t) e
−i∆lot, (3.79b)
with the definitions ∆lo = ωlo − ω0, ∆s = ωs − ω0. The squeezed







|M〉B = 0 with α = (N + M)/(N + M
∗ + 1)
and N(N + 1) = |M|2. The Schrödinger equation of the full system
in the LO frame can be written as (neglecting for the moment the
coupling to the mechanical bath as this can easily be added in the
end, see discussion in appendix 2.C)
















where |Ψ〉 is the state describing the complete system with an initial
condition |Ψ0〉 = |ψ0〉S ⊗ |vac〉A ⊗ |M〉B. If we now choose ∆s = ∆lo,













lo + blo + b
†
lo)dt and dP− = i
√
1/2(alo −
a†lo − blo + b
†
lo)dt, and µ = 1− α, ν = 1 + α as before. By comparing
this to Schrödinger equation (3.6) we can deduce that the heterodyne
Bell measurement at ωlo is described by SME (3.15) together with the
expression for the measurement currents (3.8) if we set s = cc e
i∆lot.
Thus the master equation
dρc = Lρc dt +
√
κH[(µ dW+ + iν dW−)cc e
i∆lot]ρc (3.81)




i∆lot +H. c.〉c dt + dW+, (3.82a)
I− dt = i
√
1/2〈cc e
i∆lot−H. c.〉c dt + dW− (3.82b)
provides us with a description of the conditional state of the full op-
tomechanical system (including the cavity mode) conditioned on the
heterodyne currents I±. What we eventually seek to obtain is an ef-
fective description of the mechanical system only. Under the weak
coupling assumption g/κ  1 we can eliminate the cavity mode. It is
straightforward to generalize the procedure from appendix 3.A.1 to
the case of a time-continuous Bell measurement. To make the desired
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expansion we must first transform (3.81) into the interaction picture








i∆ct +H. c.)(cm e





κH[(µ dW+ + iν dW−)cc e
i(∆lo+∆c)t]ρ̃c + κD[cc]ρ̃c dt. (3.83)
(All operators marked with a tilde, e. g., ρ̃, are defined with respect
to this rotating frame.) One can then show that the SME for the mech-















g2κH[(−iµ dW+ + ν dW−)ỹ e
i∆lot]ρ̃(m)c , (3.84)
where ρ̃(m)c denotes the conditional state of the mechanical subsystem.
As we illustrate in the main text we drive the optomechanical cavity
on the blue sideband (ω0 = ωc +ωm), but want the LO to be resonant
with the scattered photons (ωlo = ω0 − ω
eff
m ), and thus set ∆lo =
−ωeffm (note the shifted resonance frequency; see appendix 3.A.1). As
before we introduce the coarse-grained noise increments dW(0)± =∫ t+δt


















where we added mechanical decoherence terms.
To apply feedback we have to extract the modes corresponding
to the filtered noise processes W(0)± from the heterodyne currents I±.
This can be achieved by applying the coarse-graining procedure from
above to (3.82a) and (3.82b), i. e., I(0)± =
∫ t+δt
t I± dt. Together with
〈cc〉c = −ig〈y〉c, which results from the adiabatic elimination [see
eqs. (3.72) and (3.73)], we find




m −H. c.〉dt + dW
(0)
+ , (3.86a)




m + H. c.〉dt + dW
(0)
− , (3.86b)
where we neglected contributions from higher sidebands, introdu-





m the set of equations (3.85), (3.86) is equivalent to the
generic case discussed before. However, equation (3.85) additionally
contains decoherence terms due to the coupling to the mechanical
environment (γn̄D[c†m] + γ(n̄ + 1)D[cm]) and due to optomechanical













(where the prefactors are chosen to match the operator s), and after
adding the appropriate decoherence terms, the FME for optomechan-
ical teleportation can be written as
˙̃ρ(m) =
{




























where ε = [1 + (4ωm/κ)
2]−1 and we finally set ∆c = ωm. Note that
this equation is not necessarily in Lindblad form, as the decoherence
terms’ prefactors may in general be negative. To fix this we can apply
the following diagonalisation procedure. We parametrise the jump
operators in terms of Xm = (xm, pm)










k − 12 ρs
†




































This shows that by virtue of the eigenvalue decomposition of the
(2 × 2) Hermitian matrix Λ, Λij = ∑k lkΛ̃kiΛ̃
∗
kj, we can write ρ̇ =
∑i λiD[Ji]ρ with Ji = vi · X, where λi and vi (i = 1, 2) are the eigen-
values and eigenvectors of Λ respectively. In all cases considered in
this thesis, Λ is positive definite and thus λi > 0; we can therefore
bring the corresponding master equations into Lindblad form.
3.a.3 Time-continuous Entanglement Swapping
In this section we derive the SME (3.43) and FME (3.45) which spe-
cify the generic case in section 3.2.2 for the optomechanical imple-
mentation. Again, the goal is to derive equations for the mechanical
systems, which we obtain by adiabatic elimination of the cavity and
subsequent application of a RWA. As before, the Bell detection op-
erates at the cavity frequency ωc detuned by ∆lo = ωlo − ω0 with
respect to the driving laser, and relations (3.79) still apply. Following
the logic from appendix 3.A.2 we thus define si =
√
κ ei∆lot cm,i, which
we use together with the generic entanglement SME (3.35) and FME
(3.36) as the starting point for our approximations. Going to the rotat-
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m,icm,i) and applying the adiabatic





















g2κ(1− υ)/2H[(iỹ+ dV+ + ỹ− dV−) e
i∆lot]ρ̃(m)c , (3.90)




iωmt. To apply a




c we first change to the frame
rotating with ωeffm (taking into account the optical spring effect). If we
choose ∆lo = −ω
eff
m we can drop the fast rotating terms in the first
line of (3.90). For the measurement terms (second and third line) we
again introduce δW(0)± and average over any sideband modes. After
taking the limit δt→ dt we end up with




































where we introduced cm,± = cm,1 ± cm,2 and we added mechanical
decoherence terms. We apply the same coarse graining to the meas-
urement currents (3.34) and find, by using si =
√
κ ei∆lot cm,i and
〈cm,i〉c = −ig〈yi〉c,


















m,+ + H. c.〉c + dV
(0)
+ , (3.92c)




m,− −H. c.〉c + dV
(0)
− . (3.92d)
One can clearly see that equations (3.91) and (3.92) are equi-





m,± and add appropriate decoherence terms. We





m,+, cm,− + c
†
m,−), (F3, F4) =
√
1− υ(cm,+ +
c†m,+, icm,− − ic
†




Q U A N T U M S T O C H A S T I C C A L C U L U S
a.1 quantum-optical model
In this section we briefly review the quantum-optical model of an
open quantum system coupling to the electromagnetic field, follow-
ing the presentation in [GC85]. A detailed discussion of this topic can
for example be found in [GZ04; ZG97; Bar06].
We consider a quantum system S described by some Hamiltonian
Hsys which couples to a 1d electromagnetic field A, consisting of a
continuum of harmonic oscillators. The environment (or bath) is de-
scribed in the Schrödinger picture by the creation and annihilation





′)] = δ(ω−ω′). (A.1)
The bath is thus described by the free Hamiltonian1 1. setting (here and in
the rest of the section)











with a frequency dependent coupling constant k(ω). The system op-
erator s we often call jump operator. Note that both operators s and
a(t) have a dimension2 [s] = [a(t)] =
√
Hz. Typically, the system 2. Using the conven-
tions of this section a
leaky cavity is, e. g.,
described by s =
√
κcc
will evolve on a time scale 1/ω0 set by the large optical frequency ω0
(e. g., the cavity resonance frequency), which we eliminate by moving
to the corresponding rotating frame; This amounts to the replacement
s → s e−iω0t. Similarly, we move into an interaction picture with the
free bath Hamiltonian Hbath generated by the unitary
3
3. Note that Θ(t)
forms a unitary one-
parameter group, i. e.,
Θ†(t)Θ(t) = 1 and
Θ(t + t′) = Θ(t)Θ(t′).
Θ(t) = exp(−iHbatht), (A.4)
and thus substitute a0(ω)→ a0(ω) e
−iωt. In a Markov approximation





















′)] = δ(t− t′). (A.7)
The system dynamics are then typically described in terms of QLEs
in the Stratonovich form for an arbitrary system operator X
(S) Ẋ = −i[X, Hsys]−
1
2
([X, s†]s− s†[X, s])
− [X, s†]ain(t) + [X, s]a
†
in(t) (A.8)
The field operator ain acts as a driving term for the equations of mo-
tion of the system S and thus be regarded as an input channel. Note
that ain is defined in terms of Schrödinger bath operators at the initial
time. Its time argument thus does not denote a time dependence in
the sense of the Heisenberg picture, but should rather be interpreted
as the time the initial input interacts with the system. Depending on
the state of the bath at this initial time, this input can either be a
noise term (e. g., for a thermal state of the bath), a classical drive (for
a coherent state), or something more general such as a single-photon
input. In order to interpret ain as quantum white-noise, we need to
assume it to be δ-correlated, e. g.,
〈a†in(t)ain(t
′)〉 := tr(a†in(t)ain(t








′)σ0) = (N + 1)δ(t− t
′), (A.9b)
where σ0 is the initial state of the system + bath (here in a thermal
state with mean occupation number N). This does not correspond to
a thermal state where the photon number follows the Bose–Einstein
distribution nB(ω), but rather an ensemble with a constant number
of photons per unit bandwidth. In this sense quantum white-noise
is an approximation that is valid in a certain (small) bandwith only.
In principle quantum stochastic differential equation (QSDE) in Stra-
tonovich form can also be formulated for non-white noise terms, as
is the case for mechanical oscillators (see section 1.3.1).
Similar to the input field ain we can define the output field aout of
the system S, which is related to the input field via the input–output
relations [GC85]
aout(t) = s(t) + ain(t). (A.10)
Note that s(t) denotes the Heisenberg operator given by the corres-
ponding QLE, see appendix A.3. The outgoing field at time t thus
consists of a reflected part of the input field and a contribution from
the internal system modes (which in turn contain contributions from
the input field at earlier times).
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a.2 the hudson–parthasarathy equation
In the white-noise limit of the Markov approximation (including an
appropriate state of the bath) and in the interaction picture intro-
duced above, one can develop a non-commutative quantum analogue
of the classical stochastic Itō-calculus to describe the joint unitary
evolution of the system S and the white-noise field A [HP84]. This
leads to the so-called Hudson–Parthasarathy equation, an Itō QSDE for










dt + s dA†(t)− s† dA(t)
]
U(t) (A.11)
with the initial condition U(0) = 1. Here we introduced the quantum
Wiener process quantum
Wiener process
A(t) (analogue to a classical complex Wiener process)
and its (forward-pointing) Itō-increments
dA(t) = A(t + dt)− A(t), (A.12a)
dA†(t) = A†(t + dt)− A†(t). (A.12b)
Formally the quantum Wiener process (A.12) is related to the field









Itō-calculusFor the electromagnetic field initially in the vacuum state the Itō-
increments obey the following multiplication rules:
× dA dA† dt
dA 0 dt 0
dA† 0 0 0
dt 0 0 0
(A.14)
More generally two quantum stochastic processes X(t), Y(t) obey the
Itō product rule
d[X(t)Y(t)] = [dX(t)]Y(t) + X(t)dY(t) + dX(t)dY(t), (A.15)
again with dX(t):=X(t + dt)− X(t), etc. The standard chain rule is
modified in a similar way: For a differentiable function f , we have




which in particular leads to
f (X(t+dt)) = f (X(t))+ f ′(X(t))dX(t)+ 12 f
′′(X(t))dX(t)2. (A.17)
Due to the forward-pointing definition of the Itō-increments (non-
anticipating) functions such as X commute with the increments at
equal times, i. e.,
[X(t), dA(t)] = [X(t), dA†(t)] = 0. (A.18)
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In particular this property also holds for the evolution operator U. It
will be convenient to introduce the non-Hermitian,effective Hamiltonian effective Hamilto-
nian




which contains the so-called Itō-correction −is†s/2 (compare this to
appendix A.6).
unitarity of U Using Itō-calculus one can show that d[U(t)U†(t)] = d[U†(t)U(t)] =
0, i. e., U(t) is unitary for all t as expected for the solution of a
Schrödinger equation. U(t) does not form a group, however, but
rather fulfils thecocycle property cocycle property [Bar06]
U(t + t′) = Θ†(t′)U(t)Θ(t′)U(t′) ∀t, t′ > 0 (A.20)
with respect to the free evolution of the electromagnetic bath Θ. Mov-
ing out of the interaction picture we can define
V(t) =
{
Θ(t)U(t) t ≥ 0
U†(|t|)Θ(t) t ≤ 0
, (A.21)
which form a unitary group, and thus V†(t) = V(−t) and V(t+ t′) =
V(t)V(t′), etc.
a.3 heisenberg–langevin equations
For a given QSDE defining U, the Heisenberg equations of motion of
an arbitrary system operator X can be found by applying the form-
alism introduced above. We first transform to the Heisenberg picture
using the map (also called quantum flow)
jt(X) = U
†(t)(X⊗ 1field)U(t), (A.22)
and then use Itō-calculus to deduce the equation for djt(X). For a
vacuum field we find (introducing X̄ = X ⊗ 1field for notational con-
venience)
djt(X) = dU
†(t)X̄U(t) + U†(t)X̄ dU(t) + dU†(t)X̄ dU(t)
= iU†(t)(H†effX̄− X̄Heff)U(t)dt
+ U†(t)X̄[s dA†(t)− s† dA(t)]U(t)
+ U†(t)[s† dA(t)− s dA†(t)]X̄U(t)
+ U†(t)[s† dA(t)− s dA†(t)]X̄[s dA†(t)− s† dA(t)]U(t)
= U†(t)[iH†effX̄− iX̄Heff + s
†X̄s]U(t)dt
+ U†(t)[X̄, s dA†(t)]U(t)−U†(t)[s† dA(t), X̄]U(t)
= U†(t)
{




+ U†(t)[X̄, s]U(t)dA†(t)−U†(t)[s†, X̄]U(t)dA(t).
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We thus obtain the Itō QLE [Bar06]
djt(X) = jt(L
†X)dt + jt([X, s])dA
†(t) + jt([s
†, X])dA(t), (A.23)
where L† is the adjoint of the Liouvillian introduced in (A.31) given
by
L†X = −i[X, Hsys] +D
†[s]X, (A.24a)
D†[s]X = s†Xs− 12 (s
†sX + Xs†s). (A.24b)
Following the usual notation used in quantum optics we often denote
the Heisenberg-picture operators by X(t) := jt(X).
The evolution of the output field is obtained in a similar way. We
define Aout(t) by moving to the Heisenberg picture, i. e.,
Aout(t) = U
†(t)[1sys ⊗ A(t)]U(t). (A.25)
We can easily obtain the corresponding QSDE [Bar86]
dAout(t) = jt(s)dt + dA(t), (A.26)
which corresponds to the input–output relations (A.10).
a.4 stochastic evolution of the quantum state
The time-evolution of the state vector |Ψ〉 (describing system + field)
is just given by |Ψ(t)〉 = U(t)|Ψ0〉 with an initial state |Ψ0〉 = |ψ0〉 ⊗
|vac〉. The vacuum state |vac〉 of the field obeys4 dA(t)|vac〉 = 0. As 4. In the same way we
have ain(t)|vac〉 =
a0(ω)|vac〉 = 0.
we have established that [U(t), dA(t)] = 0 we can write the resulting
equation in the form
d|Ψ(t)〉 =
[




If we define the stochastic density operator σ(t) = |Ψ(t)〉〈Ψ(t)| we
readily find the generalisation of the von-Neuman equation [GZ04,
p 349]
dσ(t) = −i[Heffσ(t)− σ(t)H
†
eff]dt
+ dA†(t)sσ(t)s† dA(t) + dA†(t)sσ(t) + σ(t)dA(t)s†. (A.28)
a.5 master equation
If we are exclusively interested in the evolution of the system we can







We then find (by evaluating dρ in Itō-calculus and dividing by dt
afterwards)






which shows a clear similarity to (A.28). The Liouvillian L in its ex-
panded form reads
Lρ = −i[Hsys, ρ] +D[s]ρ, (A.31a)
D[s]ρ = sρs† − 12 (s
†sρ + ρs†s). (A.31b)
Note that we have the identity55. Strictly this iden-
tity only holds for
bounded operators X. tr(XLρ) = tr(ρL†X) (A.32)
with the adjoint Liouvillian L† defined in (A.24).
a.6 stochastic equations in stratonovich form
To convert between the Itō and Stratonovich formulation of quantum-
stochastic processes we can for linear equations use the following ap-
proach [GZ04, p 346f]. Consider the Stratonovich stochastic differen-
tial equation
(S) dX(t) = [Adt + B dA(t) + C dA†(t)]X(t), (A.33)
with linear operators A, B, C and a given initial condition X(0). This
equation has the formal solution
X(t) = T+ exp
{∫ t
0
[Adt + B dA(t) + C dA†(t)]
}
X(0), (A.34)
where T+ denotes the time-ordered product. We can now calculate
the Itō increment dX(t) = X(t + dt) − X(t) by using the rules of
Itō-calculus outlined in the previous section and find
dX(t) =
{










where we assumed the field to be in vacuum and thus dA dA† = dt
to be the only non-vanishing quadratic term. Applying this to the
Hudson–Parthasarathy equation (A.11) we find the corresponding
Stratonovich equation to be
(S) dU(t) =
[




Using eq. (A.34) this has the formal solution
U(t) = T+ exp
{∫ t
0




As it is conventional in quantum optics, in this thesis stochastic dif-
ferential equations started by a fluxion of the form Ẋ are written in
Stratonovich form without explicit denotation by (S). Equations start-
ing with an increment dX are to be read as of Itō-type, if not stated
otherwise.
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a.7 non-vacuum field states
For a general (squeezed) Gaussian initial state of the electromagnetic
field the field operators obey the correlation function
〈a†in(t)ain(t
′)〉(N,M) = N δ(t− t
′), (A.38a)
〈ain(t)ain(t
′)〉(N,M) = M δ(t− t
′), (A.38b)
with parameters M ∈ C, N ≥ 0, and |M|2 ≤ N(N + 1), where equal-
ity is attained for a pure state. The vacuum multiplication table (A.14)
is thus modified to
× dA dA† dt
dA M dt (N + 1)dt 0
dA† N dt M∗ dt 0
dt 0 0 0
(A.39)
Note that while the Stratonovich form of the corresponding QSDEs
does not change, the Itō-form has to be modified accordingly [Bar86].










s dA†(t)− s† dA(t)
]
U(t). (A.40)





Q U A N T U M F I LT E R I N G & C O N T R O L
In this section we briefly review the most important results from the
theory of quantum filtering and (linear–quadratic–Gaussian) control.
Quantum filtering—the extraction of information about the quantum
state from noisy measurements—was developed in the mathematical
physics community [Bel80; Bel92] and later in the context of quantum
optics [Car93b].
b.1 the belavkin equation
b.1.1 Quantum Optical Derivation
Here we discuss a derivation of the stochastic Schrödinger equation
and the corresponding stochastic master equation for homodyne de-
tection from a quantum-optics perspective (see [Car93b] and [GZ04]
for a in-depth discussion). We consider the situation depicted in
fig. 43, where a system S couples to the one-dimensional electromag-
netic field A, which is initially in vacuum and is subject to homodyne
detection. Homodyne detection is realized by a strong local oscillator
(LO) which is mixed with the field A on a (balanced) beam splitter
and subsequent detection by photo detectors. We first assume unit
detection efficiency, but will discuss the case of inefficient detection







fig 43. (a) Physical
realisation of homodyne
detection and (b) its
equivalent depiction as
it is used throughout
the thesis.
We start from the Schrödinger equation (A.27) which describes the
full system (S + A) and we assume an initial state |Ψ0〉 = |ψ0〉S ⊗
|vac〉A. Equation (A.27) can then be written in the form
d|Ψ(t)〉 =
{





where we used the fact that dA(t)|Ψ(t)〉 = dA(t)|Ψ0〉 = dA(t)|vac〉 =
0 [GZ04, p 375]. A homodyne measurement of an electromagnetic
quadrature x = a + a† with a result Ix ∈ R effectively projects
the state of the light field onto the eigenstate |Ix〉A of x, where
x|Ix〉A = Ix|Ix〉A. Projecting (B.1) onto |Ix〉 results in [GG94]
〈Ix|Ψ(t + dt)〉 ⊗ |Ix〉 = [1− iHeff dt + s Ix dt] 〈Ix|Ψ(t)〉 ⊗ |Ix〉.
Defining |ψ̃c(t+dt)〉 := 〈Ix|Ψ(t+dt)〉 as the state after the measuremet




d|ψ̃c(t)〉 = [−iHeff dt + s Ix(t)dt] |ψc(t)〉, (B.2)
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with the forward pointing Itō-increment d|ψ̃c(t)〉 = |ψ̃c(t + dt)〉 −
|ψc(t)〉. |ψ̃c〉 is the unnormalised system state which is conditioned on
the homodyne photo-current Ix, which is a Gaussian random variable
















where the conditional expectation value is defined with respect to the
normalised conditional state, i. e., 〈s〉c = 〈ψc(t)|s|ψc(t)〉. Using this, Ix
can be written as
Ix dt = 〈s + s
†〉c dt + dW, (B.4)
where W is a classical Wiener process with dW(t)2 = dt and
zero mean. We can introduce the classical stochastic process X̃
defined by dX̃(t) = Ix(t)dt, which is statistically equivalent to
dX(t) = dAout(t) + dA
†
out(t).
1 This is due to non-demolition proper-1. Typically one does
not distinguish between
dX and dX̃ and just
defines dX = Ix dt.
ties of the measurement operator, see appendix B.1.2 and [BVJ07]. It
obeys dX̃(t)2 = dt.
From the stochastic Schrödinger equation (B.2) we can obtain a
stochastic master equation for the conditional density operator in the
following way. We first find the equation of motion for the unnor-
malized conditional state ρ̃c = |ψ̃c〉〈ψ̃c| by multiplying out (B.2). We
obtain
dρ̃c(t) = ρ̃c(t + dt)− ρc(t)








Equation (B.5) is the quantum analog to the classical Zakai equation
[Xio08]. Note that although the Liouvillian is trace-preserving [i. e.,
tr(Lρ) = 0], the second term in (B.5) does not possess this property.
The equation for the normalized state ρc(t) = ρ̃c(t)/ tr(ρ̃c(t)) is then
found by noting that
tr(ρ̃c(t + dt)) = tr(ρc(t) + dρ̃c(t))
= 1 + 〈s + s†〉c dX̃− i〈Heff − H
†
eff〉c dt + 〈ss
†〉c dt
= 1 + 〈s + s†〉c dX̃,
(B.6)
where now 〈A〉c = tr(ρc(t)A) and we used tr(ρc(t)) = 1. Thus we
find
tr(ρ̃c(t + dt))
−1 = 1− 〈s + s†〉c dX̃ + 〈s + s
†〉2c dt, (B.7)
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which is obtained by expanding tr(ρ̃c(t + dt))
−1 to second order in
dX̃ (leading to a first-order expansion in dt). Using Itō multiplication





= Lρc(t)dt +H[s]ρc(t)dW(t), (B.8)
which is the desired result (see [GZ04, p 375] and [WM09, p 161]).









It is clear from the derivation that under made assumptions the SSE
(B.2) is equivalent to the SME (B.8). The stochastic master equation
is more general, however, as it can accommodate for additional, un-
observed decay channels (such as photon losses/inefficient detection
or coupling of a mechanical oscillator to a heat bath), as well as for
mixed initial states.
We can generalize the homodyne master equation in several ways:
Above we assumed a measurement of a specific light quadrature
x = a + a†. To measure a rotated quadrature xφ = a e−iφ +a† e+iφ we
have to make the replacement s → eiφ s, which simply follows from
replacing a→ e−iφ a. We can as easily obtain the SME corresponding
to heterodyne detection at a LO frequency ωlo 6= ω0 by substituting
s→ ei∆lot s, where ∆lo = ωlo−ω0. Below we will discuss the situation
S A B
A'
fig 44. Dual homodyne
detection
where we split up the field with a beam-splitter (with a splitting ra-
tion η : 1− η, 0 ≤ η ≤ 1) and perform two simultaneous homodyne
measurements on its outputs. The measured modes A′, B after the





1− η b(t), where A′ and B are both ini-
tially in vacuum and are uncorrelated such that dA(t)dB†(t) = 0, etc.
Plugging this relation into (B.1) and projecting onto the quadratures
e−iφ1 a′ + eiφ1 a′
†
, e−iφ2 b + eiφ2 b† one can repeat above steps and find





1− ηH[eiφ2 s]ρc dW2, (B.10)
with uncorrelated Wiener processes Wi, i. e., dWi dWj = δij dt. To
model photon losses or inefficient photo-detectors, we average over,
say, the second measurement process, and thus discard all informa-
tion obtained from it. Due to the fact that W2 is a Wiener process and
S A B
A'
fig 45. Effective de-
scription of inefficient
homodyne detection
thus has zero mean, the equation of motion for the resulting condi-
tional state—which is now conditioned on the measurement results
of the first channel only—is obtained by averaging, and thus drop-
ping, the last term in (B.10). The beam-splitter transmissivity is then
identified with the efficiency of the photo-detection. Formally we can
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obtain the same result from (B.8) by replacing s → √ηs in the meas-
urement term, while keeping the Liouvillian unchanged. The general
SME for heterodyne detection at a LO frequency ωlo = ω0 + ∆lo, at a
phase φ, and with a detection efficiency η thus is
dρc = Lρc dt +
√
ηH[ei(∆lot+φ) s]ρc dW. (B.11)
Often we will be faced with the situation where the LO detuning is
large on the typical frequencies of the system. In this case, a time
coarse-grained description of the heterodyne measurement is appro-
priate [WM09, p 166f]. To this end we choose a time interval δt which
is large compared to ∆−1lo but short on all system timescales, and
define the time-averaged density matrix ρ̄ by∫ t+δt
t
dρ = ρ(t + δt)− ρ(t) =: dρ̄(t). (B.12)
At the same time we have to assume that ρ(t) is slowly varying on
the timescale δt and we can consequently make the approximation∫ t+δt
t
dτρ(τ) ≈ ρ(t)δt =: ρ̄(t)dt. (B.13)
This leads us to define the Fourier cosine and sine components of the





dW(τ) e−i∆loτ =: dWc + i dWs, (B.14)












dW(τ)[1 + cos(2∆loτ)] = [1 +O(∆loδt)
−1]δt,
and in a similar way dWs(t)
2 = [1 + O(∆loδt)












dW(τ) sin(2∆loτ) = O(∆loδt)
−1δt.
We thus see that Wc, Ws are Wiener processes which are (approxim-
ately) uncorrelated. On timescales much longer than δt we can make
the replacement δt→ dt and can thus use the Itō table
dW2c = dW
2
s = dt, (B.15a)
dWc dWs = 0. (B.15b)
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We therefore find an effective stochastic master equation for hetero-
dyne detection, reading








H[−i eiφ s]ρ̄c dWs. (B.16)
We thus see that in this limit a heterodyne measurement is equivalent
to simultaneous homodyne measurements of two conjugate quadrat-
ures, each with half efficiency (as is depicted in fig. 44).
More generally we can describe an open quantum system coupling
to m vacuum field channels, m′ ≤ m of which are subject to homo-
dyne detection, by the equation









The case m′ < m can be used to describe inefficient photo-detection,
as we just demonstrated in the discussion above, or decoherence chan-
nels which cannot be observed at all, e. g., phonon losses of a mechan-
ical oscillator. Equations of this form are often called Belavkin equa-
tions [Bel92].
b.1.2 Derivation by Nonlinear Filtering
In this section we derive the stochastic master equation for homo-
dyne detection from the perspective of classical nonlinear filtering. In
our derivation we will follow the technique laid out in [GK10]. First
we briefly review the most important properties of the conditional
expectation value (see, e. g., [BVJ07]). In the following we denote by
E[A] the expectation value of a random variable A with respect to
some probability space. For a quantum observable A and a quantum
state ρ we identify E[A] = tr(Aρ). The following construction works
independently of this specific choice, however.
Conditional Expectation Value
Let A be a (von-Neumann) algebra of operators and A′ = {B :
[B, A] = 0, ∀A ∈ A} its commutant commutant. We then call the map E[·|A] :
A′ → A the conditional expectation from A onto A′ if
E[E[B|A]g(A)] = E[Bg(A)] (B.18)
for all A ∈ A, B ∈ A′ and some measureable function g (in particular
g = id and g(A) ≡ 1). The conditional expectation has the following
useful properties:
E[B|A] = B for all B ∈ A (B.19a)
E[E[B|A]|C] = E[B|C] for C ⊂ A (B.19b)
E[AB|C] = A E[B|C] for A ∈ C (B.19c)
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The expectation E defines a scalar product 〈A, B〉E := E[A
†B], which
induces the norm ‖A‖E := 〈A, A〉
1/2
E . From the definition (B.18) then
directly follows the orthogonality relationorthogonality relation
〈E[B|A]− B, g(A)〉E = 0 (B.20)
for all A ∈ A, B ∈ A′. The conditional expectation thus also satisfies
the least-squares property [BVJ07]
‖B−E[B|A]‖E ≤ ‖B− A‖E. (B.21)
This means that E[·|A] is the orthogonal projection from A′ onto A.
Characteristic Function Technique
Suppose we continuously monitor the output of a quantum system
whose evolution is described by eq. (A.11) via homodyne detection,
yielding a measurement of the field quadrature Y(t) = Aout(t) +
A†out(t) [where Aout is defined in (A.25)]. We denote by Yt = {Y(t
′) :
0 ≤ t′ ≤ t} the algebra generated by the observation process Y and
by Y ′t its commutant, Y
′
t = {A : [A, Y] = 0, ∀Y ∈ Yt}. For 0 ≤ t
′ ≤ t




′)] = 0 (B.22)
[such that jt(X) ∈ Yt] and the self non-demolition property
[Y(t), Y(t′)] = 0. (B.23)
This allows us to map the quantum filtering problem to a classical
filtering problem which we can tackle by methods from classical non-
linear filtering theory.
We define the quantum state E[·] = tr(ρ0⊗ ρvac · ) and seek to find
an estimate2 πt(X) ∈ Yt for the Heisenberg operator X(t) = jt(X)2. πt is often called
the quantum filter which minimizes the quadratic error E[(πt(X) − jt(X))
2] based on
the observations Y(t). As this requirement is equivalent to eq. (B.21)
we directly find
πt(X) = E[jt(X)|Yt]. (B.24)
We will now show how to calculate πt(X) explicitly using the char-
acteristic function technique [GK10], for the case of a single vacuum
input. Due to the orthogonality property (B.20) of the conditional
expectation we have the identity E[(πt(X) − jt(X))Ct] = 0 for all
Ct ∈ Yt. We can thus make the following Ansatz
dCt = gtCt dY(t), (B.25a)
dπt(X) = αt dt + βt dY(t), (B.25b)
for adapted stochastic processes αt, βt ∈ Yt. This implies Ct, πt(X) ∈
Yt [while on the other hand jt(X) /∈ Yt]. We can then use dE[(πt(X)−
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jt(X))Ct] = 0, which, due to Itō-rules consists of three terms. We find
for the first term3 3. Remember that
dY = jt(s + s
†)dt +
dA + dA†.I = E[(dπt(X)− djt(X))Ct]
= E[αtCt]dt + E[βt dY(t)Ct]−E[djt(X)Ct]
= E[αtCt]dt + E[βt jt(s + s
†)Ct]dt−E[jt(L
∗X)Ct]dt
= E[αtCt]dt + E[βtπt(s + s
†)Ct]dt−E[πt(L
∗X)Ct]dt,
where to go from the second to the third line we used (i) the
fact that Y is generated by a Wiener process and therefore the
increments dY(t) are independent of Y(t) at equal times, i. e.,
E[dY(t) f (Y(t))] = E[E[dY(t)] f (Y(t))] for a measureable function
f , (ii) E[dY(t)] = E[jt(s + s
†)]dt, and (iii) for the field initially
in vacuum we have E[dA(t)] = 0 and E[dA†(t)] = 0. In par-
ticular this means that E[βt dA(t)Ct] = E[βt dA
†(t)Ct] = 0. To
go to the fourth line we used the orthogonality property, thus
E[jt(X)Ct] = E[πt(X)Ct]. For the second term we find
II = E[(πt(X)− jt(X))dCt]
= E[(πt(X)− jt(X))gtCt jt(s + s
†)]dt
= E[πt(X)πt(s + s
†)gtCt]dt−E[πt(X(s + s
†))gtCt]dt
by the same reasoning as above. Going from the second to the third
line we used (B.19c), which implies πt(πt(X)jt(s)) = πt(X)πt(s), and
jt(XY) = jt(X)jt(Y). For the third term we obtain by using the Itō
table (A.14)
III = E[(dπt(X)− djt(X))dCt]





As gt is an arbitrary function we can deduce from I + II + III = 0 by
equating the coefficients of gt and gtCt that
0 = αt + βtπt(s + s
†)− πt(L
∗X),
0 = πt(X)πt(s + s
†)− πt(X(s + s
†)) + βt − πt([s
†, X])
= πt(X)πt(s + s
†)− πt(Xs + s
†X) + βt,
where both equalities hold almost surely with respect to E. Solving







dW(t) = dY(t)− πt(s + s
†)dt (B.27)
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is the innovations processinnovations process . W(t) is a Wiener process with E[dW] = 0,
dW2 = dt and therefore E[πs(X)dW(t)] = 0 for 0 ≤ s ≤ t. The
innovations process can be interpreted as the difference between the
observed changed dY(t) and the expected change πt(s + s
†)dt of the
field. We can obtain the adjoint equation for the conditional density
matrix ρc by identifying πt(X) = tr(ρc(t)X). This leads to the SME
(B.8).
b.2 markovian homodyne feedback
In this section we discuss how to describe Markovian (i. e., instant-
aneous) homodyne feedback in a framework developed in [Wis94].
The setup is basically the one from fig. 28, where the photo-current
Ix(t) is fed back to the system. Markovian feedback dynamics can be
described by the expression
(S) [dρc]fb = K[F]ρc dX̃, (B.28)
the strength of the feedback being proportional to dX̃ = Ix(t)dt. The
feedback is assumed to be described by a Hamiltonian evolution and
we thus write the linear operator K as
K[F]ρ = −i[F, ρ], (B.29)
where the Hermitian operator F = F† describes a generalised force.
As explicitly stated, eq. (B.28) has to be interpreted as a Stratonovich
equation [Wis94]. In order to reconcile this with a master equation in
the Itō-formalism [e. g., eq. (B.8)] we first have to convert it to Itō form.
For a general master equation (with generic linear operators L and
K, and a nonlinear operator H) this procedure yields the following:
• We start from a conditional Itō master equation
dρc = Lρc dt +Hρc dW





K[F]2ρc dt +K[F]ρc dX̃
• As analysed in [Wis94], Markovian feedback can be described by al-
ternately applying the generators of the conditional and the feedback
evolution, applying feedback after the measurement, i. e.,
ρc(t + dt) = exp
( 1
2K







Expanding each exponential to first order in dt yields
ρc(t + dt) =
(
1 + 12K
2 dt +K dX̃
)(














B.2 markovian homodyne feedback
Using the definitions of K := K[F] and H := H[s] [with eqs. (B.9)
and (B.29)], and the expression of the homodyne current dX̃
[eq. (B.4)] we can show
KHρ dt +Kρ dX̃ = K(H+ 〈s + s†〉c)ρ dt +Kρ dW
= K(sρ + ρs†)ρ dt +Kρ dW.





[F, [F, ρ]] = D[F]ρ. (B.30)
Plugging in these two relations we can then take the classical aver-
age over the measurement results (dropping all terms proportional
to dW) to obtain an unconditional master equation,
ρ̇ = Lρ +D[F]ρ +K(sρ + ρs†).
Finally, using the identity
D[s− iF]ρ = D[s]ρ +D[F]ρ− i[F, sρ + ρs†]− i
2
[ρ, Fs + s†F], (B.31)
this can be transformed to
ρ̇ = Lρ−D[s]ρ +D[s− iF]ρ− i[ 12 (Fs + s
†F), ρ]. (B.32)
If we now use the form (A.31) of the Lindblad operator we end up
with
ρ̇ = −i[Hsys, ρ] +D[s− iF]ρ− i[ 12 (Fs + s
†F), ρ]. (B.33)
Let us discuss a two-fold generalization of this equation: First, we
consider m independent measurement and feedback channels that are
described by the operators si and Fi (i = 1, . . . , m) respectively. This
generalisation is immediate in the light of equation (B.17). Second,
we take into account a non-unit detection efficiency 0 < η < 1. We
know from appendix B.1.1 that we can obtain the corresponding SME
by rescaling the jump operator s → √ηs, but only in the measurement
terms H[s], while the decoherence terms D[s] are unchanged. We use
eq. (B.32) as our starting point and rescale s → √ηs in the feedback














= −i[H, ρ] + ∑
i
{










which agrees with [WM09, p 246f].
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b.3 quantum filtering in linear systems
In this section we briefly review the most important equations of
quantum LQG control, following closely the presentation in [EB05].
We start by deriving the Gaussian quantum filter—the so-called
Kalman-Bucy filter—and afterwards discuss how its output can be
combined with optimal control techniques.
b.3.1 Kalman Filtering
Consider a Gaussian n-dimensional open quantum system coupling
to m vacuum field channels, m′ ≤ m of which are subject to homo-
dyne detection, yielding the measurement outputs Yi = Ai,out + Ai,out.
The system’s state conditioned on the outcomes of the homodyne
measurements is described by the Belavkin equation (B.17) or equi-
valently by a slightly generalised version of the quantum filter (B.26)












i X)− πt(X)πt(si + s
†
i )]dWi. (B.35)
Wi are Wiener processes with dWi dWj = δij dt and the Hamiltonian
is at most quadratic in the system’s quadratures, which we collect
into a column vector X = (X1, . . . , X2n)
T. The canonical commutation
relations can then be written as [Xi, Xj] = iJij, where J is a skew-
symmetric real matrix. Similarly we define Y = (Yi, . . . , Ym′). We can
parametrize the jump operators s = (s1, . . . , sm)
T, and the Hamilto-
nian H as
s = ΛX, (B.36)
H = 12 X
TRX+
[
XTR̃u(t) + H. c.
]
, (B.37)
where R ∈ R2n×2n is symmetric, R̃ ∈ C2n×m, and u(t) is a m-
dimensional input signal, which will later be used as a control input.
The system can then be described in terms of a linear vector quantum












with the real matrices
F = J[R + Im(Λ†Λ)], (B.39a)
H = 2 Re (Λ), (B.39b)
G = J(R̃ + R̃∗), (B.39c)
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and the real, vector valued noise process
dV = iJ(ΛT dA† −Λ† dA), (B.40)
where dA = (dA1, . . . , dAm)
T. We assume the field is in the vacuum
state ρvac, such that dAi(t)dAj(t) = δij dt. The (co)variances of dV
are thus determined by




= J Re (Λ†Λ)JT dt, (B.41a)
M dt = Re
(
dV [dA + dA†]T
)
= −J Im (ΛT)dt. (B.41b)
From the quantum filter equations we can deduce the equations of
motion for the conditional mean values X̂i = πt(Xi) and symmetric
covariance matrix Σ̂ij =
1





















K(t) = Σ̂(t)HT + M. (B.43)
Equations (B.42) together with (B.43) are known as the Kalman–Bucy
filter in classical estimation theory [KB61]. Presuming certain stabil-
ity conditions [WM09, p 292f], the steady-state solution of the condi-
tional covariance matrix Σ̂ can be found by setting the right-hand side
of (B.42b) to zero, and solving the resulting algebraic Riccati equation.
If instead we are interested in the properties of the unconditional
state, we can solve the Lyapunov equation obtained from (B.42b) by
dropping the last term. [The resulting equation can also be obtained
from (B.38a) by application of Itō calculus.]
Derivation of the Linear Langevin Equations
We can derive the linear vector Langevin equation (B.38a) from the
general form (A.23) by using the definition of the Liouville operator
(A.24) together with eqs. (B.36) and (B.37). In the following we are
using a sum convention where repeated indices are summed over.
For the unitary evolution we find
−i[Xk, H] = − i2 Rij[Xk, XiXj]− i(R̃ijuj[Xk, Xi]−H. c.)
= − i2 Rij([Xk, Xi]Xj + Xi[Xk, Xj]) + (R̃ij + R̃
∗
ij)uj Jki
= 12 Rij(JkiXj + Xi Jkj) + (R̃ij + R̃
∗
ij)uj Jki
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D†[sl ]Xk = s
†
l Xksl − 12 [s
†





X†i XkXj − 12 [X
†






liΛl j(Xi[Xk, Xj] + [Xi, Xk]Xj)
= i2 Λ
∗





l jΛli)Xi = −Jkj Im(Λl jΛ
∗
li)Xi,
while the noise terms result in
[Xk, sl ]dA
†
l = Λli[Xk, Xi]dA
†
l = iΛli Jki dA
†
l ,
[s†l , Xk]dAl = Λ
∗
li[Xi, Xk]dAl = iΛ
∗
li Jik dAl .
Putting this in vector form we immediately find eq. (B.38a). The out-
put equation eq. (B.38b) follows directly from the input–output rela-
tions eq. (A.26) and the definition of the jump operators.
Derivation of the Kalman Filter Equations
The Kalman filter equations can be derived starting from the quan-
tum filter equation (B.35) by using Itō-calculus. The derivation is very
similar to the one of the classical Kalman filter, see, e. g., [Xio08]. We
start with the conditional mean and find an explicit expression for
dX̂(t) = dπt(X). The result contains the three terms: The terms gen-
erated by the Hamiltonian evolution and the diffusive dynamics we
can copy from above, thus






†[sl ]Xk) = −Jkj Im(Λl jΛ
∗
li)πt(Xi).
Introducing the shorthand notation s̃i = si − πt(si) and X̃i = Xi −
πt(Xi), the measurement term (without the noise increment) can be
written as
πt(Xk s̃l + s̃lXk)
= Λliπt(XkX̃i) + Λ
∗
liπt(X̃iXk)
= Λliπt(X̃kX̃i) + Λ
∗
liπt(X̃iX̃k) + (Λli + Λ
∗
li)πt(Xk)πt(X̃i)
= Re (Λli)[πt(X̃kX̃i + X̃iX̃k)] + i Im (Λli)πt([X̃k, X̃i])
= 2 Re (Λli)Σ̂ki − Im (Λli)Jki,
where we used πt(s̃i) = πt(X̃) = 0 and Σ̂ij = πt(X̃iX̃j + X̃jX̃i).
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Adding up the resulting expressions and casting them into vector
form leaves us with
dπt(X) = J[R + Im (Λ
†
Λ)]πt(X)dt + J(R + R
∗)u(t)dt
+ [2Σ̂(t)Re(Λ)T − J Im(Λ)T]dW(t). (B.44)
It remains to show that
dWi = dYi − πt(si + s
†
i )dt = dYi − (Λij + Λ
∗
ij)πt(Xj)dt. (B.45)
This leads to eq. (B.42a). The evolution of the corresponding covari-




dπt(XlXk + XkXl)− d[πt(Xl)πt(Xk)]. (B.46)
For simplicity we here neglect the deterministic input and thus set
R̃ = 0; it is, however, straightforward to extend the presented deriv-
ation to the more general case R̃ 6= 0. The second term in eq. (B.46)
can be directly obtained from eq. (B.44) by using Itō-rules. It is made
up of the terms
πt(Xk)dπt(Xl) = [Fkiπt(Xi)dt + Kki dWi]πt(Xl), (B.47a)
dπt(Xk)dπt(Xl) = KkiKil dt, (B.47b)
plus the corresponding expression for πt(Xl)dπt(Xk). The expres-
sions for the first term in eq. (B.46) are more involved. For the
Hamiltonian evolution we find
− iπt([XlXk, H]) = − i2 Rmnπt([XlXk, XmXn])
= 12 Rmnπt(XlXm Jln + XlXn Jkm + XmXk Jln + XnXk Jlm)
= Rmnπt(XlXn Jkm + XnXk Jlm),
and after symmetrisation
− iπt([XkXl + XlXk, H])
= JlmRmnπt([Xn, Xk]+) + JkmRmnπt([Xn, Xl ]+)
= 2JlmRmn[Σ̂nk + πt(Xn)πt(Xk)]
+ 2JkmRmn[Σ̂nl + πt(Xn)πt(Xl)].
We now note that we can write the Lindblad term D†[s]X =
1
2 (s
†[X, s] + [s†, X]s). Together with the definition4 λnm = (Λ
†











jnΛjmπt(Xn[XlXk, Xm] + [Xn, XlXk]Xm)
= i2 Λ
∗
jnΛjmπt(Xn[JkmXl + JlmXk] + [JnlXk + JnkXl ]Xm)
= i4 λnmπt(JkmXnXl + JlmXnXk + JnlXkXm + JnkXlXm)
− i4 λ
∗
nmπt(JkmXlXn + JlmXkXn + JnlXmXk + JnkXmXl).
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We now decompose λnm = Re(λnm) + i Im(λnm) into its real and ima-
ginary part, and observe that Re(λnm) = Re(λmn) and Im(λnm) =
− Im(λmn). Above expression can thus be written as the sum of the
two terms
i
4 Re(λnm)πt(Jkm[Xn, Xl ] + Jlm[Xn, Xk])
+ i4 Re(λnm)πt(Jnl [Xk, Xm] + Jnk[Xl , Xm])
= i2 Re(λnm)πt(Jkm[Xn, Xl ] + Jlm[Xn, Xk])
= − 12 Re(λnm)(Jkm Jnl + Jlm Jnk) = −Jln Re(λnm)Jmk
and
− 14 Im(λnm)πt(Jkm[Xl , Xn]+ + Jnk[Xm, Xl ]+)
− 14 Im(λnm)πt(Jnl [Xm, Xk]+ + Jlm[Xk, Xn]+)
= − 12 Im(λnm)πt(Jkm[Xl , Xn]+ + Jnl [Xm, Xk]+)
= [Σ̂ln + πt(Xl)πt(Xn)] Im(λnm)Jmk
+ Jln Im(λnm)[Σ̂mk + πt(Xm)πt(Xk)].
Note that both expressions are symmetric under the substitution k↔
l. For the measurement term we obtain
πt(XlXk s̃i + s̃
†
i XlXk)
= Λijπt(XlXkX̃j) + Λ
∗
ijπt(X̃jXlXk)
= Λijπt([X̃l + πt(Xl)][X̃k + πt(Xk)]X̃j)
+ Λ∗ijπt(X̃j[X̃l + πt(Xl)][X̃k + πt(Xk)])
= Λij[πt(Xk)πt(X̃lX̃j) + πt(Xl)πt(X̃kX̃j)]
+ Λ∗ij[πt(Xk)πt(X̃jX̃l) + πt(Xl)πt(X̃jX̃k)]
= Re(Λij)[πt(Xk)πt([X̃l , X̃j]+) + πt(Xl)πt([X̃k, X̃j]+)]
− i Im(Λij)[πt(Xk)πt([X̃j, X̃l ]) + πt(Xl)πt([X̃j, X̃k])]
= 2 Re (Λij)[πt(Xk)Σ̂l j + πt(Xl)Σ̂kj]
+ Im (Λij)[πt(Xk)Jjl + πt(Xl)Jjk],
where we used that for Gaussian states central moments of odd or-
der must vanish, i. e., πt(X̃iX̃jX̃k) = 0 for all i, j, k. Combining these
expressions yields
1
2 dπt(XlXk + XkXl) = Fl jΣ̂jk + Σ̂l jFkj + Nlk
+ Fl jX̂jX̂k + X̂lX̂jFkj + Kl j dWjX̂k + X̂l dWjKkj. (B.48)
The first line corresponds to the standard Lyapunov equation. Plug-
ging eqs. (B.47) and (B.48) into (B.46), the second line of (B.48) cancels
with eq. (B.47a) and the corresponding term for πt(Xl)dπt(Xk). We
eventually obtain the Riccati equation (B.42b).
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B.3 quantum filtering in linear systems
b.3.2 Quantum LQG control
Linear–quadratic–gaussian control concerns the control of linear sys-
tems subject to additive Gaussian noise such that a quadratic cost
function is minimised. The LQG controller turns out to be a combin-
ation of the system’s Kalman filter plus a quadratic regulator, where
the control signal u(t) depends on a set of observations {Y(s) : 0 ≤
s ≤ t}. In this thesis we only deal with the asymptotic control prob-
lem for t→ ∞ as we are interested in the steady state of our systems.
We therefore want to find a feedback strategy which minimizes the
total cost [BH08]∫ ∞
0
E[h(X(t), u(t))]dt. (B.49)
We choose h to be of the form
h(X, u) = XTPX + uTQu, (B.50)
where P ≥ 0 and Q > 0 are both real, symmetric matrices of appropri-
ate dimensions. Under the assumption of certain stability conditions
[WM09, p 298] the optimal feedback signal is given by [EB05]
u(t) = −C(t)X̂(t), (B.51)
C = Q−1GTΩss, (B.52)
with Ωss the solution of the algebraic Riccati equation
FTΩss + ΩssF + P−ΩssGQ−1GTΩss = 0. (B.53)
In section 3.1 we need to calculate the steady-state covariance matrix
of a linear system including optimal feedback. This can be achieved






X̂(t)dt + K dW , (B.54)
where W is a Wiener process with dW(t)dW(t)T = 1m dt (the innov-






E[(X(t)− X̂(t))X̂(t)T] = 0, (B.56)
where the first relation follows from the definition of X̂ and Σ̂, and





= Σ̂(t) + E[X̂(t)X̂(t)T], (B.57)
where the equation of motion for the last term on the right-hand side
Ξ(t) = E[X̂(t)X̂(t)T] can be deduced from (B.54). The steady-state
solution Ξss which fulfills
(F−GC)Ξss + Ξss(F−GC)T + KKT = 0. (B.58)
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The steady-state solution of the symmetric covariance matrix of the







= Σ̂ss + Ξss. (B.59)
Finally, we want to estimate the magnitude of the expected feedback
signal. We quantify this by E[uT(t)u(t)]. In the steady state we find
E[uT(t)u(t)] = E[X̂TCTCX̂] = tr(CΞssCT). (B.60)
b.4 routh–hurwitz criterion
Consider the characteristic polynomial of a matrix M ∈ Rn×n
hn(λ) = det (M− λ1n) = a0λ
n + a1λ
n−1 + · · ·+ an−1λ + an, (B.61)
with real coefficients ai (i = 1, . . . , n) and a0 6= 0. All roots of hn then
have negative real part if and only if the determinants of all Hurwitz
matrices are positive [II07, p. 1086], i. e.,
det Hj > 0, j = 1, . . . , n. (B.62)
The Hurwitz matrices Hj ∈ R
j×j are defined by
(Hj)nm = a2n−m, 1 ≤ n, m ≤ j (B.63)




a1 a0 0 . . . 0
a3 a2 a1 . . . 0






a2j−1 a2j−2 a2j−3 . . . aj
 . (B.64)











a1 a0 0a3 a2 a1
0 0 a3
 ; (B.65)
b.5 evaluating integrals of rational functions
The presented method is useful for finding analytic solutions to a











n−1 + · · ·+ an−1x + an, (B.67a)
gn(x) = b0x
2n−2 + b1x
2n−4 + · · ·+ bn−2x
2 + bn−1, (B.67b)
with a0 6= 0. The polynomials hn and gn are therefore determined by
n + 1 and n coefficients respectively. We assume that all roots of hn
lie in the upper half-plane. The solution of (B.66) is then given by [II07,
p. 253]5 5. Note that the factor
(−1)n+1 is wrongly












where ∆n = det Hn is the determinant of the Hurwitz matrix Hn
defined in appendix B.4 and Λn = det Mn, with
Mn =

b0 a0 0 0 0
b1 a2 a1 a0 0






bn−1 a2n−2 a2n−3 . . . an
 , (B.69)
which is a n × n matrix obtained from Hn by replacing the first
column with the coefficients (b0, b1, . . . , bn−1) of gn. Note that for-
mula (B.68) is also valid when gn includes odd powers of x, as their
contribution averages to zero over the (−∞, ∞).
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